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Dynamics of layered Jahn–Teller crystals of rare-earth compounds „Review …
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Spectroscopic data on crystals of rare-earth compounds having structural instability due to the
cooperative Jahn–Teller effect are reviewed. Based on an analysis of these data, it is
inferred that the dynamic coupling of low-frequency electronic excitations of the rare-earth ions
with crystal lattice vibrations plays an essential role in the formation of the low-energy
spectra of layered crystals. The role of this coupling in the formation of anomalies of various
physical properties of crystals of rare-earth compounds with highly anisotropic structure
is examined. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820349#
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INTRODUCTION

Anharmonicity and the phase transitions brought ab
by the electron–phonon interaction are problems of part
lar interest in the study of the dynamic properties of soli
Usually a phenomenological approach is used in the ana
of structural phase transitions in solids. The primary rea
for this is that in most cases there is no known description
the microscopic level for the mechanisms causing the cha
in structure of a substance upon a change of the exte
parameters. However, there is a wide class of material
which structural phase transitions are due to the microsc
mechanism known as the cooperative Jahn–Teller ef
~CJTE!. A special place among the crystals with the CJTE
held by rare-earth compounds. Because of the strong lo
ization of the electrons of the 4f shell in them, the structura
phase transitions due to the CJTE occur at low temperat
Consequently, the molecular fields governing the Jah
Teller ordering are insignificant. Therefore the structure
the orbital ordering established as a result of the CJTE ca
altered by relatively weak external influences.

Historically the first experimental studies of the coope
tive Jahn–Teller effect in rare-earth compounds were d
on highly symmetric, weakly anisotropic crystals, and the
retical models of the CJTE were constructed on the basi
those experiments.1–4 The small value of the dynamic cou
pling of low-energy excitations of rare-earth ions with crys
lattice vibrations simplifies the theoretical approach to
description of the CJTE in weakly anisotropic crystals.
such materials the Debye temperature is much greater
the temperature of the structural phase transitions, and
rare-earth ion electronic levels active in the phase transit
cross the acoustic vibrational branch in the region where
density of states is insignificant~see Fig. 1a!, which makes
for a low value of the dynamic coupling.

In highly anisotropic crystals the situation is qualit
tively different. According to theory~see, e.g., Refs. 5–10!,
low-frequency vibrational spectrum of such crystals sho
exhibit features of the density of states in the form sh
spikes. This can lead to a significant increase in the dyna
coupling of the low-energy electronic excitations of the ra
earth ions with lattice vibrations.
11063-777X/2005/31(1)/31/$26.00
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At a crossing of electronic levels with the correspondi
low-frequency vibrational branches in the region where
density of states is maximal~see Fig. 1b! a dynamic en-
hancement of the coupling of the electronic and ionic s
systems occurs on account of the pronounced reson
character of the interaction of the excitations.

It is of interest to elucidate the role of the dynamic co
pling of the electronic and ionic subsystems in the format
of the low-energy spectra of excitations of highly anisotrop
Jahn–Teller crystals and to establish the features of t
physical properties that result from this coupling. Model o
jects for highly anisotropic Jahn–Teller systems are laye
crystals in which the Jahn–Teller ions are ions of the ra
earth metals~Dy, Er, Tm,...!. The most completely and sys
tematically studied of the rare-earth compounds with a l
ered structure are the alkali–rare-earth double molybd
~ARDMs!. Therefore, in this review we use the experimen
results obtained on those materials. These compounds,
the general formula AR(MoO4)2 where A is an alkali metal
ion and R is a rare-earth metal ion, have low symmetry of
crystal lattice ~monoclinic or rhombic classesC2h , D2h ;
Refs. 11–13!. Accordingly, the local symmetry of the rare
earth ions in them is rather low (C1 ,C2 ,D2), and the static
crystalline field splits the ground multiplet of the 4f shell
into states which are nondegenerate with respect to the
bital moment. However, because the values of the splitting
the ground multiplet are small, this gives rise to a so-cal
pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect. Because of the weak couplin
the electrons of the 4f shell with the crystal lattice, low-
energy electronic levels of the rare-earth ions that cross w
acoustic or optical–acoustic vibrational branches are ac
in the pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect. In ARDMs the acoustic a
optical–acoustic branches have low limiting frequencies
the Brillouin zone boundaries and zone center, and the l
energy electronic levels can cross the vibrational branche
the region where the density of states is maximal, leading
an unusual dynamics of these materials in the region of lo
energy excitations.

This review is organized as follows. In Sec. 1 we discu
the research that has been done on the spectroscop
ARDMs in the long-wavelength IR region and establish t
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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2 Low Temp. Phys. 31 (1), January 2005 V. I. Kut’ko
mechanisms of formation of the low-energy excitation sp
tra. Taking cesium–dysprosium molybdate as an exam
we show that the structure of the low-frequency vibratio
spectrum of these materials is described to sufficient ac
racy in the framework of a one-dimensional model. Wh
the dynamic coupling of the electronic and ionic subsyste
is taken into account, two qualitatively different scenar
emerge for the formation of the low-frequency electro
phonon spectra. On the basis of an analysis of the exp
mental data on the change of the electron spectra at struc
phase transitions we determine a criterion of the active
volvement of low-energy electronic levels in the CJTE.

In Sec. 2 we describe the equilibrium structure of dilut
highly anisotropic Jahn–Teller systems. For the three mo
systems of solid solutions—KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 ,
KY12xErx(MoO4)2 , and CsDy12xBix(MoO4)2—we demon-
strate the role of the dynamic coupling of low-energy ele
tronic excitations with crystal lattice vibrations in the form
tion of the low-frequency spectra and, accordingly, of t
equilibrium structures.

In Sec. 3 we discuss research on the spectroscop
ARDMs in an external magnetic field. It is learned that t
dynamic coupling of low-frequency electronic excitatio
with crystal lattice vibrations in layered Jahn–Teller cryst
exhibits significant sensitivity to an external magnetic fie
The structure of the crystal lattice can change at relativ
low values of the external magnetic field.

In Sec. 4 we analyze the experimental research on
formation of dissipative structures in layered Jahn–Te

FIG. 1. The diagram of the structure of the low-energy spectrum of
weakly anisotropic~a! and highly anisotropic~b! Jahn–Teller crystals of the
rare earth compounds. From the left the dispersion of the low energy v
tional branches in the Brillouin zone is shown; from the right the dep
dence of the density of vibrational statesr on energy is shown. The hori
zontal dashed lines represent the electron levels of the rare earth ions
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crystals found in a highly nonequilibrium state. For the e
ample of the Jahn–Teller crystal KEr(MoO4)2 it is found
that the significant dynamic coupling between the lo
energy excitations of the electronic and ionic subsyste
makes it possible to create highly nonequilibrium states
the ionic subsystem by exciting the electron subsystem w
a microwave field.

In the Conclusion we summarize the basic univer
regularities displayed in the dynamics of highly anisotrop
Jahn–Teller crystals of rare-earth compounds in respec
low-energy excitations.

1. FORMATION OF LOW-ENERGY EXCITATIONS
IN LAYERED RARE-EARTH COMPOUNDS

Before turning to a discussion of the mechanisms of f
mation of low-energy electronic excitations of the rare-ea
ions with allowance for their dynamic coupling with lattic
modes, we should explain the features of the structure of
low-frequency phonon spectrum.

1.1. Structure of low-frequency vibrational spectrum
of alkali–rare-earth double molybdates „ARDMs …

The vibrational spectra of ARDMs are rather comple
The large number of ions in the unit cell of these compoun
makes for a large number of vibrational branches in
spectrum.14 Because the valences of the constituent ions
fer strongly—from 1 for the alkali ions to 6 for the molyb
denum ions—the vibrational spectrum has a wide range
frequencies. The low-frequency part is of interest beca
these excitations determine the low-temperature thermo
namics of these materials. To elucidate the mechanism
formation of the low-frequency vibrational spectrum, let
examine the features of the crystal structures.

On the whole, ARDM crystals consist of a set of layer
packets@R(Mo)4)2

2] `` made up of polyhedra of rare-eart
ions and (MoO4)22 tetrahedra separated by monolayers
alkali ions. The fact that the@R(MoO4)2

2#`` layered pack-
ets, with the stronger bonding, are separated by layers
alkali ions@A1#`` , which are characterized by weak bon
ing, leads to a layered structure and strong anisotropy of
crystals. The layers have two types of packing: into str
tures in which neighboring layered packets are translati
ally equivalent~crystals with a structure of the CsPr(MoO4)2

type; see Fig. 2a!, and into structures with translationall
inequivalent layered packets~crystals with a structure of the
KY(MoO4)2 type; see Fig. 2b!.15,16As in molecular crystals,
the low-frequency phonon spectrum in ARDMs is dete
mined by interlayer vibrations~apparently this mechanism i
characteristic for other layered compounds as well!. Here the
role of the molecules is played by the layered pac
@R(MoO4)2

2#`` . In Refs. 17 and 18 it was shown that th
low-frequency vibrational spectra of ARDMs is described
sufficient accuracy by a one-dimensional model.

Let us consider the formation of the low-frequency v
brational spectrum for the example of the CsDy(MoO4)2

crystal. Figure 3 shows the transmission spectra
CsDy(MoO4)2 single crystals in the long-wavelength IR re
gion (13– 100 cm21) in polarized light (Eib, Eic, whereb
and c are crystallographic axes! at a temperatureT56 K.17

There are 5 absorption bands in the spectrum for the po

e
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FIG. 2. a—Projection of the CsPr(MoO4)2 structure on the~010! plane;
right—individual unit of the CsPr(MoO4)2 structure, parallel to~100!.
b—Projections of the KY(MoO4)2 structure on thebc plane~the K atoms
located at heightsx50 andx51/2 are represented by different circles! ~left!
and on theac plane~upper right!. Y is an octahedron~shaded by dots!, K is
a decahedron~unshaded!. The wall consisting of ribbons of Y octahedr
~shaded by dots! is connected by MoO4 tetrahedra.12 The wall consisting of
the K decahedra~lower right!.

FIG. 3. Transmission spectrum of the CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal in the polar-
izationsEib ~a! andEic ~b! at a temperatureT;6 K. The arrows indicate
the absorption bands arising at a temperature below the phase tran
(Ttr;40 K).
izationEib and 6 absorption bands for the polarizationEic.
A characteristic feature is the presence of a doublet ban
the 80 cm21 energy region in the polarizationEib and in the
60 cm21 energy region in the polarizationEic. It can be
supposed that these bands are due to vibrations of
@Cs1#`` layers relative to the layered packe
@Dy(MoO4)2

2#`` . At a temperature below the temperatu
of the structural phase transition (Ttr540 K) there occurs a
multiplication of the crystal lattice parameter in the directi
perpendicular to the plane of the layered packets. This g
rise to Davydov splitting and to the formation of doublets
the absorption bands indicated above.

At a temperature aboveTtr these bands do not exhibit th
doublet structure; it is also absent in the spectrum of
isostructural crystal CsTb(MoO4)2 , in which a phase transi

ion

FIG. 4. The form of the absorption bands of the CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal,
which has a doublet structure, for different temperatures.

FIG. 5. Absorption bands of the crystals CsDy(MoO4)2 and CsTb~MoO4)2

at T;6 K.
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tion does not occur~Figs. 4 and 5!. These facts confirm tha
the doublet structure of the absorption bands in
CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal is due to a structural phas
transition.17

For calculating the low-frequency vibrational spectru
of the CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal a model in the form of a one
dimensional chain consisting of@Dy(MoO4)2

2#`` layered
packets and@Cs1#`` layers has been proposed~see Fig. 6!.
The low-frequency spectrum was calculated according to
formula for the dispersion of the vibrational branches o
linear chain of atoms with massesm andM :

v25a~1/m11/M !6a@~1/m11/M !2

24 sin2 ka/mM#1/2. ~1.1!

The plus sign corresponds to the upper, optical branch
the minus sign to the acoustic branch.

The values of the limiting frequencies of these branc
are:

— optical branch

vo5@2a~1/m11/M !#1/2 for k50, ~1.2!

FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of the one-dimensional structure
CsDy(MoO4)2 ; the layers have different masses and are oppositely cha
~the layers are bounded by the dotted lines!.
Note: IR radiation with polarizationEia, Eib, andEic excites displac
the polarization vector of the displacementsui@100#, ui@010#, andui@
e

e

nd

s

vo7@2a/m#1/2 for k5p/a; ~1.3!

— acoustic branch

va5@2ak2~a/2!2/M1m#1/2 for k'0, ~1.4!

va5@2a/M #1/2 for k5p/a, ~1.5!

wherea is the unit cell parameter,a is the shear force con
stant,v52pn is the angular frequency, andk is the quasi-
wave vector.

Using the values of the frequencies at the Brillouin zo
center atk50, we calculated the values of the constantsa
and the dependence of the energies on the modulus of
wave vectork in the Brillouin zone for different directions o
vibration of the layered packets~Fig. 7!. The values of the
calculated energies of the two transverse acoustic branch
the Brillouin zone boundary (n1527 cm21 and n2

541 cm21) agree rather well with the values of the energ
of the corresponding absorption bands below the phase t
sition ~see Fig. 3!, measured in the IR region of the spe
trum. From these calculations the velocities of transve
sound were also obtained in the framework of a on
dimensional model; they agree rather well with the valu
measured by ultrasonic methods19 ~see Table I!.

The one-dimensional model was used to calculate
dispersion of the low-frequency vibrational branches in
Brillouin zone of crystals with structure of the KY(MoO4)2

type, in which neighboring@R(MoO4)2
2#`` layered packets

are translationally inequivalent. For these crystals the o
dimensional model was chosen in a somewhat different fo
~see Fig. 8!.18 The constantsa were determined according t
formula ~1.2! using the values of the frequencies of optica
acoustic branches corresponding to the antiphase vibrat
of neighboring@R(MoO4)2

2#`` layered packets~since these
excitations are active in the IR spectrum atk'0). The dis-
persion curves of the vibrational branches in the Brillou
zone of the isostructural crystals KEr(MoO4)2 ,
KY(MoO4)2 , and KDy(MoO4)2 are presented in Fig. 9. Th
longitudinal acoustic and optical–acoustic branches in th

f
ed
TABLE I. Values of the shear force constantsa, limiting energies of optical and acoustic branches (ki@010# and ui@001#,@100#), and the
valuesS•1023 m/s of the transverse sound velocities (kia andkib) calculated with the use of the optical spectra and measured experimentally
by ultrasonic methods.
ements corresponding to sound waves propagating alonga andb, with
001#, respectively.
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5Low Temp. Phys. 31 (1), January 2005 V. I. Kut’ko
compounds were calculated using the values of the cons
a obtained from the ratios of the sound velocities for t
longitudinal and transverse polarizations, measured by u
sonic methods.19–21

The good agreement between the velocities of transv
sound calculated from the optical spectra and the va
measured experimentally by ultrasonic methods suggests
the one-dimensional model gives a rather good descriptio
the low-frequency vibrational spectra of ARDMs.

The values of the sound velocities calculated from
optical spectra and measured experimentally by ultraso
methods for several ARDMs are listed in Table I. Also giv
are the values of the shear force constants and the lim
energies of the optical–acoustic and acoustic branches a

FIG. 7. Dispersion curves of the low-frequency vibrational spectrum of
CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal, calculated in the one-dimensional model17 according
to formula ~1.1!.

FIG. 8. Schematic illustration of the one-dimensional structure
KY(MoO4)2 ; the layers have different masses and are oppositely cha
~the layers are bounded by the dotted lines!.
nts
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boundary of the Brillouin zone calculated in the framewo
of one-dimensional models.

1.2. Low-energy electronic spectrum of rare-earth ions
in ARDMs

In addition to the bands due to excitation of lattice v
brations, the low-energy absorption spectrum of ARDMs
the long-wavelength IR region also contains absorpt
bands due the excitation of electrons of the 4f shell of the
rare-earth ions. It is known that the static crystalline field
these compounds leads to lifting of the orbital degenerac
the ground-state multiplets of the rare-earth ions. As a c
sequence of this, rather well developed structure of the e
tronic excitations appears in the low-energy spectrum. T
main contribution to the formation of the electronic spectru
of the rare-earth ions comes from the static crystalline fi
of the ligands. Calculation of the electronic spectrum
ARDMs with the use of crystalline field theory is compl
cated by the fact that the local symmetry of the R31 sites is
quite low (C1 ,C2 ,D2), and it would therefore seem nece
sary to take into account a rather large number of consta
This can lead to ambiguity in the determination of tho
constants. In calculating the constants of the crystalline fi
in these compounds~e.g., for the Dy31 ions in
KDy(MoO4)2) the problem can be simplified by choosin
more highly symmetric sites, namelyC4 ~Ref. 22!. This can
be explained by proceeding from the features of the crys
line structure of KDy(MoO4)2 . The nearest-neighbor env
ronment of the Dy31 ions is a slightly distorted octahedro
formed by oxygen ions, which makes for a local distorti
close to tetragonal~see Fig. 2b!; in this case the contribution
of the rhombic component of the static crystalline field of t
ligands is insignificant. Therefore for description of the ele
tron spectrum of the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal one can use a
Hamiltonian of tetragonal symmetry, which is given in o
erator form as

H5aB2
0O2

01bB4
0O4

01gB6
0O6

01bB4
4O4

41gB6
4O6

4,
~1.6!

whereBn
m are the crystal-field parameters,On

m are equivalent
operators, anda, b, andg are the coefficients of conversio
of the matrix elements from the coordinate notation to o
erator form.

The set of values of the parametersBn
m ~in cm21) giving

the best agreement of the calculated and experimental
on the values of the position and splitting of the6H15/2,
6F3/2, and6F5/2 terms of the Dy31 ions and theg factors of
the two lower levels of the6H15/2 term is presented in Table
II.

The components of theg tensor of the ground and firs
excited states, determined by perturbation theory in w
magnetic fields, are

qi52g0^1wnuI zu1wn&,

q'52g0^1wnuI xu2wn&, ~1.7!

whereg0 is the Lande factor of the free ion and thewn are
the wave functions of the ground or first excited Krame
doublet.

The calculated components of theg tensor have the fol-
lowing values:

e

f
ed
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FIG. 9. Dispersion curves of the low-frequency vibrational spectrum of the crystals KEr(MoO4)2 , KY(MoO4)2 , and KDy(MoO4)2 , calculated in the
framework of a one-dimensional model. The horizontal lines show the positions of the electronic levels of the rare-earth ions in each compo
horizontal lines on the dispersion curves of the KY(MoO4)2 crystal correspond to electronic excitations of Dy31 ions introduced into the crystal.
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gi59.69; g'50.67 for the ground doublet;
gi59.35; g'50.34 for the first excited doublet.
These are close to the values obtained experimentally

the g factors in the high-temperature phase of t
KDy(MoO4)2 crystal,22 which for the ground doublet are
equal togx59.23, gy510.55, andgz51.21. Table III gives
the energy spectrum of the ground term6H15/2, as calculated
in the tetragonal approximation and determined experim
tally in a study of the luminescence.23 It is seen that the
values are in good agreement.

However, along with the the static electric fields of th
ligands, the coupling of the electronic and ionic excitatio
should also play a significant role in the low-energy electr
spectrum of rare-earth ions in highly anisotropic compoun
For effective dynamic coupling, the following condition
must hold:

1. The symmetries of the electronic and phonon exc
tions should be the same.

2. The energies and the wave vectors of the interac
excitations should be equal.

Let us analyze how these conditions are satisfied
ARDMs. We shall consider the symmetry of the vibration
branches with which the low-energy electronic excitations
the rare-earth ions interact in each of these compounds.

Since the formation of the exciton spectrum is govern
mainly by the local symmetry of the rare-earth ions wh
that of the high-frequency vibrational branches is govern
mainly by the symmetry of the crystal, for the first conditio
to be fulfilled it is necessary to establish that the irreduci
representations of the corresponding symmetry groups~the
local symmetry group and the factor group of the crystal! be
compatible. A group theoretical analysis shows that

TABLE II. Parameters of the crystalline fieldBn
m of the high-temperature

phase of KDy(MoO4)2 , calculated in the approximation of tetragonal sym
metry.
or

n-

s
n
s.

-

g

n
l
f

d

d
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r

ARDMs with a structure of the KY(MoO4)2 type ~space
group D2h

14) the excitonic excitations can interact with tw
transverse acoustic and optical–acoustic branches or
one longitudinal acoustic and one optical–acoustic bran
~see Table IV!. In crystals with a structure of the
CsPr(MoO4)2 type the excitonic excitations can interact on
with one acoustic or optical–acoustic branch~see Table V!.

In crystals with structure of the CsPr(MoO4)2 type the
local symmetry of the rare-earth ions has groupD2 , and it is
therefore necessary to determine the compatibility of its ir
ducible representations and the irreducible representation
the factor groupD2h ~see Table V!.

It can be seen from the compatibility tables of the irr
ducible representations that symmetry allows dynamic c
pling between the electronic excitations of the rare-earth io
and odd lattice vibrations. This is because of the rather l
local symmetry of the rare-earth ion sites in these co
pounds. We note that if the dynamic coupling of low-ener
excitonic excitations with the corresponding acoustic a
optical–acoustic branches of the crystal lattice is allowed
symmetry at the Brillouin zone center, then coupling wi
these branches is also allowed at the zone boundary or in
the Brillouin zone, depending upon the particular region

TABLE III. Energy spectrum of the ground term6H15/2 of the Dy31 ion in
KDy(MoO4)2 in the high-temperature phase.
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which the crossing of the excitonic and vibrational branch
of the spectrum occurs.

The energy position of the electronic levels relative
the vibrational branches determines the strength of their
namic coupling with the vibrational spectrum. The expe
mental results show that there are several possible scen
for the manifestation of this coupling in the low-frequenc
spectra.

When the electronic level crosses the vibrational bran
between the Brillouin zone boundary and zone center, a
structuring of the low-frequency spectrum occurs, with t
formation of hybrid electron–phonon branches and the f
mation of a ‘‘quasigap’’ in the spectrum.18 In the
KEr(MoO4)2 crystal, for example, the electronic level wit
energy n58 cm21 crosses two transverse acoustic vibr
tional branches with which dynamic coupling is symmet
allowed, between the Brillouin zone center and bound
~see Fig. 9!. The spectrum in the case of such a coupling
the electronic level with one vibrational branch is show
schematically in Fig. 10. It is seen that a ‘‘quasigap’’
formed in the spectrum. This scenario is brought about
the relatively weak dynamic coupling, since in the regi
where the electronic level crosses the vibrational branc
between the zone center and zone boundary, the densi
vibrational states is insignificant.

A qualitatively different situation is realized in the cros
ing of acoustic or optical–acoustic vibrational branches
electronic levels near the Brillouin zone center or zo
boundary. Since the structure of the vibrational spectrum
described by a one-dimensional model, the density of st
of the vibrational branches in this case has its maxim
value ~see Fig. 1b!. Therefore, when electronic levels cros
vibrational branches near the Brillouin zone center or zo
boundary, a strong dynamic coupling of the electron and
subsystems arises, with the formation of vibronic states.24

Let us analyze how the strong coupling influences
low-frequency absorption spectrum. In the KDy(MoO4)2

crystal, for example, the electronic absorption band w
maximum atn'18 cm21, corresponding to a transition to
the first electronic level, which crosses an optical–acou
vibrational branch near the Brillouin zone center and
acoustic branch near the zone boundary, has a half-w
Dn'14 cm21 ~see Figs. 9 and 11!,25,26 whereas in the
KEr(MoO4)2 crystal at a weak dynamic coupling the hal
width Dn of the corresponding electronic absorption band
'1.5 cm21 ~Ref. 18!. In the CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal the elec-

TABLE IV. Table of compatibility of the irreducible representations of th
factor groupD2h and the local symmetry group of the rare-earth ions,C2 .

TABLE V. Table of compatibility of the irreducible representations of th
groupD2h and the group of local symmetry of the rare-earth ions,D2 .
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tronic level with excitation energyn'40 cm21 crosses a
transverse acoustic branch with which dynamic coupling
symmetry allowed, and therefore appreciable dynamic c
pling between them occurs (Dn'25 cm21). The electronic
level with energyn'22 cm21 in this last crystal crosses a
acoustic vibrational branch with which dynamic coupling
symmetry allowed, between the Brillouin zone center a
zone boundary, and their dynamic coupling is relative
weak (Dn'2 cm21) ~see Fig. 12!. Thus one can state tha
the half-widths of the low-energy electronic absorpti
bands are an indicator of dynamic coupling of low-ener
electronic levels of the rare-earth ions with the vibration
branches.

1.3. Low-energy excitation spectrum of ARDMs and
structural phase transitions of the cooperative Jahn–Teller
effect „CJTE… type

The activity of low-energy electronic levels in ARDM
at structural phase transitions due to the CJTE is a topic
definite interest.

FIG. 10. Schematic illustration of the dispersion curves of the lo
frequency spectrum of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal in the case of weak dynami
coupling of the electronic excitation with the vibrational branches; I and
are electron–phonon branches, III is an optical–acoustic photon branch
dashed line shows the position of the electronic level, and the dotted line
dispersion of the acoustic branch of the crystal in the absence of dyna
coupling ~not drawn to scale!.

FIG. 11. Transmission spectrum of the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal in the long-
wavelength IR range atT.Ttr .25 The electronic absorption band is ind
cated by an arrow~its half-width isD'14 cm21).
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Since ARDMs have a layered crystal structure, lo
temperature phase transitions due to anharmonicity of la
vibrations involving the interlayer bonds can occur
them.27 For example, the diamagnetic crystal CsBi(MoO4)2

has two phase transitions, at transition temperaturesTtr1

5135 K andTtr25290 K.28–30Analogous phase transition
occur in crystals of rare-earth compounds,31,32 but we shall
mainly be concerned with the phase transitions due to
CJTE.

From what physical properties can we infer the prese
of a CJTE mechanism? First, the temperatures at which th
structural phase transitions occur are sensitive to exte
magnetic field. Second, it is sometimes possible to determ
a CJTE origin from an estimate of the energy conversion
the structural phase transition. Here the relationDE'H
1U must hold (DE is the lowering of the internal energy o
the electron subsystem,H is the latent heat of the structura
phase transition, andU is the elastic strain energy!. For ex-
ample, such estimates of the energy conversions at the s
tural phase transition (Ttr540 K) have been made for th
CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal: DE51 kJ,29 H50.64 kJ,31 and the
elastic strain energy determined from the values of
strains33 at the phase transition and the values of the ela
constants17 is U50.3 kJ. Thus the relation given above
practically satisfied, and on that basis we can attribute
phase transition to the CJTE.

Let us consider the changes that occur in the elec
spectrum at structural phase transitions due to the CJTE.
ure 13 shows a level scheme of the Dy31 ions in the
CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal at temperatures above and below

FIG. 12. Electronic and vibrational spectra of the CsDy(MoO4)4 crystal at a
temperatureT.Ttr . The horizontal lines are the electronic levels of t
Dy31 ions. The circles denote the crossing points of the electronic le
with the vibrational branches with which interaction is allowed by symm
try. The arrows indicate the direction of the shift of the crossing points u
the introduction of impurities that decrease the energy of the vibratio
branches.
-
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temperatureTtr of a structural phase transition of the CJT
type.34–36 It is seen that the electronic level with energyn2

'40 cm21 is active in the phase transition; it crosses
acoustic vibrational branch near the Brillouin zone bounda
the level with excitation energyn1'22 cm21 is not active; it
crosses an acoustic branch with which dynamic coupling
symmetry allowed, between the Brillouin zone center a
zone boundary, where the density of states is insignific
An analogous situation is realized in the crys
KDy(MoO4)2 : the first excited level (n'18 cm21), which
is active in the structural phase transition, crosses an optic
acoustic branch near the Brillouin zone center and an ac
tic branch near the zone boundary, where the density
states is maximal~see Figs. 9 and 14!. Thus one can say tha
in ARDMs the levels active in the structural phase transitio
of the CJTE type are low-energy electronic levels that cr
acoustic or optical–acoustic branches in the region of ma
mum density of states. This is confirmed by the absence

ls
-
n
al

FIG. 13. Scheme of the splitting of the low-energy electronic levels of
Dy31 ions in the CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal above and below the temperature
the structural phase transition (Ttr540 K).

FIG. 14. Scheme of the splitting of the low-energy electronic level of
ions Dy31 in the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal above and below the temperature
the structural phase transition (Ttr514 K).
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CJTE-induced phase transition in the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal.
In this last compound the lowest energy level is only 8 cm21

from the ground level but its crossing with the transver
acoustic branches with which its coupling is symmetry
lowed occurs in the region between the Brillouin zone cen
and zone boundary, where the density of states is maxim

Studies of the spectra and of the physical properties o
number of ARDMs have made it possible to establish
temperatures of the CJTE-induced structural phase tra
tions. The corresponding data are given in Table VI.

Thus the experiments have succeeded in establish
that different types of equilibrium structures exist in the
compounds at low temperatures, depending on where in
Brillouin zone the crossing of the low-frequency vibration
branches with low-energy electronic levels of the rare-ea
ion occurs. Consequently, one can say that by varying
strength of the dynamic coupling of the electron and i
subsystems one can influence the equilibrium structures
these materials. That is, by acting on the electron or
subsystem to change the position of the electronic levels w
respect to the vibrational spectrum, one can change
strength of the dynamic coupling and bring about a transf
mation of the ordering that arises in the CJTE.

In what follows it will be shown on the basis of exper
mental data that this can be brought about either by dop
the crystals with isostructural impurities, thereby shifting t
vibrational branches without materially altering the ener
position of the electronic levels, or by changing the ene
position of the electronic levels of the rare-earth ions w
respect to the vibrational branches through the application
external influences, e.g., an external magnetic field.

2. FORMATION OF EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURES OF
DILUTED HIGHLY ANISOTROPIC JAHN–TELLER SYSTEMS

Diluted Jahn–Teller systems are of interest for seve
reasons. First, according to theoretical ideas, in solutions
substitution in which the Jahn–Teller ions are replaced b
diamagnetic analog, structural disorder of the Jahn–Te
glass type can arise.43,44 Second, the substitution of th
Jahn–Teller ion by a diamagnetic impurity alters the stru
ture of the vibrational spectrum, and its relationship to t
position of the electronic levels of the rare-earth io
changes. This can lead to a change in the strength of
coupling of the low-energy electronic excitations of the ra
earth ions with lattice vibrations. Increasing or decreas
the dynamic electron–phonon coupling can lead to stimu
tion or suppression of the Jahn–Teller effect.

Let us elucidate the features of the dynamics~in respect
to low-energy excitations! of layered Jahn–Teller crystals d

TABLE VI. Temperatures of the structural phase transitions of a numbe
ARDMs.
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luted with a diamagnetic impurity. For this purpose we an
lyze the spectroscopic studies of several systems of isos
tural solid solutions of the ARDM type
KDy(MoO4)2– KY(MoO4)2 , KEr(MoO4)2– KY(MoO4)2 ,
and CsDy(MoO4)2– CsBi(MoO4)2 and also of Jahn–Telle
crystals diluted with trivalent non-Jahn–Teller impuritie
Because in these compounds the paramagnetic Jahn–T
ions were diluted with a diamagnetic analog, one can tr
the evolution of the coupling of the low-energy electron
excitations of the rare-earth ions with crystal lattice vibr
tions as the concentration of the Jahn–Teller ions is
creased or decreased.

2.1. Low-energy spectrum of crystals of the solid solutions
KY„MoO4…2 – KEr „MoO4…2

Since the parameters of the crystal lattices of the p
end compounds KY(MoO4)2 and KEr(MoO4)2 are not much
different,11 it was assumed that the KY12xErx(MoO4)2 sys-
tem under study forms a continuous series of solid soluti
of isomorphic substitution in the entire composition interv
(0<x<1), in which case the Er31 and Y31 ions should be
distributed randomly over the ion sites of the rare-earth
tice.

The long-wavelength IR transmission spectra of a se
of KY12xErx(MoO4)2 single crystals of compositionx50,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 were measured in polar
light (Eia andEic).18 The main measurements of the tran
mission spectra were made at a temperature of'6 K. The
transmission spectra of single crystals of the end compou
KY(MoO4)2 and KEr(MoO4)2 are shown in Fig. 15.

The transmission spectrum of KY(MoO4)2 exhibits two
absorption bands with peak energies ofn1

ph518.7 cm21 ~the
polarizationEia) and n2

ph528.2 cm21 ~in the polarization

FIG. 15. Transmission spectra of the KY(MoO4)2 and KEr(MoO4)2 crys-
tals in the frequency interval 12– 40 cm21 at a temperature of;6 K in
polarized light.
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10 Low Temp. Phys. 31 (1), January 2005 V. I. Kut’ko
Eic). The transmission spectrum of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal
has a more complex form. In the polarizationsEia andEic
the KEr(MoO4)2 spectrum has absorption bands with pe
energiesn1

ph518.5 cm21 and n2
ph526 cm21. In addition,

there are intense bands whose maxima in unpolarized
are close to the energiesn1

e515.4 cm21 and n2
e

530.5 cm21 and which are due to excitation of the Er31

ions. In the polarized spectra the maxima of these lines
possibly the same in the polarizationsEia and Eic (Dn
;0.1– 0.2 cm21), indicating that these excitations are of
localized character. These bands are not observed in
spectrum of the KY(MoO4)2 crystal; dilution by even a
small concentration of Er31 impurity ions leads to the ap
pearance ofn1

e andn2
e bands~Fig. 16 shows the evolution o

a part of the spectrum in mixed crystals upon a change in
Er31 concentration fromx50.1 tox50.5). The dependenc
of the energies of the absorption bands on the concentra
of the components of the solution is shown in Fig. 17. It
seen that the position of the lowest-energy absorption b
(n1

e515.4 cm21), which is due to excitation of the Er31

ions, remains unchanged in the concentration interval
<x<1. In the concentration interval 0.3,x,0.5 its energy
decreases to a value of 11.5 cm21, and forx,0.07 one has
n1

e58 cm21 ~Ref. 45!. All of these changes occur in a thres
old manner in the impurity concentration. In contrast ton1

e ,
the position of the band with frequencyn2

e changes little with
the impurity concentration. The energy of this band increa
from n;30 cm21 at a low Er31 concentration to n
;30.5 cm21 for the end compound KEr(MoO4)2 . The
transmission spectrum of KEr(MoO4)2 exhibits weak satel-
lites, indicated by arrows in Fig. 16. Temperature measu
ments of the energy position of the lowest electronic exc

FIG. 16. Transmission spectra of the mixed crystals KY12xErc(MoO4)2 at a
temperature of;6 K. The spectra have not been normalized to the signa
the absence of a sample.
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tion, with energyn1
e515.4 cm21 in the IR region~see Fig.

18!, showed that the intensity of this band decrea
smoothly with increasing temperature. When the tempera
was lowered from 35 to 2 K then1

e band did not exhibit the
change in position that is characteristic of the CJTE. This

n

FIG. 17. Concentration dependence of the maxima of the absorption p
in the spectra of the KY12xErx(MoO4)2 (x50, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, and
1.0! at a temperatureT;6 K. Data of Ref. 45~n!, vibrational bands~d!;
electronic bands~s!.

FIG. 18. Shape of the electronic absorption band formed by transition f
the ground to the first excited state of the Er31 ions in the crystal
KEr(MoO4)2 at different temperatures.
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evidence of the absence of a structural phase transition o
CJTE type in the temperature region 2–35 K.

Let us briefly discuss the evolution of the low-frequen
spectrum in the system KY12xErx(MoO4)2 with changing
composition. The compounds under study, both the pure
compounds and the mixed compounds, have a layered s
ture. The coupling forces within the layered packe
@Er12xYx(MoO4)2

2] `` are much stronger than the intera
tion between these packets. The crystal structure of th
compounds is such that the unit cell of the end compou
contains two translationally inequivalent layered packe
Therefore optical–acoustic branches~two transverse and on
longitudinal! arise in the low-energy spectrum due to osc
lations of the layered packets with respect to each o
along different crystallographic directions. These are
lowest-energy optical vibrational branches in the crystals29

The behavior of the vibrational spectra of the mix
crystals is explained with the use of a one-dimensio
model. The concentration dependence of the frequencie
the vibrational modes~Fig. 17! can be explained qualita
tively as follows. According to the experimental data, t
isotope shiftD—the change of the energy of phonon exci
tions on going from KEr(MoO4)2 to KY(MoO4)2—is not
more than 2 cm21. According to general notions,46 in the
caseD,G, whereG is a quantity characterizing the dispe
sion of the vibrational branches in the Brillouin zone, t
behavior of the spectrum in mixed crystals should be sing
mode, i.e., the vibrational energy should shift smoothly fro
one end value to the other. The difference in the vibratio
energies fork50 andk5p/a has a valueG;5 – 7 cm21 for
each of the branches of the spectrum~see Table I!, i.e.,
D,G.

The single-mode behavior of the spectrum can also
explained on a qualitative level using the mechanism of f
mation of the low-frequency vibrational branches. The Y31

and Er31 impurity ions are distributed randomly over th
layered packets@Er12xYx(MoO4)2

2] `` , and therefore the
masses of the layered packets will be equal, and their valu
determined by the relative contribution from the impuritie
Since the low-frequency vibrational branches are formed
vibrations of the layered packets as a whole, their ener
will vary smoothly as the reduced mass of the layered pa
ets varies from one end compound to the other. Experim
tally one observes a linear dependence of the change in
ergy of the vibrational moden2

ph on the impurity
concentration, from one extreme value, 26 cm21 for the
KEr(MoO4)2 crystal, to the other, 28.2 cm21 in
KY(MoO4)2 . The shift of the low-frequency vibrationa
moden1

ph has a nonlinear character, which may be explain
by the presence of a nearby electronic excitation.

Besides the bands of vibrational modes, the spectrum
the mixed crystals also exhibits two absorption bands du
transitions to the first two Stark levels of the ground mult
let 4I 15/2 of the Er31 ions, which is split by the crystalline
field. These bands behave differently with variation of t
concentration of the components of the solid solution. T
energy of the maximum of the absorption bandn2

e

'30 cm21 changes insignificantly with variation of the con
centration of the diamagnetic impurity, since the correspo
ing electronic level crosses only a longitudinal optica
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acoustic branch with which dynamic coupling is forbidd
by symmetry~see Fig. 9!. On the other hand, the frequenc
of the lowest electronic excitation decreases significantly
the concentration of the diamagnetic impurity is increas
~see Fig. 17!, since the corresponding electronic level cross
two transverse acoustic branches with which dynamic c
pling is symmetry allowed.

The concentration dependence of the position of the lo
est electronic excitation and also the concentration thresh
effect can be explained by invoking the concepts of cr
splitting of the acoustic spectrum in crystals containing i
purities, an effect predicted by Kosevich.47 According to the
model proposed in Ref. 47, the introduction of a heavy i
purity into a crystal causes the frequency of its local vib
tional modes to fall within the region of the continuous spe
trum. When the heavy impurity concentration reaches
sufficient level (x.xcr) a restructuring of the spectrum o
long-wavelength oscillations of the crystal occurs, as a re
of which the frequency of the quasilocal modes at the B
louin zone center increases. This effect has a threshold c
acter in the concentration of the rare-earth ions and is o
dynamic nature.

In the proposed system the static crystalline field sp
the lowest multiplet4I 15/2 of the Er31 ions in such a way tha
the first excited levelsn1

e58 cm21 crosses two transvers
and one longitudinal acoustic branches between the Brillo
zone center and zone boundary. The dynamic coupling of
excitation corresponding to the transition to this level w
the two transverse acoustic branches also leads to the fo
tion of a quasigap.

The existence of two concentration thresholds for mix
crystals with a highly anisotropic structure can be explain
by the different strength of the interaction of the electron
excitation with two vibrational branches.48 In Ref. 48 the
idea of dynamic splitting of the vibrational spectrum w
considered for low-dimensional systems, and it was sho
that more than one concentration threshold can exist. Th
explained by the anisotropy of the interaction of the impur
excitation with the continuous spectrum. In this case
cross interaction occurs with different acoustic branches
is characterized by a different value of the splitting, as
typical for the KY12xErx(MoO4)2 system.

We note that the energy of the excitonic branch at
Brillouin zone boundary remains unchanged over the wh
interval of rare-earth ion concentrations. This is confirm
experimentally in measurements of the transmission spe
of KY12xErx(MoO4)2 crystals in the visible region of the
spectrum. The value of the gap at the Brillouin zone bou
ary point was determined from the energy interval betwe
the frequency of the 0–0 transition and the satellite cor
sponding to the transition to the first excited state of
crystal-field-split ground multiplet4I 15/2, which appears in
the spectrum as the temperature is raised. In the mixed c
tals the gap remains practically unchanged over a wide ra
of Er31 concentration and has the value 12– 13 cm21 char-
acteristic for the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal.18 This is consistent
with the dynamic splitting scheme presented in Fig. 10.

Thus a comparison of the low-frequency spectra of
end compounds KEr(MoO4)2 and KY(MoO4)2 has enabled
us to establish the main trend in their formation. We ha
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shown that the low-frequency vibrational spectrum can
formed by vibrations of the@Y12xErx(MoO4)2#`` layers.
This makes for a single-mode character of the behavio
the low-frequency vibrational branches. The concentrat
dependences of the energies corresponding to the posi
of the first and second excited levels of the Er31 ions were
explained by invoking the concepts of cross splitting of t
acoustic and excitonic branches. The weak dynamic coup
of the low-energy electronic excitations with the vibration
branches in the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal is due to the absence
a structural phase transition of the CJTE type at zero m
netic field in that compound.

2.2. Features of the dynamics of crystals
of KY „MoO4…2 – KDy „MoO4…2 solid solutions

Unlike the KY12xErx(MoO4)2 crystals, the solid solu-
tions KY(MoO4)2– KDy(MoO4)2 have rather complex dy
namics in respect to low-frequency excitations. The e
compound KDy(MoO4)2 has a phase transition at 14.3
which is due to the CJTE and is accompanied by a chang
structure of the low-energy electron spectrum. Dilution
the Jahn–Teller ions Dy31 by the diamagnetic ions Y31

causes a change in the phase transition temperature. T
fore, in experimental studies of this system, besides
mechanisms of formation of the low-frequency excitati
spectra it was necessary to establish the (x,T) phase diagram
of the equilibrium states of the system at different prop
tions of the solution components.

The parameters of the crystal lattice of the end co
pounds are not much different, and it was therefore assu
that isomorphic substitution of the Y31 ions by Dy31 occurs.
The concentrations of the different ions were determin
from their proportion in the initial growing stock. X-ra
studies have shown that the lattice parameters of crysta
composition KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 varied smoothly as func
tions of the concentrationx. The studies also showed th
absence of superstructures in these solutions.49

The transmission spectra of KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 crystals
were measured in the long-wavelength IR regionn
;15– 40 cm21).49 Figure 19 shows the form of the tran
mission spectra at low temperature in the polarizationsEia
and Eic at different concentrations of the solution comp
nents. It is seen that the spectrum of the compou
KY(MoO4)2 has two absorption bands, with energiesn1

ph

518.5 cm21 in the polarizationEia andn2
ph528.2 cm21 in

the polarizationEic. These absorption bands must be due
vibrational modes, since KY(MoO4)2 does not have a low
energy electronic spectrum. As the concentration of Dy31

ions increases, the intensity of the absorption in the regio
the n1

ph band increases, and the band broadens significa
Then2

ph band is shifted to lower energies, with slight chang
in the width and intensity. At a concentrationx51.0 a wide
absorption band with energyn2

e;28 cm21 is observed in the
transmission spectrum in the polarizationsEia andEic. As x
is decreased from 1.0 to 0.7 in the polarizationEic, this band
narrows, and a wide band appears on the low-freque
wing. In the polarizationEic the n2

e band broadens signifi
cantly and shifts to lower frequencies with decreasing Dy31

concentration. This band must be due to an electronic t
sition, since studies show that its behavior is dependen
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external magnetic field.50 When the temperature is raised
;20 K the n2

e band shifted to lower energy, down ton1
ph

;18– 20 cm21 ~Refs. 25, 49, and 50!.
It should be emphasized that the transmission spectr

these crystals withx50.1 andx50.3 has an absorption ban
in the polarizationEia with energyn0;28 cm21 ~see Fig.
19b!. It has structure in the form of side bands at interv
Dn'62 cm21 from the center band in the casex50.1, and
Dn'61 cm21 for x50.3. At these same concentrations a
sorption bands arise in the spectrum at energiesn4

;32 cm21 (x50.3) andn5;34 cm21 (x50.1) with a pre-
dominant polarizationEia. Figure 20 shows the frequency

FIG. 19. Form of the transmission spectra of KDyxY12x(MoO4)2 crystals in
the region 15– 35 cm21 in the polarizationsEia and Eic at temperatures
T;6 K at different concentrationsx.
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concentrationcurves constructed for this absorption band
the basis of the experimental data. In interpreting the co
sponding absorption bands shown in this figure we have u
the results obtained in measurements in the optical range51,52

and also in the long-wavelength IR range in an external m
netic field.53

It is of interest to consider the increase in half-width
the 18– 20 cm21 absorption band with increasing Dy31 con-
centration in this system of solid solutions, to a valueD
;14 cm21 in the end compound KDy(MoO4)2 ~Ref. 25!. At
Dy31 concentrationsx50.1 andx50.3 an absorption band
appears in the spectrum atn;28 cm21, having structure in
the form of side bands whose origin is also a topic of int
est.

To explain the experimental results of long-waveleng
IR spectroscopy let us analyze them qualitatively along w
the results of experiments done in the optical, Raman s
tering, and rf ranges.51,54,55 We shall devote our attentio
mainly to elucidating the coupling of the low-frequency ele
tronic excitations of the Dy31 ions with the vibrational
modes of the crystal lattice and the role of this coupling
the formation of the low-energy spectrum and the equi
rium structure in the given system of solid solutions at lo
temperatures.

Let us first discuss the low-frequency phonon spectru
A model was proposed above which describes the forma
of the low-frequency vibrational spectrum in the system
solid solutions of structurally analogous crysta
KY(MoO4)2– KEr(MoO4)2 . According to that model, the
low-frequency vibrational branches~optical and acoustic! are
formed as a result of shear vibrations of the layered pac
@Y12xErx(MoO4)2#`` with respect to each other along th
corresponding directions in the crystal. To calculate the d

FIG. 20. Frequency–concentration curve of the absorption band of the
frequency excitations of KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 . The unfilled circles show the
positions of the vibrational absorption bands, the filled circles and
squares show electronic absorption bands, the triangles show the side
lites of then0528 cm21 band. The vertical lines denote the half-widths
the corresponding absorption bands.
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persion of these vibrational branches in the Brillouin zo
we have used a one-dimensional model.

In KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 crystals the vibrational spectrum
is also formed by shear vibrations of layered pack
@Y12xDyx(MoO4)2

2#`` . Substitution of Y31 by Dy31 leads
to a random dependence of ions over layered packets. Th
fore, all of the layered packets have identical mass, co
sponding to the relative contributions of the substituent io
The low-frequency vibrational spectrum of the solution do
not experience structural disorder of the alloy type a
should have single-mode behavior, which is what is obser
experimentally forn2

ph. The frequency position of then1
ph

band is very difficult to track because of the superposition
electronic absorption. According to estimates made from
change in reduced mass of the layered packets, the cha
of the energies of the transverse vibrational modes in go
from the compound KY(MoO4)2 to KDy(MoO4)2 are equal
to Dn151.5 cm21 andDn252.0 cm21, respectively, for the
n1

ph and n2
ph modes. The fact that these values are close

those observed experimentally confirms the correctnes
the model chosen for describing the formation of the lo
frequency vibrational spectrum. The energy of the vib
tional mode n2

ph526.5 cm21 of the end compound
KDy(MoO4)2 is taken from the experimental data presen
in Ref. 53. Analysis of the transmission spectra of the cr
tals at low temperatures shows that the energyn1

ph is approxi-
mately equal to 17.5 cm21 ~Ref. 56!. The solid curves in Fig.
20 give the concentration dependence of the energies o
vibrational modes of the system KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 . It is
seen that the observed shift of the vibrational modes co
sponds toDn1'1 cm21 andDn2'1.7 cm21, values which
are close to the estimates made.

Thus the behavior of the low-frequency vibrational spe
tra of the solid solution KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 has a single-
mode character with an insignificant isotope shift on go
from one pure end compound to the other; this is consis
with the mechanism of their formation.

Let us analyze the formation of the low-energy electr
spectrum of excitations of the Dy31 ions. A governing role in
the formation of the structure of the electron spectrum
played by the static crystalline field of the nearest-neigh
environment~ligands! of the Dy31 ions. The calculation of
the electron spectrum of excitations of the Dy31 ions in the
end compound KDy(MoO4)2 with the use of crystalline-field
theory was described above. In KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 the
ground multiplet6H15/2 of the Dy31 ions is split by the static
crystalline field of the ligands so that the first excited lev
crosses optical–acoustic and acoustic vibrational branc
~see Fig. 9!. The second electronic level has an excitati
energy of;54 cm21 and is observed much above the low
frequency vibrational branches; it does not play a role in
formation of spectral structure at low temperatures. Let
therefore discuss the formation of the low-energy electro
phonon spectrum taking into account only the first exci
electronic state of the Dy31 ions.

In the crystal of the end compound KDy(MoO4)2 of the
system the unit cell contains four Dy31 ions ~pairwise re-
lated by inversion!. One should observe Davydov splitting o
the first electronic excitation in the spectrum because of
presence of two translationally inequivalent layered pack
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in the unit cell. However, it is insignificant in value becau
of the weak coupling between the Dy31 ions in neighboring
@Dy(MoO4)2#`` layered packets and essentially is not o
served experimentally. The largest value of the dynam
splitting of the electronic level of the Dy31 ions is due to the
interaction of excitations of the two inversion-related Dy31

ions in the layered packet. In this case the electronic leve
split into even and odd components, one of which is IR a
Raman active while the second is only IR active. A compa
son of the values of the energy of the first excited state of
Dy31 ions obtained from the IR and Raman spectra give
value of the splitting of;2 – 3 cm21 ~Ref. 25!.

Besides the dynamic coupling of the electronic exci
tions of the Dy31 ions among themselves, a significant ro
in the formation of the low-energy electron spectrum in t
system under study is played by the interaction of electro
excitations with crystal lattice vibrations. As we have sa
above, for the efficient coupling of the electronic excitatio
with lattice vibrations it is necessary that the symmetries
the electronic and vibrational excitations coincide and t
the wave vectors and energies of the excitations coincid

In the crystals under study the local symmetry of t
environment of the rare-earth ions Dy31 is C2 ~Ref. 16!. The
symmetries of the wave functions of the corresponding
ergy levels transform according to twofold representatio
(G31G4) of the groupC2 . The symmetries of the electroni
excitations corresponding to transitions between levels
be xd represented by the irreducible representationsG1 and
G2 . It follows from a comparison of the representationsG1

andG2 of the local electronic transitions with the symmetri
of the vibrational excitations of the crystal~see Table IV!
that coupling of the electronic excitations with acoustic a
optical–acoustic vibrational excitations is allowed in th
system.

We note that the first electronic level falls within th
region of the acoustic and optical–acoustic vibrational sp
trum and crosses a transverse optical–acoustic branch
polarizationuia near the Brillouin zone center~see Fig. 9!
and an acoustic branch with polarizationuic near the Bril-
louin zone boundary. This should lead to enhancement of
dynamic coupling of the electronic excitation with the vibr
tional branches, since the crossing occurs in a region wh
the density of vibrational states is maximal.

Let us consider the mechanism of formation of then
;28 cm21 absorption band in the spectrum of the cryst
KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 , with fine structure in the form of side
bands at intervalsDn1;62 cm21 andDn2;61 cm21 from
the center component at concentrations of the solid solu
x50.1 andx50.3 ~Fig. 19!. It is seen from the frequency–
concentration curves of the low-frequency spectrum~see Fig.
20! that the band arises in the region where the energy p
tion of the electronic excitationn2

e;28 cm21, which is ob-
served in the end compound KDy(MoO4)2 at T,Ttr ,
crosses the optical–acoustic moden2

ph(x) near the Brillouin
zone center. This leads to enhancement of the coupling on2

e

andn2
ph and to the formation of a local state of the Dy31 ions

with an excitation energy ofn2
e;28 cm21. Apparently this

band is an electronic excitation. This assumption is s
ported by the appearance of fine structure in the form of s
bands with intervals of several inverse centimeters for
-
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electronic excitations in the optical range.49 If this assump-
tion is correct, then two electronic excitations with freque
cies n1

e and n2
e appear in the system at concentrationsx

50.1 andx50.3.
Let us discuss the proposed mechanism giving rise to

two bands. We can say that the appearance of two electr
bands in the spectrum is due to a dynamic coupling eff
between the first electronic excitation with two vibration
branches. It is assumed that in the system consisting
Dy31 ion and its ligand environment, a double-minimu
adiabatic potential is realized when the dynamic coupling
the low-energy electronic excitation with the transver
optical–acoustic branches is taken into account. The re
nance coupling of the electronic excitation with the low
frequency vibrational modes causes the system to tunne
tween the two minima.

If these ideas are correct, then in the concentration
gion 0.02,x,0.4 a dynamic state with a double-minimu
adiabatic potential is realized, with an energy differen
Dn;5 cm21.

In an analogous way one can analyze the dynamic s
of the system at low temperature in the concentration reg
0.6,x<1.0. According to the measured Raman scatter
spectra, at a temperatureT52 K in the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal
the excited electronic statesn1

e;20 cm21 and n2
e

;30 cm21 are observed.25 At low temperature the absorp
tion spectrum in the IR range has bands with energiesn1

e

;18 cm21 and n2
e;28 cm21 ~Ref. 56!. The appearance o

two electronic bands in the IR and Raman spectra at
temperature cannot be explained by Davydov splitting
view of the large difference; we therefore assume that in
concentration region a double-minimum adiabatic poten
is realized in the system in the electronic ground state of
Dy31 ions.

Thus in the system KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 there exist four
regions of concentrations of the components of the solu
with different structure of the ground state of the Dy31 ions.
The concentration regions 0.02,x,0.4 and 0.6,x,1.0,
where two-mode statesuC&5a1uC1&1a2uC2& are realized,
and the regions 0,x,0.02 and 0.4,x,0.6, where the sys-
tem is found in a single-mode stateuC&. The concentrations
x1'0.02, x2'0.4, andx3'0.6 are bifurcation points of the
ground state of the system with changing parameterx. From
the intensity of the corresponding absorption or scatter
bands one can assume that apparentlyua1u>ua2u in the con-
centration region 0.02,x,0.4, while ua1u,ua2u for 0.6
,x<1.0.

The resonance interaction of the electronic staten2
e with

the vibrational moden2
ph in the concentration region 0.0

,x,0.4 can be described by a model of two coupled os
lators. In such a model we obtain two frequencies for
system under consideration:57

n15n0 and n2
25n0

212a2, ~2.1!

wheren0 is the frequency of the oscillators in the absence
dynamic coupling, anda is the coupling energy of the oscil
lators. Under the conditiona!n0 we obtain

a56~Dn n0!1/2. ~2.2!
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The side bands observed in the spectrum atn2
e (x50.1 and

x50.3) can be associated to the frequenciesn1 andn2 . Us-
ing the last relation, let us estimate the energy of dyna
coupling of the electronic excitationn0 with the vibrational
branch for these concentrations. Forn0;28 cm21, Dn1

52 cm21, and Dn251 cm21 we obtaina157.5 cm21 for
x50.1 anda255 cm21 for x50.3. Thus the coupling ener
gies are comparable with the energies of lowering of
ground state in the splitting of the quasidoublet from 18
28 cm21, which amounts toD55 cm21. An analogous pic-
ture can be observed in the dynamic coupling of the e
tronic staten1

e with the vibrational moden1
ph in this same

concentration region, but here the side bands forn1
e are dif-

ficult to observe experimentally because of the poor sign
to-noise ratio in this frequency range. The concepts de
oped here permit interpretation of the fine structure that
been observed49 in the electronic absorption bands in th
optical region of the spectrum. This system in the form s
bands of absorption lying several inverse centimeters fr
the center component cannot be explained by electr
phonon pair processes in view of the absence of peaks in
density of states in the vibrational spectrum at the co
sponding energies and also the absence of a decrease
energy of the high-frequency satellites of the bands as
temperature is lowered. It is therefore assumed that the
pearance of the side bands in the exciton spectrum in
optical range is due to dynamic coupling of the first excit
state of the Dy31 ions with vibrational excitations and tha
the corresponding intervals are determined by the coup
energies of the low-frequency electronic states with pho
branches. The absorption band observed in the spectru
n4;33 cm21 ~see Fig. 19a! lies a distanceDn;5 cm21 (x
50.3) away from the electronic band (n2

e;28 cm21), in
approximate agreement with the coupling energy of the e
tronic excitation with the vibrational mode for this conce
tration.

In the optical spectrum the exciton bands have a de
oped structure in the concentration intervals 0,x,0.4 and
0.6,x,1.0, where the dynamic coupling of the first excit
state of the Dy31 ions with vibrational excitations of the
crystal lattice is the strongest; this confirms our ideas.

Valuable information about the dynamic coupling
low-frequency electronic excitations of the Dy31 ion sub-
system with lattice vibrations is given by ESR spectrosco
based on the Kramers doublet of the Dy31 ions in the system
under discussion. The ESR spectra at different concen
tions of Dy31 ions introduced into the KY(MoO4)2 crystal
were measured in Ref. 55. According to these studies,
ESR spectrum at low concentrations of Dy31 ions has two
magnetically inequivalent centers that are rotated in
plane of the @Y12xDyx(MoO4)2

21#`` layered packet by
angles614° with respect to the axes of the crystal. When
external magnetic field is oriented along one of the axes
the crystal, in which case there is no difference betwe
these centers, a single absorption band with hyperfine st
ture and a spectroscopic splitting factorg;9 is observed in
the ESR spectrum for the Dy31 concentrationx50.005~see
Fig. 21!.55 For x50.03 an additional band appears in t
ESR spectrum, with an intensity approximately equal to t
of the main line but with ag factor corresponding to the
ic
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maximum value of theg factor of the ground state of th
Dy31 ions of the low-temperature phase of KDy(MoO4)2

(g;18).51 The appearance of this additional band can
explained by the presence of a double-minimum adiab
potential in the ground state of the Dy31 ions in the system,
which is manifested in the appearance of the correspond
electronic transitionsn1

e and n2
e . Schematically this can be

represented by the splitting of the ground state of the Dy31

ions in an external magnetic field~see Fig. 22!. It is seen that
here four electronic levels are realized from the two Kram
doublets corresponding to two states of the electronic s
system. Therefore atx50.03 the ESR spectrum has two a
sorption bands.

It is of interest to consider the phase diagram of t
dynamical states of the system under study in the spac
parameters (x,T). To elucidate its form we use the forma
ism developed in catastrophe theory, which is a branch of
theory of dynamical systems.

To determine the stationary solutions in a system w
one variable and two parameters one can use the cano
form of a cubic equation of the general type58

FIG. 21. Form of the microwave absorption spectrum of t
KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 crystals in an external magnetic field.55 Curve1 is for
x50.005~the comb structure of the band is due to the hyperfine structur
the ESR spectrum of the isolated Dy31 ion!; curve 2 is for x50.03 ~the
arrows denote two absorption bands of the crystal!. Hic; theg factors of the
two ESR centers are equivalent.T51.8 K.

FIG. 22. Scheme of the splitting of the ground state of the Dy31 ion in the
KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 crystal at 0.02,x,0.4 and 0.6,x,1 in an external
magnetic field. The vertical arrows denote electronic transitions upon mi
wave absorption~A is the transition corresponding to the state with excit
tion n2

e , and B is the transition corresponding to the state with excitat
n1

e).
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FIG. 23. Influence of the external parameters on the bifurcation of the stationary states of the system: the curve bounding the existence regionhree
solutions in the space of parametersm andl ~a!; the hysteretic behavior of the system upon change in the parameterm ~with the parameterl fixed! ~b!; the
bifurcation of the stationary states with respect to the parameterl when the parameterm is fixed and nonzero~c!.
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31lvs1m50, ~2.3!

where the parametersm and l are linearly related to the
concentrationx and the temperature, respectively, andvs is a
quantity characterizing the dynamical stationary state of
system.

Why have we chosen this mathematical model? Firs
has a universal character and describes the behavior o
namical systems in the space of two parameters in the p
ence of a region of two stable equilibrium states. Second
is simple, containing only one internal parameter charac
izing the state of the dynamical system. In our case
parameter can be the frequency of the first electronic exc
tion of the system.

In the space of parameters~m, l! one can determine th
curves separating the two regimes of dynamic coupli
These curves are shown in Fig. 23a. The existence regio
three real solutions ends at a point having a singularity of
‘‘cusp’’ type. Figures 23b,c show the dependence of the s
of the dynamical system on the external parameters.
dependence ofvs on the parameterm at a fixed value ofl
has an S-shaped form, due to the multiplicity of solutions
the intervalm1,m,m2 . Here two states in this region ar
stable simultaneously. The region of bistability ends at
points m1 and m2 ~Fig. 23b!. The dependence ofvs on the
parameterl at a fixed value ofm consists of two individual
curves~Fig. 23c!. One of them is defined for all values ofl
~curve 1!, while the second~curve 2! is defined only for
parameter valuesl>lc , and there is a singularity of th

FIG. 24. Temperature dependence of the low-energy Raman-active mo
the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal. The experimental points are taken from Ref. 2
and the solid curves were drawn on the basis of ideas about the bifurc
of the ground state.
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limit-point type atlc . For parameter valuesl,lc there is
one stable solution, and forl.lc there is bistability. The
dependencevs(l) qualitatively resembles of the temperatu
dependence of the frequency of an electronic transition
KDy(MoO4)2 , as measured in the Raman scatteri
spectrum.25 As can be seen in Fig. 24, a bifurcation of th
ground state of the system occurs in the temperature inte
;11– 14 K. In the Raman spectrum this is manifested
splitting of the electronic band corresponding to a transit
to the first excited state of the Dy31 ions. The temperature
curves of the magnetic susceptibility measured in Ref. 59
consistent with our ideas. Those curves exhibit two singul
ties corresponding to the region of bifurcation of the grou
state of the Dy31 ions.

It is now important to find out how the universal pha
diagram illustrated in Fig. 23a is realized in the syste
KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 . It can be supposed that the singul
point corresponding tom50 falls within the concentration
interval 0.02,x,0.4 ~m is linearly related with the concen
tration x); this apparently corresponds to the crossing po
of the vibrational moden2

ph with the electronic moden2
e .

This should give rise to a feature in the phase diagram of
system in this concentration interval in the form a sha

of
,
on

FIG. 25. The (x,T) phase diagram of the dynamical states of the elect
subsystem of the Dy31 ions in the system of solutions KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 .
I is a single-mode state; II and III are two-mode states. The solid li
denote first-order phase transitions. The dashed lines denote transition
are in need of experimental verification.
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spike ~see Fig. 25!. It should be emphasized, however, th
this assumption must be checked experimentally.

The concentration interval 0.6,x,1.0 lies above or be-
low the cusp singular point shown on the universal ph
diagram in Fig. 23a. This follows from the form of the pha
diagram obtained in Ref. 49 and also from the tempera
dependence of the frequencies of the lowest electronic e
tationsn(T) in the compound KDy(MoO4)2 ~Ref. 25!. If the
point x51.0 corresponded to a singularity of the cusp ty
(m50), then then(T) curve would have a bifurcation of th
‘‘pitchfork’’ type. Experimentally the observed concentratio
dependence of the transition temperature qualitatively
sembles the dependence shown in Fig. 23c. Therefore
concentration interval 0.6,x,1.0 does not include a poin
m50 ~see Fig. 23a!, and the curve on the (x,T) phase dia-
gram of the system at these concentrations should ha
monotonic character. Based on these ideas, we have
structed an (x,T) diagram of the system~see Fig. 25!. Ac-
cording to the material presented above, the temperature
the phase transitions at the critical concentrationsxc;0.6
andxc;0.4 should be finite, as is observed experimentally
x;0.7 (Tc;7 K). If we had the experimental possibility o
varying the parameterx in a continuous manner, then at th
valuesx;0.4 andx;0.6 we would apparently observe firs
order phase transitions with hysteresis. We emphasize
the phase diagram shown in Fig. 25 must be checked exp
mentally in the concentration region 0.02,x,0.4.

We note that the concentration region in which bista
states are realized are situated symmetrically about the
centrationx50.5. If this symmetry is not accidental, then
might be explained using results from percolation theo
Since we are investigating a system with a layered struct
we can take a two-dimensional square lattice as a mode
considering the site problem one obtains two critical conc
trations,xc1;0.4 andxc2;0.6, which are symmetric abou
x;0.5.

Thus on the basis of the spectral data in the optical,
and Raman regions we have been able to establish that i
system of solid solutions KY12xDyx(MoO4)2 in the concen-
tration region 0.02,x,0.4 and 0.6,x,1.0 the coupling of
the low-energy electronic excitation of the Dy31 ions with
vibrational branches leads to the formation of an equilibri
structure with dynamic ordering of the orbital moments a
the onset of bistability of the ground state of the Dy31 ions.

This may be the reason that neutron scattering exp
ments have failed to find static Jahn–Teller distortions aT
,Ttr in the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal.37 Confirmation for this
idea is provided by measurements of the temperature de
dence of the elastic constants by ultrasonic methods.21 In the
phase transition region (Ttr;14.3 K) the anomalies in the
sound velocity are extremely slight (;1023), apparently be-
cause of the absence of spontaneous static deformatio
the system in the phase transition region.21 A criterion for
manifestation of dynamic effects in systems with a degen
ate orbital moment is known:60 the energy of the Jahn–Telle
stabilization must be comparable to the energy of zero-p
vibrations of the nuclei.
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2.3. Formation of low-frequency spectrum of the system of
solid solutions CsDy „MoO4…2 – CsBi „MoO4…2

Unlike the systems of isostructural solid solutions d
scribed above, where the rare-earth ions were replaced b
lighter diamagnetic ion Y31, in the series of solutions
CsDy(MoO4)2– CsBi(MoO4)2 the Dy31 ion is replaced by
the heavier diamagnetic ion Bi31.

In studying this system, no doubt the first item of intere
is the features of formation of the low-energy spectra w
allowance for the dynamic couplings of the electronic a
phonon excitations in these compounds when the Ja
Teller ions Dy31 are replaced by the heavier diamagne
impurity Bi31.

In Ref. 61 the low-frequency absorption spectra we
measured in CsDy12xBix(MoO4)2 compounds with different
concentrations of the solution components. The meas
ments were made in the spectral interval 15– 40 cm21 at a
sample temperature of;6 K. Since the parameters of th
crystal lattices of CsDy(MoO4)2 and CsBi(MoO4)2 are
close, it was assumed that isotopic substitution of the Dy31

ions by Bi31 ions occurs in the solution. The proportion o
the components was determined from their concentration
the initial stock.

Figure 26 shows the transmission spectra
CsDy12xBix(MoO4)2 single crystals with different concen
trations of the solution components. It is seen that the
sorption band at energyn1

ph'27 cm21 is shifted to lower
energy with increasing Bi31 concentration. Here an absorp
tion band appears in the spectra with a peak energy on1

e

'22 cm21, and its position remains practically unchang
as the bismuth concentration is increased. Upon the supe

FIG. 26. Transmission spectra of CsDy12xBix(MoO4)2 single crystals at a
temperatureT;6 K for different concentrationsx. The arrows denote the
absorption band due to electronic excitation of the Dy31 ions.
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sition of the absorption bandsn1
ph and n1

e , the absorption
band is anomalously broadened~see Fig. 27!. From the
above analysis of the vibrational spectrum of CsDy(MoO4)2

it has been established that the band at energy 27 cm21 is a
low-energy vibrational mode, while the absorption band
22 cm21 is electronic.62

Let us briefly discuss the behavior of the spectrum o
CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal containing Bi31 impurity ions and
also other trivalent substitutional impurities. First, at a te
perature below the phase transition the appearance of
22 cm21 electronic band upon the introduction of Bi31 ions
is due to an admixture of the high-temperature phase. S
ond, as can be seen in Fig. 13, the lowering of the frequ
cies of the vibrational branches upon the introduction
Bi31 ions shifts the crossing point of the 22 cm21 electronic
level with the vibrational branch with which dynamic co
pling is symmetry allowed to the Brillouin zone boundar
The zone boundary is a region of maximum density of vib
tional states. This leads to enhancement of the coupling
the 22 cm21 electronic excitation with the lattice vibration
i.e., it leads to broadening of the electronic absorption ba
As a result, the 22 cm21 electronic level becomes active i
the CJTE.

Thus in the system CsDy12xBix(MoO4)2 the slight shift
of the frequencies of the acoustic vibrational branches u
the introduction of the diamagnetic impurity Bi31 leads to a
change in the dynamic coupling of the electronic and vib
tional excitations and hence to a change in the equilibri
structure of the crystal.

Confirmation of what we have said comes from t
(x,T) phase diagrams63,64 of the equilibrium structures o
CsDyxR12x(MoO4)2 systems. The introduction of trivalen
impurities that increase the frequencies of the acoustic
optical–acoustic vibrational branches leads to a smooth
crease of the CJTE phase transition temperature~see Fig.
28!, whereas the introduction of trivalent impurity that low
the corresponding frequencies leads to a sharp decrea
the temperature of the first-order phase transition and to
appearance of a second-order phase transition.

These phase diagrams can be explained by starting f
the real structure of the low-energy spectrum of t

FIG. 27. Dependence of the half-width of the absorption bands on the
centration of the components of the solution CsDy12xBix(MoO4)2 .
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CsDy(MoO4)2 crystal, the spectrum of which in the Bril
louin zone is presented in Fig. 12. When the energies of
vibrational branches decrease, the active electronic level w
energy 40 cm21 gets free of the vibrational branch near th
Brillouin zone boundary and becomes inactive. The cross
point of the 22 cm21 level with the acoustic branch is shifte
toward the Brillouin zone boundary into the region of max
mal density of states and it becomes active. Thus a cha
over of the activity of the electronic levels of the Dy31 ion
occurs, and the phase transition due to the CJTE takes p
on other degrees of freedom. The introduction of an impu
that increases the frequency of the vibrational branches s
the crossing point of the 40 cm21 level with the vibrational
branch from the Brillouin zone boundary toward the zo
center, into a region with a lower density of states. This le
to a decrease in the dynamic coupling of the electronic e
tation with the vibrational branch and to a decrease in
phase transition temperature, but the crossing point of
22 cm21 electronic level with the vibrational branch wit
which dynamic coupling is symmetry allowed is also shift
toward the zone center, and it remains inactive in the CJ

A study of the phase diagram of the CsDy(MoO4)2

single crystal in the space of phase transition tempera
versus external uniaxial pressure has revealed that when
external uniaxial pressure is applied perpendicular to the
ered packets the phase transition temperature decreases
increasing pressure~see Fig. 29!.65 This is due to the increas
of the elastic energy of the uniform strain arising in the s
tem below the structural phase transition. An estimate of
relation based on general concepts and utilizing
Clausius–Clapeyron equation

PV/L5D/T, ~2.4!

whereP and V are the pressure and volume of the syste
DT/T is the relative change of the temperature of the str
tural transition, andL is the latent heat of the phase trans
tion. It is seen in Fig. 29 that the experimentally measu
external dependence of the phase transition temperatur
the external pressure is described well by relation~2.4!.66

However, the dependence of the structural phase transitio

n-

FIG. 28. Dependence on the dopant concentration of the temperature o
phase transition of the CJTE type in the crystal CsDy(MoO4)2 doped with
trivalent impurities. The dashed line indicates a second-order phase tr
tion. ~j!—CsDy12xEux(MoO4)2 ~the introduction of the Eu31 ions de-
creases the frequency of the acoustic vibrational branches!; ~s!—
CsDy12xYx(MoO4)2 ~the introduction of the Y31 ions increases the fre-
quency of the acoustic vibrational branches!.63,64
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the CsDy12xBix(MoO4)2 crystal, when scaled to an extern
pressure, does not obey this phenomenological relation~the
dependence is steeper!. This is because at low temperatur
the dynamic coupling of the low-energy electronic leve
with acoustic vibrational branches plays a substantial role
the formation of the structure of these compounds at
temperatures.

With increasing concentration of Bi31 ions the frequen-
cies of the acoustic vibrational branches decrease slig
but this does not materially diminish the dynamic coupli
of the electronic level of the Dy1 ions at energyn
540 cm21 with the vibrational branch near the Brilloui
zone boundary~see Fig. 12!.

Thus on the basis of an analysis of the electronic resu
we have established for three model systems that when
Jahn–Teller ions are diluted by diamagnetic impurities
substantial role in the formation of the equilibrium structur
at low temperatures is played by the dynamic coupling of
low-energy electronic excitations of the rare-earth ions w
vibrational excitations.

3. INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD ON THE
EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURES IN ARDMs

We have discussed the features of the dynamics
highly anisotropic Jahn–Teller crystals diluted with diama
netic impurities and have established that impurities of s
stitution for the Jahn–Teller ions have an influence on
dynamic coupling of the low-energy excitations of the ra
earth ions with lattice vibrations and, accordingly, on t
equilibrium structures. The non-Jahn–Teller ions can
only destroy but can also stimulate the CJTE. This allo
one to influence the structure of the low-energy spectrum
introducing isostructural impurities that alter the frequenc
of the vibrational branches and their position with respec
the electronic excitations. However, the structure of the sp
trum can also be changed by acting on the electron s
system with an external electric or magnetic field. An ext
nal magnetic field can affect the position of the low

FIG. 29. Dependence of the temperature of the phase transition of the C
type in the crystal CsDy(MoO4)2 on the value of the external uniaxia
pressure applied perpendicular to the plane of the layered packets~j!. The
solid line is the calculation with the use of the Clausius–Clapeyron eq
tion. Also shown for comparison is the concentration dependence of
temperature of the phase transition of the CJTE type in the cry
KDy12xBix(MoO4)2 ; the concentration of the Bi31 impurity ions was
scaled to a uniaxial pressure directed perpendicular to the plane of the
ered packets~dotted line!.65,66
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frequency electronic levels with respect to the vibration
spectrum and can influence the electron–phonon couplin

In ARDMs the low symmetry of the static crystallin
field of the ligands of the rare-earth ions can lead to rotat
of the principal axes of theg tensor of the spectroscopi
splitting of the excited levels with respect to the princip
axes of theg tensor of the ground state. The rather stro
local anisotropy and the significant spin–orbit coupling ma
for a large anisotropy of theg factor of the spectroscopic
splitting of the ground and excited Kramers doublets. The
fore, in these compounds a large difference of the value
theg factors of the spectroscopic splitting of the ground a
excited Kramers doublets can arise for a certain direction
the external magnetic field. Thus a relatively low extern
magnetic field can cause a substantial change in the freq
cies of the electronic transitions. On the other hand,
structure of the low-frequency vibrational spectrum of the
compounds makes it possible to alter the value of the
namic coupling of the electronic and phonon excitations s
nificantly by applying an external magnetic field. This can
done by shifting the position of the electronic levels wi
respect to the peaks of the density of states of the vibratio
spectrum. The above facts are good prerequisites for ind
ing changes in the structure of the crystal lattice of ARDM
by means of experimentally achievable external magn
fields.

The experimental studies described below were und
taken with the goal of ascertaining the influence of exter
magnetic field on the dynamic coupling of low-energy ele
tronic excitations with lattice vibrations and, hence, on t
formation of equilibrium structures at low temperatures
ARDMs.

3.1. Manifestation of the dynamic coupling of excitations
of the rare-earth ions with lattice vibrations in an
external magnetic field

The KEr(MoO4)2 and KDy(MoO4)2 crystals belong to
an isostructural series of ARDMs having the KY(MoO4)2

structure with symmetry space groupD2h
14 , which contains

four formula units of the substance in the unit cell.15,16 It has
been established from the ESR spectra that the ground
of the rare-earth ions is a Kramers doublet with a high
anisotropic value of theg factor of the spectroscopic splittin
factor of the ground Kramers doublet. The relative cent
are characterized by large values of theg factor of the spec-
troscopic splitting of the ground state (g;20).

Let us consider the features of the absorption spectr
the compounds KEr(MoO4)2 and KDy(MoO4)2 in external
magnetic fields. The low-frequency absorption spectrum
the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal is formed by both transitions withi
the ground term of the Er31 ions ~transitions between Kram
ers doublets formed when the sixteenfold degenerate t
4I 15/2 is split into eight Kramers doublets in a field of loc
symmetryC2) and also by low-frequency vibrational mode
The absorption spectrum of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal exhibits
vibrational modes with energiesn1518.5 cm21 and n2

526 cm21 and two electronic transitions with energiesn1

515.4 cm21 and n2530.5 cm21. The bands with energie
18.5 cm21 and 26 cm21 are strictly polarized.

Figures 30, 31, and 32 show the frequency–field cur
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of the absorption spectra for external fieldsH parallel to the
a, b, andc axes of the crystal.67 For the field orientationHia
the frequency–field curve of one of the components of
15.4 cm21 band has a kink at a field of 9 kOe. Note th
unusual behavior of components1–5 ~see Fig. 30! of the
split 30.5 cm21 band near the crossover with a phonon ex
tation whose energy position (26 cm21) remains unchanged
in magnetic field: forH.15 kOe the electronic band is no
shifted in energy. This is due to the interaction of the sp
components of the 30.5 cm21 electronic level with the
26 cm21 vibrational mode.

For the external field directionHib ~see Fig. 31! near the
crossover of the low-frequency component1–5 of the split
30.5 cm21 band with the vibrational mode 26 cm21 a strong
broadening occurs. Splitting of the 15.4 cm21 band is not
observed, only a slight shift to lower energies.

FIG. 30. Frequency–field curves of the splitting of the electronic levels
the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal forHia. The inset shows the scheme of the spl
ting of the ground and first two excited electronic levels and their numb
ing. The numbers on the curves indicate transitions between the corresp
ing sublevels.
e

-

t

We note that forHic ~see Fig. 32! the band correspond
ing to the transition to the second electronic level is split in
three components, while the band corresponding to transi
to the third electronic level~the 30.5 cm21 band! is split into
two. At a field larger than 20 kOe one observes a band wh
origin we ascribe to a transition between components of
ground term1–2. In this geometry theg factor of the ground
state is maximal. From the frequency–field curves obtain
for band1–2 it follows that at fieldsH.20 kOe theg factor
of the ground levels reaches a valuegc51961.

Thus in an external magnetic field the electronic sp
trum of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal displays complex behavio
The anisotropy of the splitting of the electronic levels is
consequence of the rather low local symmetry and app
ciable local anisotropy of the paramagnetic ions Er31. One
also observes dependence of the value of theg factors of the
spectroscopic splitting of the low-frequency excitations
the value of the external magnetic field. Table VII gives t
values of theg factors of the spectroscopic splitting of th
three lowest electronic levels of the Er31 ions in the
KEr(MoO4)2 crystal.

Let us briefly discuss these experimental results. It f
lows from studies of the absorption spectra of diluted Jah
Teller crystals that the dynamic interaction of the electro
levels with vibrational branches leads to a change in the
quency position of the electronic levels or in their substan
broadening as the concentration of the Jahn–Teller ions
creases. These differences in zero magnetic field are d
mined by the energy position of the electronic level eng
dered by the splitting of the ground multiplet by the sta

f

r-
nd-

FIG. 31. Frequency–field curves of the splitting of the electronic levels
the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal forHib. The inset shows the scheme of the spl
ting of the ground and first two excited electronic levels and their numb
ing. The numbers on the curves indicate transitions between the corresp
ing sublevels.
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crystalline field, with respect to the vibrational spectrum
the crystal.

By varying the strength of the external magnetic fie
one can vary the energy position of the electronic levels w
respect to the vibrational spectrum. There are several po
bilities for the manifestation of the dynamic coupling of th
low-frequency excitations:

— the electronic level approaches an optical–acou
branch from the high-energy side;

— the electronic level crosses an acoustic branch,
the external magnetic field shifts the crossing point into
region of the vibrational state with the larger density of sta

FIG. 32. Frequency–field curves of the splitting of the electronic levels
the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal forHic. The inset shows the scheme of the spl
ting of the ground and first two excited electronic levels and their numb
ing. The numbers on the curve indicate transitions between the corresp
ing sublevels.
f
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~e.g., toward the Brillouin zone boundary! from the low-
energy side;

— the electronic level is found in a region of high den
sity of vibrational states, and the magnetic field shifts it to
region with a low density of vibrational states.

Thus the experimental frequency–field curves are o
served to repel the corresponding absorption bands whe
electronic level crosses an optical–acoustic mode from
high-energy side~see Fig. 30!. One can estimate the couplin
energy of the electronic leveln2

e with the optical–acoustic
mode n2

ph using the formula for two interacting oscillator
~2.2!. In our casen0526 cm21 and Dn51.5 cm21, from
which we geta56.3 cm21.

From an analysis of the behavior of the electron sp
trum of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal we can establish the follow
ing rule. If an electronic level approaches a region of ma
mal density of vibrational states from the low-energy sid
then a broadening of the corresponding electronic absorp
band occurs. This broadening is so large that the absorp
band is hardly observed in the spectrum. The dynamic c
pling of the electronic and vibrational excitations is qui
significant, and a vibronic state arises. The repulsion of
electronic mode, as a rule, occurs when the electronic lev
approaches the region of maximal density of vibration
states from the high-frequency side. Formally this differen
in behavior is apparently due to the fact that the density
phonon states changes in a jump from the high-energy s
whereas it increases smoothly on the low-energy side.

These experimental results suggest the following. T
electronic mode (n2

e530.5 cm21) lies higher in energy than
the optical–acoustic vibrational branch (n2

ph526 cm21) and
is a rather localized electronic excitation. In an external m
netic field Hia or Hib in the region of the where a spli
component of this mode crosses the vibrational moden2

ph the
two modes interact. ForHic the split component is not
coupled to the vibrational mode because of the differe
symmetry of the electronic and vibrational excitations~see
Fig. 32!.

In zero magnetic field the low-energy electronic leveln1
e

falls within the region of the transverse acoustic modes a
undergoes a dynamic interaction with the low-frequen
transverse acoustic modes in the form of cross splitting
the spectrum in the Brillouin zone. In an external magne
field this electronic level also manifests coupling with th
low-frequency optical–acoustic branchesn1

ph and n2
ph. The

dynamic coupling leads to broadening of the high-frequen
component of then1

e band, split in a fieldHic, as that com-

f

r-
d-

TABLE VII. Values of the g factors of the spectroscopic splitting of th
three lowest electronic states of the Er31 ions in the crystal KEr(MoO4)2 .
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ponent approaches the region of maximum density of st
from the low-energy side~see Fig. 32!.

The most interesting feature is a kink on the frequenc
field curve of then1

e515.4 cm21 absorption band in a field
Hia ~see Fig. 30!. It was assumed that the kink on th
frequency–field curves of the splitting of this band at a fie
H59 kOe is due to a change in the coupling between
electronic and vibrational excitations. If this effect were a
companied by static distortions of the crystal lattice, then t
would be reflected in the frequency–field curve of the hig
frequency electronic mode. However, this is not obser
experimentally. Apparently the kink arises as a result o
change in the dynamic coupling of the electronic excitat
n1

e with an acoustic phonon branch.
In conclusion it should be noted that the observed f

tures on the frequency–field curves of the spectrum
KEr(MoO4)2 are evidence of different scenarios for th
manifestation of the dynamic coupling of the vibrational a
electronic branches formed by the first and second exc
states of the Er31 ions.

Studies of the absorption spectra of KDy(MoO4)2 crys-
tals in the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength ranges
an external magnetic field22,50 have made it possible to de
termine the positions of the electronic levels of the Dy31

ions at low temperatures (T,Ttr ,Ttr514.3 K). Measure-
ments were made in weak (H,30 kOe) and strong (H
.30 kOe) magnetic fields.

The absorption spectra in the high-temperature ph
(T;20 K) were measured on a millimeter spectrometer
the cavity type at a frequency of 102 GHz.22 For an orienta-
tion of the external magnetic field along thea, b, andc axis
of the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal a single resonance line was o
served in the spectrum, at a position determined by the
fectiveg factors of the ground state:ga'gb'10, gc;2. In a
study of the angular dependence of the ESR spectra in thac
crystallographic plane a splitting of the resonance lines w
observed which was due to rotation of the local axes of
paramagnetic centers. Thus in the high-temperature pha
the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal there exist two magneticall
equivalent Dy31 centers. The principal axis of theg tensors
of the ground states of these centers are rotated in theac
plane by angles of614° from the crystal axes. This positio
agrees with the results of the measurements of the ESR s
tra in the isostructural crystal KY(MoO4)2 doped with a low
concentration of Dy31 ions,55 and it is consistent with the
crystal structure describing the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal. Ac-
cording to crystallography, two of the four Dy31 ions be-
longing to the unit cell of the crystal are pairwise magne
cally equivalent, since they are related by a center
symmetry. It should also be emphasized that the Dy31 ions
found in the layered packet$Dy(MoO4)2%`` are related by
translational symmetry or a center of symmetry, and the
fore each layered packet gives one paramagnetic mag
cally equivalent center.

The low-frequency electronic spectra of th
KDy(MoO4)2 crystal in the low-temperature phase (T
,Ttr) were measured at low magnetic fields (H,30 kOe) at
T54.2 in the millimeter and submillimeter IR ranges~wave-
lengths 0.3,l,1.25 mm). It was found that for the orien
tation with the magnetic fieldH along the crystallographic
es
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axesa andb the absorption spectrum consists of one inten
electronic band. The value of theg factor at these magneti
field strengths is not much different from the values of theg
factor in the high-temperature phase. A substantial differe
of theg factor in the low- and high-temperature phases ari
when the magnetic fieldH deviates from theb axis in the
crystallographic planesab andbc. In those field directions
one does observe splitting of the ESR lines, which is abs
in the spectra in the high-temperature phase. The data
gest that in the low-temperature phase the ESR spectrum
the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal is formed by four magnetically in
equivalent paramagnetic centers. The components of thg
tensor of the ground state of each of the Dy31 ion centers for
H,30 kOe have the following values:gz;gy;2, gx;17.

Besides the absorption bands due to transitions betw
components of the lowest Kramers doublet, the spectrum
hibits absorption bands corresponding to transitions betw
the ground level and the first excited Stark levels of t
ground multiplet6H15/2 of the Dy31 ions, which is split by
the static crystalline field. The measurements yielded an
ergy splitting at zero external magnetic field ofD
'28 cm21 at 4.2 K and a value for the anisotropy of theg
factor of the spectroscopic splitting of the first excited sta
for H,30 kOe the components of theg tensor of the first
excited level had the valuesgz8'gx8,2, gy516. Thus it was
learned that the direction of maximum values of theg factors
of the ground and first excited Kramers doublets are rota
with respect to each other by an angle ofp/2 in theab plane
of the crystal.

The absorption spectra of KDy(MoO4)2 crystals were
also measured in the submillimeter wavelength range at h
magnetic fields (H.30 kOe). At such fields one observes
change in the values of theg factors of the ground and firs
excited Kramers doublets due to the interaction between
electronic excitations and vibrational branches and also
tween the electronic modes.50 Measurements of the angula
dependence of the spectra made it possible to determine
frequencies of the transitions from the components of
ground doublet to the components of the first excited dou
of the Dy31 ion and the changes in the values of the effect
g factors.

In the directionHib all four centers of the Dy31 ions are
magnetically equivalent, leading to coincidence of their tra
sition frequencies. The frequency–field curves of the tran
tions between components of the ground doublet and tra
tions from the components of the ground doublet
components of the first excited doublet in this field directi
are shown in Fig. 33. Bands1–2 correspond to transitions
between components of the ground doublet, bands1–3 and
1–4 to transitions to the excited doublet, and2–3 and2–4 to
transitions from the upper components of the ground dou
to the excited doublet.

For the orientation of the fieldH in the crystallographic
planeab at a 45° angle to theb axis the four paramagneti
Dy31 centers are pairwise equivalent, i.e., the observed
quencies of two pairs of paramagnetic centers do not c
cide. The frequency–field curves of transitions betwe
components of the two lowest doublets for such a direct
of the external magnetic field are shown in Fig. 34. Ban
1–2 and18–28 are due to transitions between the split co
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ponents of the ground Kramers doublets, bands1–3, 1–4,
18–38, and18–48 to transitions from the lower componen
of the ground doublets, and2–3, 2–4, 28–38, and28–48 to
transitions from the upper components of the ground d
blets to components of the excited doublets for each pai
Dy31 centers, respectively.

It can be seen in Figs. 33 and 34 that at magnetic fie
H.30 kOe for Hib the frequency–field curves display
‘‘repulsion’’ of the electronic absorption bands. At fieldsH
,30 kOe an interaction of the electronic excitationn2

e

528 cm21 with the optical phonon branchn2
ph in view of the

nonlinear frequency–field curve of the position of the ele
tronic mode. One also observes a broadening of the e

FIG. 33. Frequency–field curves of the electronic excitations of
KDy(MoO4)2 crystal forHib; the chalcogenides are experimental, the so
curves are calculated. The inset shows the scheme of splitting of the
tronic levels and their numbering. The numbers on the curves indicate
sitions between the corresponding sublevels.

FIG. 34. Frequency–field curves of the electronic excitations of
KDy(MoO4)2 crystal in an external magnetic field oriented at a 45° angle
the b axis in theab plane; the points are experimental, the solid curves
calculated. The inset shows the scheme of the splitting of the ground
first excited electronic levels and their numbering. The numbers on
curves indicate transitions between the corresponding sublevels.
-
of
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tronic absorption band1–2 as the region of maximum den
sity of vibrational states of the optical–acoustic branchn2

ph is
approached from the low-energy side.

Thus the measurements of the frequency–field curve
the microwave absorption spectra of KDy(MoO4)2 crystals
in the low-temperature phase have established experim
tally the presence of a dynamic interaction between the e
tronic and vibrational excitations and also between electro
modes.

The effect of magnetic field on the system was treated
the framework of crystalline field theory. The Zeeman ene
operatorH can be written in the following form for arbitrary
orientation of the external magnetic fieldH:

H5g0mB~HxI x1HyI y1HzI z!, ~3.1!

wheremB is the Bohr magneton,g0 is the Lande factor,I x ,
I y , andI z are the projections of the total moment, andH is
the strength of the external magnetic field.

The splitting of the two lowest Kramers doublets w
calculated at temperatures of 20 and 4.2 K, correspondin
the high-temperature and low-temperature phases of
crystal. These splittings are reflected on the frequency–fi
curves obtained by the method of long-wavelength IR la
spectroscopy, by the ESR method, and by far- and nea
spectroscopy~see Figs. 33 and 34!.

3.2. Magnetic-field-induced structural phase transitions
of the CJTE type in ARDMs

It was shown above that the governing role in the act
ity of low-energy electronic excitations of rare-earth ions
the CJTE is played by their coupling with acoustic
optical–acoustic vibrational branches~see Sec. 1!. By apply-
ing an external magnetic field one can change the positio
the electronic excitations with respect to the vibrational sp
trum and thereby alter the dynamic coupling of the lo
energy electronic excitations with the vibrational branche

All of this is a good prerequisite for stimulation or sup
pression of the CJTE by an external magnetic field
ARDMs.

The magnetic-field-induced structural phase transit
was first observed by Leasket al.38 in a member of the serie
of ARDMs—the compound KDy(MoO4)2 . At zero magnetic
field this compound undergoes a structural phase trans
of the CJTE type (Ttr514.3 K) with the formation of an
ordered structure in the low-temperature phase. Here
lowest electronic ‘‘quasidoublet’’n1

e;18 cm21, which is ac-
tive in the phase transition, is split to a valuen2

e

'28 cm21. In Ref. 38 the frequency–field curves of th
absorption spectra were measured in the optical range i
external magnetic field. Figure 35 shows the magnetic-fi
dependence of the frequencies of the optical transitions m
sured in Ref. 38. It is seen from the figure that these cur
have a kink at a field of;4 T which was attributed by the
authors to a phase transition induced by the external m
netic field.

We note that, according to Ref. 38, below the structu
phase transition the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal takes on an anti
ferrodistortive Jahn–Teller ordering, unlike the thorough
studied substance DyVO4, where the ordering is of a ferro
distortive character. The presence of two sublattices per
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ted the authors of Ref. 38 to formally associate the struct
phase transition in KDy(MoO4)2 to a ‘‘spin-flip’’ transition
in antiferromagnets. The two-sublattice model used there38 in
the molecular field approximation gives a satisfactory qu
tative description of the experimental results.

However, starting from the real structure of the low
energy spectrum of the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal, one can say
that the transition from the ordered phase to the parapha
an external magnetic field is due to a significant decreas
the dynamic coupling of the electronic excitationsn1

e

;18 cm21 with the low-frequency vibrational branches.
For destroying the Jahn–Teller ordering the direction

the external magnetic field was chosen so as to maximize
difference of theg factors of the spectroscopic splitting o
the ground and first excited electronic levels of the rare-e
ions ~see Fig. 36!. This field direction is at an angle of;45°
to the axes of the crystal in theab plane. Here, if in one

FIG. 35. Zeeman splitting of the 21019.7 cm21 absorption band of the Dy31

ions in the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal atT54.2 K as a function of the magnitud
of an external magnetic field oriented in theab plane at a 45° angle to the
axes.38

FIG. 36. Shape of theg tensor of the spectroscopic splitting of the groun
and first excited states of the Dy31 ions in the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal in the
ab plane. The dotted line shows the shape of theg tensor of the excited
state. A and B are the sublattices of the Dy31 ions. The arrows denote th
field direction corresponding to the maximum difference of theg factors of
the spectroscopic splitting of the ground and first excited states.
al
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sublattice theg factor of the spectroscopic splitting for th
ground Kramers doublet is maximal, then it is minimal f
the excited state, and just the opposite is true for the o
sublattice~it was shown in Ref. 53 that the maximum valu
of the g factors of the ground and first excited doublets a
rotated by an angle ofp/2; see Fig. 34!. This gives the maxi-
mum shift of the electronic excitations of the Dy31 ions with
respect to the vibrational spectrum at relatively low magne
fields and thus decreases their dynamic coupling consi
ably. Ultimately this should lead to destruction of the Jah
Teller ordering. The destruction of the Jahn–Teller order
in a magnetic field in the KDy(MoO4)2 crystal was observed
by an optical method. It was found that the transition occ
through an intermediate phase.

Thus we have investigated the influence of external m
netic field on the ordered structure in the ARD
KDy(MoO4)2 . We have learned that an external magne
field of a certain orientation can bring the crystal to a dis
dered phase~paraphase!.

An external magnetic field can also have a stimulat
influence on the cooperative Jahn–Teller effect. This is c
firmed by studies of the low-energy spectrum of the crys
KEr(MoO4)2 in an external magnetic field.67

The KEr(MoO4)2 crystal does not undergo a structur
phase transition of the CJTE type at temperatures down
K.18 This is indicated by the temperature dependence of
position of the first excited level of the Er31 ions ~see Fig.
18!, although a spectroscopic study reveals the presenc
dynamic coupling of the first excited state of the Er31 ions
(n58 cm21) with the acoustic vibrational spectrum of th
crystal. The absence of a structural phase transition at
magnetic field is due to the fact that the value of the cor
lation of the Jahn–Teller centers is insufficient for realizati
of the CJTE. However, the distortions of the Jahn–Te
centers are manifested in a dynamic manner: a softenin
the elastic constants obtained from the temperature de
dence of the ultrasound velocity occurs in an interval of te
peratures comparable to the energy of the lowest electr
excitation.20

Considering this phenomenon in the framework of t
molecular field approximation, we can state that the value
the molecular field A,D, where D58 cm21 and A
;4 cm21 ~Ref. 69;D is the energy interval to the first en
level of the Er31 ion!. This relation can be violated if an
external magnetic field is applied. In a study of the lo
density spectrum of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal it was found
that forHic theg factor of the spectroscopic splitting of th
first excited electronic level of the Er31 ions is larger than
the g factor of the ground state.67 At a certain value of the
external magnetic field the first excited level can approa
the ground level, i.e., there is ‘‘quasidegeneracy’’ with r
spect to the orbital moment. On the other hand, as the en
of the first excited electronic level decreases, the point of
crossing with the acoustic vibrational branch shifts towa
the Brillouin zone center, into the region of maximal dens
of states. This leads to an increase in their dynamic coupl

With the goal of obtaining a magnetic-field-induce
structural phase transition of the CJTE type, the microwa
absorption spectrum in KEr(MoO4)2 was studied in Ref. 70
The angular dependence of the ESR spectra of the Er31 ions
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was measured in all crystallographic planes of this co
pound, and the frequency–field curves were measured
Hic. Figure 37 shows the value of the microwave absorpt
of the Er31 ions in KEr(MoO4)2 as a function of externa
magnetic field at different values of the angle of the fieldH
with respect to thec axis of the crystal. It is seen that forHic
the microwave absorption spectrum shows an abrupt
crease~jump! of the absorption intensity when the magne
field is increased to 41 kOe. As the external magnetic fiel
decreased there is also an abrupt decrease in absorptio
at a lower field. In other words, a hysteresis with respec
magnetic field is observed which amounts toDH
;5.6 kOe. Measurements were made at a temperature o
K. At that temperature the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal is found in a
paramagnetic state (TN50.9 K). When the magnetic field
direction deviates from thec axis one observes a decrease
the hysteresis, which vanishes completely at a critical an
wc564.5°. Then a peak of nonresonance form is obser
in the spectrum. As the anglew is increased further, the shap
of the peak is initially modified to an asymmetric form an
then to the usual ESR absorption line. From the experime
data obtained, the (H,w) phase diagram of the equilibrium
states of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal was constructed. It has
critical point at which the first-order phase transition en
~see Fig. 38!. The (H,T) phase diagram was measured e
perimentally, and the critical temperature (Tc'5 K) and
critical field (Hc'41.5 kOe) were measured~see Fig. 39!.

A theoretical model of the structural phase transition
the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal was proposed in Refs. 71 and 7
Without going into the details of these approaches, we o
note that the papers cited were able to give only a qualita

FIG. 37. Magnetic-field dependence of the microwave absorption spect
the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal for different directions ofH in the ac plane at a
temperature of 1.8 K. The arrows indicate the anomalous changes in
absorption with increasing or decreasing magnetic field.
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explanation of the (H,T) and (H,w) phase diagrams. Appar
ently the discrepancy between the calculated and meas
phase diagrams is due to the fact that the real structure o
low-energy exciton and phonon spectra was not taken
account.

It should be noted that analogous phase transitions w
stimulation of the CJTE by an external magnetic field ha
also been observed73,74 in the compounds CsEr(MoO4)2 and
KTm(MoO4)2 .

4. HIGHLY NONEQUILIBRIUM STATES IN LAYERED
JAHN–TELLER CRYSTALS

In the previous Sections we have been considering
equilibrium structures of layered Jahn–Teller crystals
rare-earth compounds at low temperatures and have e

of

he

FIG. 38. Angular dependence of the values of the magnetic field at wh
the structural phase transition occurs in the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal at T
51.8 K.

FIG. 39. Dependence of the phase transition temperature of
KEr(MoO4)2 crystal on the value of the external magnetic fiel
D—microwave absorption data;s—data of magnetic susceptibility mea
surements.
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lished the role of the dynamic coupling of low-energy ex
tations of the rare-earth ions with crystal lattice vibrations
the formation of those structures. We have investigated
spectra of elementary excitations of Jahn–Teller crystals n
thermodynamic equilibrium. The external alternating fie
applied in the study of these spectra were relatively low,
the response of the system was treated in the linear app
mation.

However, when the external rf electric or magnetic fie
is increased, a transition to a nonlinear regime of vibratio
can occur, and that makes the mode interaction proce
substantially more complicated. Here the dynamics of
system is governed by nonlinearities that exist in it. Coher
behavior of a large ensemble of atoms or molecules
arise, and under favorable conditions nonequilibrium~dissi-
pative! structures form.

In an irreversible process structure formation occurs
der certain conditions. Here, as in the the equilibrium ph
transitions, one observes a jump~phase transition! at thresh-
old values of certain parameters. However, a significant
viation from equilibrium is insufficient for the formation o
dissipative structures. It is necessary to have coherent be
ior of the system, which can occur under certain conditio
in the presence of certain interactions.

The following conditions are necessary for the formati
of dissipative structures:

— the system must be open, i.e., it must exchange
ergy or matter with a medium;

— the dynamical equations describing the system m
be nonlinear;

— the deviation from equilibrium must exceed a critic
value;

— the microscopic motions in the system must occ
coherently, i.e., in a matched manner.

We emphasize that coherent behavior of a system is
to causes engendered at the microscopic level. We note
nonlinearity is the first cause of high sensitivity of dynamic
systems to the initial conditions, which leads to chaotic
havior and is a typical property of many dynamical system
In the solution of nonlinear differential equations it has be
established that chaos can be observed in all dynamical
tems with a number of degrees of freedomr .2, and conse-
quently at sufficiently long times their behavior becomes
predictable.

So-called deterministic chaos in dynamical systems
actively studied today. Methods of diagnostics of chaotic
havior have been developed, and quite a few general r
have been found. The scenario of the transition from reg
to chaotic motion in many dynamical systems has a unive
character and is reminiscent of ordinary second-order ph
transitions. The introduction of renormalization-group me
ods opens up new prospects for the study of determin
chaos.

Jahn–Teller crystals are convenient model objects
studying phenomena in a highly nonequilibrium state. Th
can not only be nonlinear but can also serve as an ac
medium capable of generating or enhancing vibrations o
certain type. The nonlinear interaction of waves in this m
dium leads to a redistribution of energy between the differ
degrees of freedom and makes it possible to use these
e
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tals for studying problems of the nucleation of turbulen
~dynamical chaos!. The main effect that can arise in thes
materials in a highly nonequilibrium state is the generat
of coherent elastic vibrations under excitation of a su
ciently large number of Jahn–Teller centers by a microwa
pump. The initial set of excitations of Jahn–Teller centers
this case is incoherent. Let us consider the nonequilibri
phase transitions for the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal as an example

4.1. Nonequilibrium phase transitions induced by an
external high-frequency magnetic field in the Jahn–Teller
crystal KEr „MoO4…2

In the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal in an external magnetic fiel
with the orientationHia the g factor of the spectroscopic
splitting of the first excited electronic level of the Er31 ion is
larger than theg factor of the ground level.67 Therefore, in an
external magnetic field the ground and first excited lev
draw closer together, and at a certain value, when the co
tion A.D is satisfied, a magnetic-field-induced structu
phase transition of the CJTE type occurs. The (H,T) and
(H,w) phase diagrams of the dynamical states of
KEr(MoO4)2 crystal were used to determine the critical tem
perature (Tc;5 K), critical magnetic field (Hc

'41.5 kOe), and critical angles (wc564.5°) at which the
first-order phase transitions go over to second-order.

At these critical points and also on lines of second-or
phase transitions the microwave absorption spectrum h
sharp spike due to absorption of the radiation in the criti
region of the structural transition. With changing frequen
of the high-frequency magnetic field the position of this pe
in respect to the external magnetic field remains unchang
It is therefore assumed that this absorption is nonresona
and that the observed peak is of a relaxational nature. In
75 the behavior of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal in a highly non-
equilibrium state was investigated in the critical region of t
structural phase transition under conditions of microwa
pumping. In view of the fact that the system possesses s
stantial nonlinearity in the region where the relaxation a
sorption is observed and in view of the long relaxation tim
there are grounds for assuming that the threshold powe
the microwave field for the creation of a nonlinear regime
motion under these conditions will be significantly low
than for systems found under conditions far from the criti
region.

Measurements were made at a bath temperature of 1
and a frequency of 18.7 GHz in the following sequence. F
the sample was rotated in the~010! plane so that the mag
netic field vector was oriented along thea axis. Then the
power of the microwave pump was increased. Figure
shows the dependence of the absorption spectra of
KEr(MoO4)2 crystal on the value of the external magne
field at different levels of microwave pump power. It is se
in the figure that at low microwave power the absorpti
spectrum has a relaxation peak, the maximum of which c
responds to a field of 38.5 kOe. When the microwave pow
reaches a certain level a narrow dip appears in the regio
the maximum of the relaxation peak and increases in de
with increasing microwave pump power. As the microwa
power increases further, the dip broadens and a new abs
tion peak appears at the center of the dip. The position of
maximum of this absorption peak in respect to magnetic fi
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coincides with the position of the maximum of the peak th
is observed at low power of the microwave pump. With t
appearance of the new peak the microwave absorption b
has three maxima. As the microwave power increases,
two side maxima are shifted to the low-field and high-fie
sides from the center peak and then vanish. As the mi
wave power is increased further, the new absorption p
grows in intensity and becomes narrower.

The evolution of the absorption spectrum describ
above cannot be caused by overheating of the sample o
the influence of saturation of the absorption bands, effe
usually observed in the ESR spectrum. The concept of n
equilibrium temperature was invoked to explain it. The ju
tification for this was that the change in the spectrum ha
threshold character in respect to the power of the microw
pump.

Furthermore, as is seen in Fig. 41, the value of the dip
the relaxation peak depends linearly on the value of the
crowave powerW. Usually in spectroscopy the intensity o
the absorption bands that rise at second-order struc
phase transitions varies in proportion to the square of
order parameter. Therefore, in the case illustrated one h
dependence of the type

h;a~W2Wcr!
1/2 ~4.1!

FIG. 40. Absorption spectra of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal in an external mag-
netic field for different values of the microwave absorption in the region
the first bifurcation.
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~h characterizes the concentration of the ordered pha!.
Such a dependence is also characteristic for nonequilibr
second-order phase transitions.76

A third important factor is that the system is found in th
critical region of a structural phase transition induced by
ternal magnetic field. That is, it can easily be brought to
nonlinear regime of motion, which is a necessary condit
for a nonequilibrium phase transition with the formation o
dynamic nonequilibrium structure.

Let us briefly discuss the experimental results presen
in Fig. 40. In the critical region of the structural phase tra
sition in the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal an electronic relaxation
mode is excited by the rf field. Here a pumping of the ele
tron subsystem occurs, and its excitation is transferred to
phonon subsystem. As a consequence of the strong dyn
coupling, this excitation is transferred to the phonon su
system in a very short time. The phonon subsystem trans
energy to the bath much more slowly, since the crysta
found in the critical region of the structural phase transitio
where, because of the strong anharmonicity, phonon–pho
interaction processes are efficient. On the other hand,
low-energy vibrational spectrum of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal
is nondecaying, and the thermalization time of the phon
excitations is large, i.e., a so-called ‘‘phonon bottleneck’’
realized. The significant difference of the relaxation time
the electron subsystem from the time from the time requi
to establish thermodynamic equilibrium in the phonon su
system (teph!tph) causes a highly nonequilibrium state
arise in the phonon subsystem: ‘‘overheated’’ phonons
formed.75

The decay of the relaxation excitation to phonons m
obey the energy and momentum conservation laws:

k1(
n

kn50, v1(
n

vn50, ~4.2!

where vn5vn(k) is the dispersion relation for thenth
branch of the phonon spectrum~k is the wave vector!.

In the case when the main role is played by three-part
processes, the conservation laws take the form

v~k!5v~k1!1v~k2!, k5k11k2 , ~4.3!

f

FIG. 41. Relative intensity of the the dip at the maximum of the relaxat
absorption versus the power of the microwave field (I 0 is the intensity of the
relaxation absorption at the maximum!.
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i.e., a decay of the electronic branch into two phon
branches occurs. For this process to be efficient, it is ne
sary that the conditionv(k)k50Þ0 hold, and it does in fac
hold in the case under consideration.

Let us consider what branches of the vibrational sp
trum interact with the relaxation mode. The KEr(MoO4)2

crystal has symmetry point groupD2h . Since the relaxation
mode is excited by an electromagnetic wave with wave v
tor k;0, it can be associated with combinations of phono
of the form

~qx,0,0!1~2qx,0,0!; ~0,qy,0!1~0,2qy,0!;

~0,0,qz!1~0,0,2qz!, ~4.4!

The representations of the space group for these com
nations of vectors contain irreducible representations of
point groupD2h . The symmetry of the relaxation mode
B1g . A group theoretical treatment shows that the relaxat
excitation can interact with pairs of low-frequency oscill
tions of the following symmetry types:

B2u~0,0,qz!1B3u~0,0,2qz!;

B2u~qx,0,0!1B3u~2qx,0,0!;

B2u~0,qy,0!1B3u~0,2qy,0!. ~4.5!

We note that in the first variant, transverse acous
modes are excited, and in the second and third, a transv
and a longitudinal mode. It is usually assumed that the de
of an electronic excitation into two transverse modes is m
probable, since they are lower-energy.60 Concrete calcula-
tions of the relaxation of an electronic excitation into latti
vibrations are complicated.

In view of the Jahn–Teller nature of the magnetic-fie
induced structural phase transition, it is natural to assu
that at least one phonon mode is linearly coupled to
relaxation~pseudospin! mode that is the order parameter
the structural phase transition.

It should be noted that the unusual dependence of
relaxation absorption on the power of the microwave fi
and also the narrowing of the relaxation peak at microw
powers above the threshold value suggest that at a ce
microwave pumping level a coherent structure arises fo
coupled electron–phonon excitation in the KEr(MoO4)2

crystal.
The low threshold of formation of this structure in r

spect to the microwave power~according to estimates, sev
eral W/cm3 of the substance! is apparently due to the fac
that the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal is found in the critical region o
a structural phase transition.

This raises the question of the possible scenario for
transition of the system from regular motion to dynamic
chaos. We stress that there is no single mechanism of tra
tion to chaotic motion in highly nonequilibrium system
Since a highly nonequilibrium state is described by nonlin
equations, in the space of their parameters a whole hiera
of instabilities accompanying the transition from regular m
tion to deterministic chaos is observed. In other words, i
macroscopic system the regions far from thermodyna
equilibrium are characterized by a great diversity of dyna
cal regimes.
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For studying the scenario of the transition of the syst
to dynamical chaos, measurements of the microwave abs
tion in the region of the structural phase transition induc
by an external magnetic field in KEr(MoO4)2 were carried
out at high power levels of the microwave pump.77,78

Figure 42 shows the dependence of the microwave
sorption of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal on the value of the ex
ternal magnetic fieldH at higher microwave power level
than in Fig. 40. After the first bifurcation in the absorptio
spectrum there are a second and third. The behavior of
spectrum in the region of the second and third bifurcatio
differs in the fact that while the relaxation peak practica
vanishes upon the first bifurcation, upon the second and t
it is only broadened, and structure appears on it. As a re
of the first bifurcation the width of the relaxation peak na
rows noticeably, while after the second and third bifurcatio
such narrowing does not occur. In the spectral region a
cent to the third bifurcation, low-frequency noise appears
the wings of the relaxation peak.

FIG. 42. Microwave absorption spectra of the KEr(MoO4)2 crystal in an
external magnetic field for different values of the microwave power in
region of the second and third bifurcations.
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As the power of the microwave radiation is increas
further, the region of low-frequency noise divides into tw
parts, which are shifted to higher and lower fields with
spect to the relaxation peak. Then the low-frequency no
vanishes. After that a relaxation peak similar to the pe
prior to the second and third bifurcations is restored.

According to the experimental data presented in Figs.
and 42 a diagram was constructed displaying the value
the magnetic field at which the absorption maxima are
served on the relaxation peak as functions of the microw
powerW of the microwave field~see Fig. 43!.

In discussing the evolution of the microwave absorpt
spectrum the concept of a sequence of nonequilibrium ph
transitions in a dissipative system was invoked, since
phenomena described have a threshold character in rel
to the power of the microwave pump75 and the system is
found in the region of a structural phase transition, wh
high lability is typical. We stress that the microwave power
at once pumped into three degrees of freedom of the sys
which are active in the structural phase transition, since
the critical region the frequencies of these degrees of f
dom soften and fall within the microwave absorption regio
Ours is also an open system with significant absorption
microwave radiation and energy transfer to the surround
medium.

Let us briefly discuss the possible mechanisms of
transition to deterministic chaos in the system. The first s
nario of the transition to turbulence in a hydrodynamic s
tem was proposed by Landau.79 According to that scenario in
a dynamical system with increasing departure from equi
rium, new frequencies of motion appear as a result of a
quence of Hopf bifurcations, until the whole low-frequen
spectrum is filled. This is the criterion of the transition
turbulence. Later the theoretical concepts of the evolution
physical systems to deterministic chaos would undergo
tensive development.80,81According to the modern ideas, th
transition of a system to chaotic motion occurs according
one of three scenarios which are characteristic for a w
class of physical dissipative systems.

The best-studied of them is the Feigenbaum scenar82

according to which the evolution of a system starts from

FIG. 43. Phase diagram of the dynamic states of KEr(MoO4)2 in the plane
of the parametersH,W: I region of the stationary state; II, III, and IV—
regions of regular motion; the region of the low-frequency noise is sha
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Hopf bifurcation, which is a transition with a change in th
character of the motion of the system from a stable focus
a stable limit cycle with frequencyf . Upon further change of
the control parameter a sequence of period-doubling bifu
tions occurs, leading to periodic motion with the frequenc
f /2,f /4,f /8,f /16... . The dependence of the bifurcations
the parameter and shape of the spectrum in this case is
universal character. The scaling law can be written in
form

~Wk112Wk!/~Wk2Wk21!51/d, ~4.6!

where d54.6692 is a universal constant, andWk is the
power of the microwave field of the pump at which thekth
bifurcation occurs. The rate of convergence ofW to W` can
be represented approximately by the asymptotic formula

Wk5W`1Ad12k, ~4.7!

whereW` is the power of the microwave field at which th
transition of the system to chaotic motion occurs. One c
estimateW` in terms ofW1 andW2 :

W`'W111.3~W22W1!. ~4.8!

Analysis of the experimental results obtained in Ref.
shows that the first three bifurcations observed do not fit i
a series of period-doubling bifurcations.

The transition to deterministic chaos by the Pomea
Manneville scenario can be viewed as a transition to cha
motion via intermittency of chaotic and regular motions83

Ruelle and Takens proposed a mechanism for the onse
turbulence84 wherein two sequential Hopf bifurcations occ
in the system and then after the third bifurcation the tran
tion of the system to chaotic motion occurs. The behavior
our system resembles the Ruelle–Takens scenario, sinc
manifestation of low-frequency noise in it appears in the
gion adjacent to the third bifurcation. The low-frequen
noise is apparently indicative of the onset of chaotic mot
in this region~see Fig. 42!.

In summary, we can say that for the system under st
at the given value of the pump power the Ruelle–Take
scenario is qualitatively the closest of the three paths to
namical chaos usually observed.

The question of the evolution of a system and t
mechanism of the transition from regular motion to dynam
cal chaos in the Jahn–Teller elastic KEr(MoO4)2 upon fur-
ther increase in pump power remains incompletely answe
To state unambiguously that in this region the system exh
its motion of the strange attractor type will require care
mathematical analysis of the low-frequency noise. It sho
also be emphasized that of the three bifurcations observe
the absorption spectrum, the first is the strongest. This in
cates that the first bifurcation entails the strongest chan
of coupling of the electron and phonon subsystems. It
therefore assumed that the subsequent evolution of the
tem will take place via the path of increasing departure fr
equilibrium on these degrees of freedom, and that sho
ultimately lead to a sequence of period-doubling bifurc
tions, and so the system should follow the Feigenbaum s
nario. To answer this question it will be necessary to stu
further the microwave absorption spectra of KEr(MoO4)2

using more powerful radiation sources.

d.
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CONCLUSION

As a result of the foregoing analysis of the experimen
results from the spectroscopy of layered Jahn–Te
crystals—in particular, ARDMs, which are model objects
highly anisotropic Jahn–Teller crystals of rare-ea
compounds—some rules have been established for the
mation of the low-energy states in these compounds.

1. It has been shown that a substantial role in the form
tion of the low-energy spectrum in anisotropic Jahn–Te
crystals is played by the dynamic coupling of the electro
excitations of the Jahn–Teller centers with crystal lattice
brations.

2. It has been established that the two forms of dyna
coupling of electronic excitations with lattice vibrations a
observed. A weak coupling forms when the electronic lev
of the rare-earth ions cross vibrational branches in a reg
of low density of states; in this case a splitting of the acou
vibrational branches occurs, with the formation of a ‘‘qua
gap’’ in the spectrum. When the electronic levels cross vib
tional branches in the region of maximal density of stat
strong dynamic coupling is formed. In the latter case
formation of vibronic states occurs in the crystal.

3. It has been shown that the electronic levels active
the pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect are those characterized
strong dynamic coupling with the vibrational branches of
crystal lattice~vibronic!.

4. It has been established experimentally that the e
librium structures of highly anisotropic Jahn–Teller cryst
manifest a high sensitivity to substitutional impurities a
also to external magnetic field.

5. The strong dynamic coupling of the electron and i
subsystems promotes the formation of dissipative struct
in anisotropic Jahn–Teller elastics. Upon the creation o
highly nonequilibrium state in the electron subsystem in
critical region of a structural phase transition of the CJ
type one should observe self-organization of the Jahn–Te
systems, with the formation of dissipative structures.

The author thanks M. M. Bogdan, E. S. Syrkin, and N.
Kharchenko for perusing the manuscript and offering criti
comments.
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Giant asymmetry of the processes of separation and homogenization of 3He– 4He solid
mixtures

V. N. Grigor’ev, V. A. Maidanov, A. A. Penzev, A. V. Polev, S. P. Rubets,
E. Ya. Rudavskii, A. S. Rybalko,* and Ye. V. Syrnikov
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A comparison of the kinetics of the separation processes and homogenization of3He–4He solid
mixtures is made with the use of precision barometry for samples of three types—dilute
mixtures of3He in 4He and of4He in 3He and concentrated3He–4He mixtures. It is found that
in all types of mixtures studied the rate of the initial stage of homogenization can exceed
the rate of separation by more than 500 times. An appreciable rate of phase separation in the
concentrated mixtures, where, according to existing ideas, the impurity atoms in quantum
crystals should be localized, attests to a new, unknown mechanism of mass transfer under those
conditions, while the fast homogenization indicates that this process is nondiffusional in
nature. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820353#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years considerable progress has been mad
the study of the kinetics of nucleation and separation
3He–4He solid mixtures. The development of a technique
growing high-quality crystalline samples and the use of p
cision low-temperature methods have permitted us to ob
reliable, well-reproducible experimental data. As a result,
have registered unusual features in the mass transfer a
phase transition and have determined the effective coffic
of the mass diffusion1–3 and have shown experimentally th
phase separation can be realized in3He–4He solid mixtures
via the mechanism of homogeneous nucleation.4–6

However, the majority of experiments on the kinetics
3He–4He solid mixtures undergoing phase separation h
been devoted to the study of the phase transition from
homogeneous to the separated state, when second-pha
clusions are randomly distributed in the crystalline matr
The reverse transition from the two-phase to the homo
neous state has been investigated only in Refs. 1 and 2
dilute mixtures of3He in 4He. The experiment was don
using rapid heating of the separated mixture from the sa
initial temperatureTi to different final temperaturesTf ; this
made it possible to obtain the first information about t
kinetics of the dissolution of bcc solid inclusions of3He in
the hcp matrix of the mixture~almost pure4He). One of the
most interesting results was the observation of anomalo
rapid mass transfer during the dissolution of the inclusio
this process having a threshold character with respect to
the difference between the final and initial temperatur
DT5Tf2Ti ~Ref. 7!. These effects have been explain
qualitatively in the framework of the proposed model of
multistep process of dissolution of3He inclusions,2 a key
aspect of which is the presence of nondiffusive ballis
transport of impurity atoms.
321063-777X/2005/31(1)/5/$26.00
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In this connection it was of interest to study the kineti
of homogenization of separated3He–4He solid mixtures at
high impurity concentrations in the matrix, in which case t
ballistic regime cannot be realized. Under these conditi
the mass transfer occurs at very large concentration gr
ents. In this paper the results obtained previously for dil
mixtures of3He in 4He ~with concentrations of;2% 3He)
are supplemented by new experiments with concentra
mixtures ~30–35%3He) and dilute mixtures of4He in 3He
(;2% 4He). The goal was to compare and contrast the
sults obtained for mixtures of different concentration,
compare the kinetics of separation and homogenization,
to study the possible influence of the supersaturation,
bcc–hcp structural phase transition, the concentration
new-phase nuclei, and other factors.

2. FEATURES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Experiments were done in the same measurement
described in Refs. 1 and 2. The crystal under investiga
had the shape of a cylinder 9 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm
height, the pressure in the sample was measuredin situ with
the aid of a capacitive pressure gauge. The cell was in c
stant thermal contact with the plate of the mixing chamb
the temperature of which was registered by a3He melting
curve thermometer.

Three types of samples were studied: A—dilute mixtu
of 3He in 4He; B—dilute mixtures of 4He in 3He;
C—concentrated mixtures of3He in 4He ~Table I!. We note
that besides the initial concentrationx0 the samples differed
in their crystallographic structure. The dilute mixtures of3He
in 4He had an hcp structure in the homogeneous state, w
the new phase was bcc; for the dilute mixtures of4He in 3He
the situation was just the opposite. As to the concentra
mixtures, under the conditions of the experiment both
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Characteristics of the investigated samples ofHe– He solid mixtures.
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Note: An asterisk* denotes data for samples that apparently had the nonequilibrium structure;** indicates that only one sample was
studied.
initial homogeneous mixture and the two separated pha
had the bcc structure. X-ray studies8,9 have established tha
the initial bcc structure of the mixtures is readily supe
cooled, and, as a rule, the transition to the equilibrium h
structure begins only upon heating. This last circumsta
was confirmed in our experiments with concentrated m
tures.

The samples were subjected to heat treatment by m
tiple cycling of the temperature from 100 mK to the hom
geneous region; as was shown previously2 this improves the
quality of the crystals and makes for reproducible results
particular, the values found experimentally for the pha
separation temperatureTs ~Table I! agree within the error
limits with the equilibrium phase diagram calculated in R
10. It is well known that the isotope concentrations in a so
can differ noticeably from those in the initial gaseous m
ture. The concentrationx0 of a uniform mixturein situ was
refined with the Mullin formula,11 which, in the case of cool-
ing from a uniform state to a temperatureTi , can be written
in the form

x0~12x0!2xi~12xi !52.5bVm~Pi2P0!, ~1!

where P0 is the equilibrium pressure of the mixture in th
uniform state,xi and Pi are the equilibrium values of th
concentration and pressure in the separated mixture at
peratureTi , andb andVm are the compressibility and mola
volume of the sample. For dilute mixturesx0 was calculated
directly from the measured differenceDPi5Pi2P0 and the
values ofxi were calculated from the state diagram. Forb we
used the known values of the compressibility of pure4He or
3He. In the case of concentrated mixtures, for which
values ofb are unknown, curves ofxi(12xi) versusDPi

were plotted, and the value ofx0(12x0) was found by ex-
trapolation toDPi50. An example of such a plot for a
30.5%3He mixture is shown in Fig. 1. The value ofb can be
found from the slope of the straight line. For the given m
ture b52.831023 bar21, which is approximately 40%
lower than the additive value for the initial mixture.
es
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The experiment was done as follows. The sample w
cooled from a uniform state to a temperatureTi in the two-
phase region and then heated to a temperatureT0 in the
uniform region~the experimental scheme is illustrated on t
phase diagram in Fig. 2!. For each of the three types o
samples the value ofTi was varied over an appreciable ran
so as to vary the supersaturation of the matrix,Dx5x0

2x(Ti). In the majority of experiments the values ofTi were
reached by a stepwise cooling of the sample. In that c
under conditions whenDT1>T11 i a special role was played
by the value of the first cooling step,DT15Ts02Tf 1 . It is
then that a certain density of new-phase nuclei is create
the sample, and, according to customary assumptions, fur
cooling causes only the diffusional growth of those nucle

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical curves of the time dependence of the pressu
P(t), reflecting the kinetics of phase separation and sub
quent homogenization of samples of types A, B, and C

FIG. 1. Plot ofxi(12xi) versusDPi for a 30.5%3He mixture.
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presented in Fig. 3. It is seen that the character of th
curves is the same in all cases, the differences being on
a quantitative character.

As we have stated previously more than once, the t
dependence of the pressure changeDP(t), which reflects the
variation of the average concentration of the matrix dur
the separation process, is described well at sufficiently l
times by an exponential dependence of the form

DP~ t !5Pf2P~ t !~Pf2Pi !exp~2t/t!, ~2!

where Pi and Pf are the initial and final equilibrium pres
sures in the sample, andt is the characteristic time consta
governing the kinetics of the process. In the given exp
ments, too, the separation kinetics for all three types
samples was also described well by relation~2!.

The process of homogenization of the mixture in a nu
ber of cases could be described to within the experime
scatter using two characteristic times, corresponding to
stages of the process—a fast timet1 and a slow timet2 ,
with a weighting factorh:

DP5@h exp~2t/t1!1~12h!exp~2t/t2!#~Pf2Pi !,
~3!

as is shown in the inset in Fig. 3c, which also shows the t
dependence of the temperature and its approximation b
exponential function. In this case the time constant for
change in temperature,tT , has a value of;50 s, which is
close to the value of the characteristic timet1 of the fast
stage of the dissolution. This means that the rate of hom
enization under these conditions is determined by the rat
change of the temperature. If the time for the temperat
variation is much less than 50 s~the lower limit tT is set by
the Kapitza thermal boundary resistance at the interface
tween the solid helium and the wall of the cell!, then relation
~3! cannot be used to describe the pressure variation u
homogenization: the weighting factorh comes out greate
than 1, apparently as a consequence of the very rapid ch
DP. As to the second homogenization step, governed by
time t2 , a processing shows thatt2 is at least an order o
magnitude larger thant1 .

It turned out that it was only for samples with very sm
supersaturations that it was possible to describe the chan

FIG. 2. Illustration of the equilibrium phase diagram of3He–4He solid
mixtures at a pressure of 35.1 bar and the lines of heating for sample
types A, B, and C from different initial temperaturesTi to a final tempera-
ture Tf ; : h is the hcp phase,b1 andb2 are bcc phases.
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pressure upon homogenization using relation~3! and thereby
to obtain a value oft1 much greater than the time consta
tT for the temperature relaxation. For uniform dilute mi
tures of3He in 4He and of4He in 3He this could not be done
apparently because of the influence of the bcc–hcp tra
tion. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the values oft1

found in this case as a function of the time constantt f1 for
the decomposition of the uniform mixture, which is a me
sure of the concentration of new-phase nuclei obtained u
supercooling to the ‘‘preparation temperature’’Tf 1 of a given
sample.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 thatt1 grows significantly

of

FIG. 3. Typical kinetics of the change in pressure of a sample during ph
separation ~1! and subsequent homogenization~2!. Sample A, P0

535.9867 bar ~a!; sample B, P0531.4368 bar ~b!; sample C, P0

531.4368 bar~c!. The inset shows the temperature variation~3! and the
corresponding pressure variations~4! for the initial stage of heating of the
sample. The solid curve4 was calculated according to formula~3! for h
50.96, t15135 s, andt252217 s; the dashed line3 corresponds to the
approximation of the temperature variation by a function with a single
ponential.
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with increasingt f 1 . We note that Fig. 4 gives only a ver
qualitative reflection of the processes that are occurring.
real t1(t f 1) dependence is apparently stronger, since
minimum values oft1 observed at larger supersaturations
clearly overstated because of the proximity to the charac
istic temperature relaxation time~at large supersaturation
the value oft1 is only 20–30% larger thantT , while at the
lowest supersaturations it is 2–3 times larger!. The range of
t f 1 values found for samples of a given concentration
indicated in Table I. At small supersaturations the values
t f 1 for all the samples decreased rapidly with increas
DT1 , and at larger supersaturations they approached a
stant value, as had been observed in previous experimen3,6

Also given for comparison are the values ofteff obtained by
processing the time dependence with a single exponen
these values characterize the rate of homogenization in o
of magnitude.

Our previous studies~see Refs. 1–5! have reliably estab-
lished that the kinetics of decomposition of solid solutions
governed by diffusion processes, for which the decomp
tion time is inversely proportional to the square of the d
tancel between new-phase inclusions. Therefore the not
able growth oft1 can be linked to an increase inl , which is
attested to by the growth oft f 1 . The presence of two expo
nentials in this case is quite natural, if only because of
simultaneous occurrence of the processes of4He penetration
into a nucleus and3He transfer out of it. It is possible tha
these processes are of a diffusional character. There are
eral obstacles that keep us from reaching a more defi
conclusion.

1. The lack of data on the sizes of the nuclei for samp
of type C.

2. The fact that the solution to the corresponding dif
sion equation is unknown.

3. The complete lack of information about the diffusio
processes in concentrated3He–4He mixtures: not only are
the values of the diffusion constants unknown, but there is
understanding of a mechanism that could bring about
transport of atoms.

According to the existing ideas, the mass transfer at s
low temperatures can take place only through tunneling p
cesses. In dilute mixtures of3He in 4He the tunneling of

FIG. 4. Dependence of the characteristic time of the fast stage of the
mogenization on the value oft f 1 in a mixture with an initial concentration
of 30.5%3He.
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impurities leads to a quantum diffusion effect, which~in uni-
form mixtures! is well studied both theoretically and exper
mentally ~see, e.g., Refs. 12 and 13!. In dilute solutions of
4He in 3He the coherent motion of the impurities that is cha
acteristic for quantum diffusion is impossible because of
absence of ideal periodicity owing to the random orientat
of the nuclear spins of the3He, and mass transfer takes pla
through random tunneling. In both cases, increasing the
purity concentration tends to weaken the diffusive moti
because of the distortion of the energy levels of the impu
ties in different lattice sites due to the interaction betwe
impurities. When this distortion of the levels in neighborin
lattice sites exceeds the width of the energy band of
impurity quasiparticles, tunneling is impossible, and th
should lead to localization of the impurities. The localizati
effect has been observed in NMR experiments14 on mixtures
of 3He in 4He. Both experiment and theoretical estimat
show that the critical concentration at which localizati
should set in in3He–4He is less than 10%, and it might hav
been expected that no mass transfer should occur at a
more-concentrated mixtures.

However, experiments on the decomposition
3He–4He mixtures, including those reported in the prese
paper, refute that point of view and attest to the observa
of rather intense mass transfer in concentrated mixtures
least under conditions of phase separation. Moreover, w
samples obtained at large supersaturations were hom
enized under conditions of maximum heating rates the t
of the first stage of dissolution of inclusions decreased
values unmeasurable in the given experiments, as is i
cated by the impossibility of processing the primary tim
dependences even with the use of two exponentials. Ap
ently this fact can be regarded as evidence of the existenc
a very fast and most likely nondiffusional mechanism
mass transfer. It should be stressed that such a situa
arises in all the mixtures studied, including nonconcentra
ones. It can be assumed that in all such cases the chara
istic time of the first stage of homogenization of molten m
tures is not more than 20–30 s, while the decomposition t
can reach 2–3 hours, i.e., the characteristic time for hom
enization can be at least a factor of 300–400 smaller than
corresponding decomposition time. An even larger differen
was observed for the concentrated mixtures.

Formally the processes of growth and dissolution dif
in respect to the direction of the concentration gradient¹x.
It is known that the solution of the diffusion problem in
spherical geometry at constant inner and outer radii is s
metric with respect to¹x. Taking the variation of the radius
of the inclusion into account introduces a certain asymme
However, the resulting difference in the characteristic tim
does not exceed an order of magnitude~see, e.g., Ref. 15!
and cannot account for the stronger asymmetry, which
doubtedly has an underlying physical cause, i.e., a differe
in the mechanisms of mass transfer during the growth of
inclusions and during their dissolution.

We note that in five experiments~out of more than 50!
with dilute mixtures of4He in 3He we found values oft1

exceeding 200 s. The samples in those experiments w
obtained at the lowest supersaturations, and we assume
nuclei with the nonequilibrium structure~bcc instead of hcp!

o-
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appeared in them. The subsequent heating of such sam
during the homogenization, as we have said, stimulate
bcc–hcp transition, and that process was superimpose
the process of dissolution of the inclusions.

4. CONCLUSION

Thus the results of our study have shown that in
processes of separation and homogenization the helium
oms in the crystal maintain a rather high mobility, whic
ensures the establishment of an equilibrium state even a
purity concentrations much greater than the critical va
that leads to self-localization in uniform mixtures. Here t
growth of the new-phase nuclei apparently takes place b
diffusion mechanism, while the dissolution occurs mu
faster than is implied by theoretical estimates for purely d
fusion processes. A characteristic feature of the dissolu
process is the presence of large concentration gradients a
initial time. In nonideal mixtures such as3He–4He this gives
rise to a significant motive force that causes the impu
atoms to undergo jumps in the direction of the gradient~see,
e.g., Ref. 16!. It is possible that such an effect can ‘‘unblock
the self-localization of impurities. It might also be that th
diffusion equations themselves must be altered at high c
centration gradients. Clarification of these questions and
search for other, more unconventional explanations, e.g.
possible role of nonequilibrium vacancies in the mass tra
fer ~it has been proposed17,18 that such vacancies arise as t
temperature of a separated mixture is raised! require further
experimental and theoretical studies.

The authors thank M. A. Strzhemechny for helpful d
cussions.

This study was supported in part by the Ukrainian Go
ernment Foundation for Basic Research~Project
02.07.00391, agreement F7.286-2001!.
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On the description of electrical effects in the two-fluid model of superfluidity
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A model description of the electrothermal effect in a superfluid liquid is proposed. It is
hypothesized that the superfluid state is an ordered state with an isotropic quadrupole moment
which does not manifest electrical properties in an equilibrium liquid. The polarization
properties of the liquid are excited by an inhomogeneous distribution of the superfluid flow. The
Landau equations of superfluid hydrodynamics are supplemented by an equation relating
the electrical polarization of the medium with the density of the superfluid component and the
inhomogeneity of the superfluid flow. The value of the expected oscillations of the
electrical potential in a second-sound wave agrees with the measurements of A. S. Rybalko, Fiz.
Nizk. Temp.30, 1321~2004! @Low Temp. Phys.30, 994 ~2004!#. © 2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820356#

Some members of the Editorial Board do not share the ideas set forth in this paper abo
electrical activity of superfluid helium. However, in view of the topical nature of the prob
addressed in it in connection with the experimental results of A. S. Rybalko, Fiz. Nizk. Tem30,
1321 (2004) [Low Temp. Phys.30, 994 (2004)], the Editorial Board has advised publication.
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The two-fluid model of the superfluidity of He II an
Landau’s superfluid hydrodynamics based on it1 are directly
confirmed by the experimental observation of second sou
In recent experiments Rybalko2 has shown that second soun
in He II is accompanied by oscillations of the electrical p
tential. A phenomenological model of two-fluid hydrod
namics has been proposed which permits description of
electrical effects related to the superfluidity. The superfl
state has a noteworthy feature that is manifested in a re
tribution of the atomic electric charges in this macrosco
quantum system.

The neutral He atom in the 1S0 ground state does no
have an intrinsic~in the absence of electric field! dipole mo-
ment but it does have an important microscopic electr
characteristic—an isotropic quadrupole moment~IQM!1 qik

at

5d ikq0 , which has a value per unit mass of the order
q05(e/m)a2 (e is the charge of the electron,a is the atomic
radius, andm is the mass of an He4 atom). From the stand
point of macroscopic physics this is a ‘‘latent’’ atomic cha
acteristic, since in macroscopic interactions of electrical s
tems in vacuum the quantityqik

at2(1/3)qll
atd ik goes to zero in

the given case.
However, we conjecture that an ordered coherent su

fluid state characterized by a continuous distribution in
space of all its physical characteristics has a mean IQM
the Landau theory it is assumed1! that the densityrs of the
superfluid component is determined by the square mod
of the condensate wave function, while the density of
normal component is related to the density of element
excitations in the superfluid~phonons in the case of low
temperatures!. The phonons are unrelated to the transport
electric charge, and the dynamics of the isotropic quadrup
371063-777X/2005/31(1)/4/$26.00
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moment under discussion can be determined only by the
namics of the superfluid state.

We denote byQ the density~value per unit volume! of
the mean IQM, assuming that it is a continuous function
the coordinates. In the equilibrium state the liquid is elec
cally neutral andQ5const, but in a spatially inhomogeneou
state the IQM acquires an inhomogeneous admixture. Th
fore a bound electric charge appears in the system, wi
density

en5
1

2
DQ. ~1!

The presence of the charge density~1! leads to a Poisson
equation for the electrostatic potential:

«Dw522pDQ, ~2!

where« is the dielectric constant of He4, which in the base
approximation can be assumed equal to unity («51). Since
the electrical potential of the walls of the vessel contain
the helium can be assumed equal to zero~or a constant! and
Q does not have meaning outside the liquid, it follows fro
this last equation that

w522pQ. ~3!

Consequently, the electric field in the superfluid liquid d
pends completely on the evolution of the isotropic quad
pole moment densityQ. In particular, the electric fieldE is
determined by the gradient ofQ:

E52p gradQ, ~4!
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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where Q5qr, with q being the isotropic quadrupole mo
ment of a unit mass of the liquid. The value ofq is the main
electrical characteristic of the superfluid state and can
written in the form

q5S e

mD l 0
2.

wherel 0 is a parameter with units of length which is a fu
damental phenomenological characteristic of the model
the general casel 0 is a function ofp andT.

Based on Rybalko’s results,2 we shall assume that th
electrical ‘‘activity’’ of the IQM arises only in a nonuniform
state in the presence of relative motion of the normal a
superfluid components of He II. IfQ is some characteristic
of the superfluid state specifically, then it is natural to assu
that its transport occurs via superfluid flow. Starting from t
general scheme of two-fluid hydrodynamics,1 we write the
momentum flux density in the form~using the notation
adopted in Ref. 1!:

j 5 j n1 j s , ~5a!

j n5rvn , j s5rs~vs2vn!, ~5b!

wherer is the mass density of He II. The first term (j n) in
Eq. ~5a! gives a contribution to the normal transport~which,
when multiplied by the entropy per unit mass,s, gives the
entropy flux density!,1 while the second termj s , propor-
tional to the velocity differencevs2vn , is naturally assumed
to be responsible for the transport of the superfluid cha
teristics. We therefore find that the flux densityJ of the iso-
tropic quadrupole moment is given by

J5qrs~vs2vn!5qj3 , ~6!

and the balance equation for the IQM has the form~we write
it in the linear approximation in small deviations from th
equilibrium state!

]Q

]t
52qrs div w, w5vs2vn . ~7!

The balance equation~7! is the main model assumptio
of the proposed phenomenological theory. At present it
not been confirmed by a rigorous microscopic calculation~an
analogous relation for a slightly nonideal Bose gas atT50 is
derived in the Appendix!. Let us use the following analogy
As we have said above, the entropy flux energyJent in two-
fluid hydrodynamics has the form

Jent5Svn5sjn , S5rs, ~8!

whereS is the entropy density~the entropy of a unit volume
of liquid!, and the evolution of the entropy of a unit mass
liquid is described by the equation1

r
]s

]t
5s div j s . ~9!

But the entropy is transported by the normal fluid flo
while, by assumption, the IQM is transported only by t
superfluid flow. Comparing~7! and~8! with ~6!, we note the
following relation between the entropy flux density~8!,
transported by the normal flow, and the continuity equat
for the entropy,~9!, with vectorsjn and j s . Because the nor
e
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d

e
e

c-

s

f

,

n

mal and superfluid components appear in a somewhat s
metric manner, it can be assumed that the following form
for the IQM transported by the superfluid flow will diffe
from ~8! and~9! by the switching of the flux densitiesjn and
j s : the analog of Eq.~8! is Eq. ~6!, and the relation describ
ing the evolution of the IQM of a unit mass,q, is

r
]q

]t
5q div jn , ~10!

which implies that

]q

]t
5q div vn . ~11!

Finally, taking into account the independence of the norm
and superfluid flows, we shall assume that the continu
equations for the two components are autonomous:

]rn

]t
1rn div vn50,

]rs

]t
1rs div vs50. ~12!

By definition the IQM densityQ5qr. We calculate the de-
rivative of Q with respect to time. A calculation with the us
of ~11! and the second equation in~12! leads us to relation
~7!.

We differentiate~4! twice with respect to time and us
Eq. ~7!:

]2E

]t2 522pqrs

]

]t
div w. ~13!

Since the electrical effect is expected to be weak,
superfluid flux density can be found using the equations
standard superfluid hydrodynamics:1

]

]t
~vs2vn!5S r

rn
D s¹T. ~14!

Substituting~14! into ~13!, we obtain an expression relatin
the second derivative of the electric field with respect to ti
and the nonuniformity of the temperature:

]2E

]t2 522pq
rs

rn
rs gradT. ~15!

We apply Eq.~15! to the description of the electrotherm
effect in a wave:

w8,T8}ei ~kx2vt !. ~16!

It follows from ~16! with E52gradw that

u2w852pqr
rs

rn
sT8, u5

v

k
. ~17!

Relation ~17! can be used in a discussion of Rybalko
results,2 which pertain to a second-sound wave,u5u2 ,
whereu2 is the velocity of second sound in the superfluid

At temperatures not too close toTl one hasrnu2
2

5T(s2/c)rs , wherec is the heat capacity per unit mass, a
therefore

dw52p
e

m
l 0
2 c

s
r

dT

T
. ~18!

For T→0 we havernu2
25(1/3)sTr, rs'r, and therefore
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dw56p
e

m
l 0
2r

dT

T
. ~19!

In both cases

dw5~0,121!
el0

2

a3

dT

T
. ~20!

What values can be expected for the parameter (e/m) l 0
2? The

appearance of the superfluid state involves an energy o
order ofTl'1 K. The energy that stabilizes the charge d
tribution in the atom and the the quantityq0 are of the order
of magnitude 10 eV'105 K. Consequently, the relative con
tribution to the atomic energy from the energy that brin
about the superfluid state is of the order of 1025. Thus it can
be expected that the value of the isotropic quadrupole
ment Q, which is related to the superfluid component, c
comprise a 1025 part of (1/m)q0 :

e

m
l 0
2'

e

m
a21025'1027 cgs esu.

The experimental results of Rybalko2 at a temperature o
1 K give the following value in accordance with formu
~17!:

el0
2

a3 ;0.13102651027.

It follows from the above estimate that in He II the the val
of the parameterl 0

2 is equal in order of magnitude tol 0
2

;(1025– 1024)a2. Analysis of the experiments shows2 that
l 0
2 is proportional to the square of the temperature. There

for complete agreement of the proposed model with the
sults of Ref. 2 one should assume a quadratic dependen
this parameter on temperature:l 0

2}(T/Tl)2. This tempera-
ture dependence ofl 0

2 eliminates the quandary that wou
otherwise arise in the analysis of~19! in the limit T→0.

Interestingly, in a wave of fourth sound1 its velocity at
T→0 tends toward the velocity of first sound, and therefo
the limiting form of relation~17! for T→0 is

dw52p
el0

2

m
r

dT

T
. ~21!

Consequently, the ratiodw/dT in a possible experiment with
fourth sound will differ by a factor of three from that ob
served in Rybalko’s experiments.2

We note that the main results of the present article
unambiguously attributed to higher dispersion, i.e., terms
order (l 0k)4, which are usually neglected in stating the equ
tions of hydrodynamics. The problem of taking them in
account in a consistent way is the subject of a separate p

Finally, in accordance with Ref. 2, we point out the po
sibility that the properties of the superfluid state can
linked to features of the electric charge distribution in t
superfluid due not to the external electric field but to t
quantum characteristic of the motion. Helium II is a quantu
fluid in which the collective electron subsystem is a const
ent. The electrothermal effect under discussion is undo
edly due to the dynamics of the electrons. The interact
between moving neutral atoms is always due to their elec
shells. One can therefore think that the specific ‘‘superflu
properties of the two-fluid hydrodynamics are due to
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electron subsystem. However this phenomenological sor
concept requires theoretical confirmation at the microsco
level.

We shall confine ourselves to the semi-microsco
level. Since the superfluid state is akin to the Bose cond
sate, we use the concept of Bose condensation of an idea
of atoms to explain the possible participation of the ele
tronic system in macroscopic processes in He II. In the p
cess of Bose condensation a finite fraction of the atoms o
ideal gas go into a state with momentump50, forming a
coherent collective state in which all of the Bose atoms
found in the same single-particle quantum state. We re
that the helium atom contains Fermi electrons. In order
understand the state in which they can be found we use
standard sorts of arguments for explaining the formation
electron energy bands in a crystal. LetE0 be the ground level
of one electron in a helium atom. Since all the atoms of
condensate are found in the same quantum state, the
tronic levelE0 should be the same in all the atoms. By virtu
of the uniform continuous distribution of atoms this lev
should beN0-fold degenerate, whereN0 is the number of
atoms in the condensate. In a nonideal gas this degenera
lifted. Taking that circumstance into account, e.g., leads
the conclusion that the well-known conclusion that the ex
tations of the condensate have a Bogolyubov spectrum i
need of refinement. But whatever the concrete results of
analysis of this problem, the electronic degrees of freed
manifest themselves in the electrical properties of the c
densate.

APPENDIX. EVOLUTION OF THE IQM DENSITY IN AN
ALMOST IDEAL BOSE GAS

In a slightly nonideal Bose gas atT50 the preponder-
ance of the atoms,N0 in number (N2N0!N), is found in
the state withp50, forming a condensate. LetC~X,j! be the
the wave function of an atom in the condensate, whereX is
the coordinate of the center of mass of the atom~nucleus!
andj is a generalized coordinate of the electrons in the at
~reckoned from the nucleus!. In the usual adiabatic approxi
mation one can write

C~X,j!5F~X!c~j!, ~A1!

where the wave functionc~j! is normalized to unity, while
the wave functionF~X! is conveniently normalized to the
atomic massm. The charge density in the atom is

en~j!5e0~d~j!2uc~j!u2!, ~A2!

wheree0 is the charge of the nucleus. We suppose that
atom is found in anS state; then

E juc~j!u2dGj50, ~A3!

wheredGj is the differential of the electron coordinates.
We calculate the distribution of the mean IQM of a

atom:

Qik
at~X!5

e

m
uF~X!u2E ~Xi1j i !~Xk1jk!un~j!dGj .

~A4!
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Using ~A2! and ~A3!, one may be convinced that~A4! re-
duces to the IQM:

Qik
at52

e0

m
uF~X!u2E j ijkuc~j!u2dGj

52
e0

3m
uF~X!u2E j2uc~j!u2dGjd ik5Qatd ik . ~A5!

Let us determine the IQM density in the condensate, tak
into account that all the atoms of the condensate are foun
the same quantum state:

Q5N0Qat. ~A6!

We denote the density of atoms in the condensate asrc

5N0uF(X)u2; then

Q52
e0

m
rcl 0

2, l 0
25

1

3 E j2uc~j!u2dGj . ~A7!

Since the superfluid component of a quantum Bose
uid is defined as the square modulus of the condensate w
function, its analog in a slightly nonideal gas is the quan
rc introduced above.

Since Bogolyubov phonons do not affect the state of
condensate~it is ‘‘split off’’ and is treated as a fixed ground
state!, at T50 the dynamics in the leading approximation
autonomous:

]rc

]t
1div rcvc50, ~A8!

wherevc is the macroscopic velocity of the condensate a
function of the coordinates and time.

We calculate the time derivative of~A7! with ~A8! taken
into account:
g
in

-
ve

y

e

a

]Q

]t
52

e0l 0
2

m

]rc

]t
5

e0l 0
2

m
div rcvc5

e0l 0
2

m
rc div vc ~A9!

Relation ~A9! links the evolution of the IQM with the
velocity vc . Let us proceed from the fact that the superflu
state of a quantum liquid is akin to the Bose condensate
slightly nonideal Bose gas. In such a caserc andvc play the
role of the density and velocity of the superfluid compone
in a quantum liquid. Since phonons are absent atT50, in the
two-fluid hydrodynamics picture there is no normal comp
nent of the motion and, hence,vn50. Therefore, formula
~A9! with the sign of the charge and the definition ofl 0

2 taken
into account is the analog of the main statement of this
ticle in the form of relation~9!, which pertains to the super
fluid liquid.
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Paramagnetic effect of magnetic field on superconductors with charge-density waves
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The limiting external magnetic fieldHp that destroys paramagnetically the ordered state of spin-
singlet superconductors with charge density waves~CDWs! with coexisting superconducting
and dielectric order parameters is calculated self-consistently. It is shown thatHp always exceeds
the Pauli limits for both pure superconducting and pure CDW phases. Relevant experimental
data for inorganic and organic superconductors with high upper critical magnetic fields are
analyzed and are shown to be in qualitative agreement with the proposed theory. ©2005
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820359#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Clogston1 and Chandrasekhar2 discovered theoretically
the Pauli paramagnetic suppression of the spin-singlet C
per pairing. In the framework of the original Bardee
Cooper-Schrieffer~BCS! theory of superconductivity3 they
obtained a limit

Hp
BCS5

DBCS~T50!

mB*&
~1!

from above on the upper critical magnetic fieldHc2 at zero
temperatureT. HereDBCS(T) is the superconducting energ
gap,mB* 5e\/2m* c is the effective Bohr magneton,e is the
elementary charge,\ is Planck’s constant,m* is the effective
electron mass, andc is the velocity of light.

This conclusion may be violated in the dirty case, wh
a large concentration of strong spin–orbit scattering sites
ist and the spins of the electrons constituting the Coo
pairs are flipped.4 A corresponding enhancement ofHc2 has
been indeed observed in Al films coated by monolayers
Pt.5 The Pt atoms served there as strong spin–orbit scatte
due to their large nuclear chargeZ. On the other hand, a
similar contamination of another superconductor, the A
compound V3Ga, exhibiting a Pauli paramagnetic effect
the absence of impurities, altered neitherHc2 nor the Zee-
man splitting of the tunnel conductance.6 Therefore, the
spin–orbit mechanism of overcoming the Clogsto
Chandrasekhar limit remains open to investigation.

There exists another collective state revealing a pa
magnetic effect similar to the Clogston–Chandrasek
one1,2 inherent to the BCSs-wave superconductivity. It is a
charge-density wave~CDW! low-T insulator or a CDW
metal ~CDWM!, where only certain sections of the Ferm
surface~FS! are gapped below the critical structural tran
tion temperatureTd .7,8 The same description is applicable o
411063-777X/2005/31(1)/6/$26.00
o-

n
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a phenomenological level to both a Peierls insulator eme
ing due to the electron–phonon interaction9 and an excitonic
insulator caused by the Colulomb electron–ho
attraction.10,11 The dielectric CDW instability is a conse
quence of the nesting condition

j1~p!52j2~p1Q!, ~2!

characterizing the electron spectrum at the FS sections
beled byi 51,2, whereQ is the CDW vector. So, here, th
electron spectra are degenerate (d) and a CDW-related orde

parameterS̃ appears on those nested sections. The rest o
FS (i 53) remains undistorted, and its spectrum bran
j3(p) is nondegenerate (n).

In the weak-coupling approximation, the supercondu

ing D and dielectricS̃5Seiw order parameters obey sel
consistency equations of the same form.3,11 Here w is the
phase of the CDW, usually pinned by defects or the ba
ground crystal lattice in subthreshold electrostatic fields.9,12

Those properties of the low-T phases, which are not depen
dent on the peculiar differences between the so-called d
onal and off-diagonal long-range orders,10,11,13,14should be
quite close to one another. That was indeed proved true
the Peierls insulator15 ~see also Refs. 16–18!. A physical
reason for the similarity consists in the fact that the electro
hole pairing couples the bands~in the excitonic insulator! or
the different parts of the one-dimensional self-congru
band~in the Peierls insulator! with the same spin direction
contrary to the SDW case, where current carriers with
opposite spin directions are paired. WhenH is switched on,
both congruent FS sections having the chosen spin projec
~6! shift either up or down in energy. Therefore, the cor
sponding nesting CDW vectorsQ1 andQ2 no longer coin-
cide, and the initial CDW state is gradually destroyed.19
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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In normal CDWMs, the highest possible magnetic fie
Hp

CDWM ~when only the paramagnetic effect is taken in
account!! can be easily found from the same simple cons
erations as in the superconducting case,3 so that

Hp
CDWM5

S*
mB*
Am

2
. ~3!

Here, 0<m<1 is the relative portion of the FS section
gapped by CDWs,S* 5pTd /g is the bare CDW gap atT
50 in the absence of superconductivity, andg51.7810... is
the Euler constant. The parameterm is defined by the relation

m5Nd~0!/N~0!, ~4!

whereN(0)5Nn(0)1Nd(0) is the total initial~aboveTd)
electronic DOS on the FS, andNd(0) and Nn(0) are the
relevant DOSs on thed andn FS sections, respectively.

At the same time, the diamagnetic reaction of substan
gapped by CDWs is much weaker20 than that in supercon
ductors, with their complete Meissner diamagnetism be
the first critical magnetic field.3 Nevertheless, it always
manifests itself in CDW metals or insulators and can ev
modify the CDW wave vector itself.21–25 Therefore, in cal-
culating the total response both the paramagnetic~spin! and
diamagnetic contributions should be taken in
account.18,26–33

In this connection, Eq.~3!, similar to the case of BCS
superconductors, gives a limiting upper value forH that does
not destroy the CDW state. One should note, however,
CDW-triggered persistent currents were claimed to be
served far above the Pauli limit~3! in ac susceptibility mea-
surements for the compounda-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4
~Ref. 22!. The authors of Refs. 22 and 34 suggested
existence of the Fro¨hlich ideal conductivity35 in this sub-
stance. These intriguing conclusions have not yet been
firmed by other groups.

It is well known7,8 that there are plenty of materials i
which CDWs and superconductivity coexist atT,Tc,Td .
Here Tc is the critical temperature of the superconducti
state. It is important to stress that the assumed supercon
tivity is possible only if the CDW gapping of the electro
spectrum is partial,7,8,36 i.e., the distorted phase remains m
tallic. From the aforesaid, it is natural to expect that in t
mixed phase, possessing two spin-singlet order parameteD

and S̃, the paramagnetic limitHp exceeds both expression
~1! and~3! inherent to the states with either of two ordering

Indeed, some time ago37 the inequalityHp.Hp
BCS was

demonstrated to be valid for all possible values of the par
eters inherent to the Bilbro–McMillan model.36 That result,
as is shown below, remains correct in a more accurate
proach. Nevertheless, our previous considerations37–39 had a
significant limitation. Specifically, the treatment of the sup
conducting phase with CDWs was not self-consistent, wh
quite unexpectedly made the whole problem more rat
than less involved. In our current calculations we use
results of the self-consistent calculations of the thermo
namic properties40 applied to a metal with two order param

eters: a dielectric oneS̃(T), existing on the nested FS se
tions, and a superconducting oneD(T), unique for both the
-
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d andn sections.36 The ratioHp /Hp
BCS, contrary to its coun-

terpart in the non-self-consistent approach,37 turns out to be
described by a simple analytical formula.

On the other hand, the relationship betweenHp and
Hp

CDWM is examined for the first time, and an addition
inequalityHp.Hp

CDWM is proved below to be valid for any
set of the input parameters. We obtain several phase
grams in the parameter space forT50 and carry out their
analysis in terms of the observed variables. Relevant exp
mental data are discussed.

2. CALCULATION OF PHASE DIAGRAMS

To calculate the paramagnetic limit, one must consi
the free energiesF per unit volume for all possible ground
state phases in an external magnetic fieldH. The parent non-
reconstructed phase~actually existing only aboveTd!), with
both superconducting and electron–hole pairings switc
off and in the absence ofH, serves as a reference point. A
T,Td , we deal with relatively small differencesdF reck-
oned from this hypothetical ‘‘doubly-normal’’ state.3

Since we assume the Meissner diamagnetic respons
be negligibly small, the external magnetic fieldH should
coincide with that inside the specimen and be almost u
form. Therefore, the additional energy of the paramagn

phase in the magnetic field, when bothD andS̃ are equal to
zero, takes the form41

dFp52N~0!~mB* H !2. ~5!

The reconstructed superconducting state with the
gapped both by superconductivity and CDWs constitutes
other thermodynamic phase atT,Tc . Its free energy can be
obtained from the following simple arguments. In th
adopted Bilbro–McMillan model,36 the order parameter

D(T) and S̃(T) satisfy a self-consistent system o
equations.40 This system has a solution, which determin
two differentT-dependent energy gaps on then andd sec-
tions of the FS. Specifically, there is the superconduct
energy gapD(T)5DBCS(D0 ,T) belowTc on then sections,
whereas thed sections are influenced by the effective g
D(T)5DBCS(D0 ,T). HereDBCS(G,T) is the Mühlschlegel
gap function of the BCS theory withG5DBCS(T50), soD0

and D0 are the values of the relevant gaps atT50. The
effective quantityD(T) is a combination of both constituen
gaps:

D~T!5AD2~T!1S2~T!. ~6!

The valueD0 is equal to the parameterS* defined in the
Introduction. The assumed equality of the superconduc
gapsDn andDd on then andd FS sections, respectively, i
a consequence of the strong mixing of the electron spect
branches by the matrix elements of the effective fo
fermion interaction Hamiltonian.

Thus on both parts of the FS, BCS-like~but different!!
gap functions are developed. The change of the free en
dFs at T50 is determined by their zero-T values in the
conventional manner:3

dFs52Nn~0!
D0

2

2
2Nd~0!

S
*
2

2
. ~7!
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Finally, a paramagnetic superconducting CDW pha
should be considered. The free energy of this phase, cha

terized by two order parametersD(T) andS̃(T), depends on
H explicitly. Moreover, both gaps depend onH in a strange
way, increasing withH. Such a phase is a generalization
the metastable phase found theoretically by Sarma for B
superconductors~see, e.g., Refs. 3 and 42!. The free energy
of the paramagnetic superconducting CDW phase is hig
than that given by Eq.~7! for all values of H up to the
limiting value Hp at which superconductivity ceases
exist,37 so that it cannot be realized in the system. Of cour
the same is true for the Sarma phase in BCS supercond
ors.

It is worth noting that any orbital magnetic field effec
favorable for the CDW state are not taken into account,
cause the values ofH relevant to the problem concerned a
considerably smaller than those which reduce the dimens
ality of the electron spectrum.21,27,33We also do not take into
account the possibility of the Larkin–Ovchinnikov–Fulde
Ferrel ~LOFF! inhomogeneous superconducting state,3 al-
though there are some hints that it might have been obse
in low-dimensional organic compounds.43

Thus, with the assumption of the order parameter hom
geneity, the procedure of the paramagnetic limit determi
tion is formally the same as that used by Clogston1 and
Chandrasekhar.2 Namely, one should equatedFp and dFs .
This leads to a basic relationship for the actual paramagn
limit Hp of the mixed phase with two superconducting ga
D andS:

~mB* Hp!25
1

2
@~12m!D0

21mS
*
2 #

5
1

2
@D0

21m~S
*
2 2D0

2!#. ~8!

SinceS* 5D0.D0 , which is a consequence of equation~6!,
the limiting magnetic fieldHp in a CDW superconducto
always exceedsthe Clogston–Chandrasekhar valueHp

BCS

~1!. At the same time,Hp is always largerthan the paramag

netic upper limitHp
CDWM ~3! in the normal CDWMs.

The quantityD05S* , as has been indicated in the In
troduction, is linked to the structural~excitonic! transition
temperatureTd by the BCS relationship. The same is true f
the pairD0 andTc ~Ref. 40!. Hence, it comes about that

S Hp

Hp
BCSD 2

511mF S D0

D0
D 2

21G5~12m!1mS Td

Tc
D 2

~9!

and

S Hp

Hp
CDWD 2

511
~12m!

m

D0
2

D0
2 511

~12m!

m
S Tc

Td
D 2

. ~10!

All quantities in Eqs.~9! and~10! can be easily measured o
inferred from the experimental data. The corresponding c
tour curves are displayed in Fig. 1. One can readily see
for typical Tc /Td'0.05– 0.2~some A15 compounds are ra
exceptions7,8! and moderate values ofm'0.3– 0.5, the aug-
mentation of the paramagnetic limit~9! becomes very large
Of course, this outcome may be essentially reduced by
e
ac-

f
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ct-
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spin–orbit scattering.5 At the same time, the Pauli limitation
on Hp

CDWM is not so conspicuous, because the role of sup
conductivity itself in theD-S̃ symbiosis is subdominant.

There is another way of representing the results. To
end a primordial superconducting gapD* at T50 in the
absence of CDWs is introduced. The observable superc
ducting order parameterD0 can be expressed in terms of th
bare input parameters in the following way:40

D05S* S D*
S*

D 1/12m

. ~11!

Then the increase of the relevant paramagnetic limit o
their primordial values is given by the formulas

S Hp

Hp
BCSD 2

5~12m!1mS S*
D*

D 2/12m

~12!

FIG. 1. Contour plot of the ratiosHp /Hp
BCS: 1.01~1!; 1.1 ~2!; 1.5 ~3!; 2 ~4!;

3 ~5!; 5 ~6! ~panel a! andHp /Hp
CDWM : 5 ~1!; 2 ~2!; 1.5 ~3!; 1.1 ~4!; 1.01~5!

~panel b! on the plane (Tc /Td ,m). HereHp , Hp
BCS, andHp

CDWM are the
paramagnetic limits for superconductors with charge-density-wa
~CDWs!, BCS spin-singlet superconductors, and CDW metals, respectiv
Tc andTd are the observed critical temperatures of the superconducting
CDW transitions, respectively, andm is the portion of the nested Ferm
surface sections where the CDW gap develops.
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and

S Hp

Hp
CDWD 2

511
~12m!

m
S D*

S*
D 2/12m

. ~13!

The level lines ofHp /Hp
BCS and Hp /Hp

CDW on the phase
planes (D* /S* ,m) are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from th
plots that the smaller the ratio between the superconduc
and CDW coupling constants, the larger the excess of
paramagentic limit.

The dimensionless parametersD* /S* and m are inde-
pendent of each other. As has been mentioned above
latter can be determined experimentally, in particular, by
sistive, specific heat, or optical measurements.7,8 On the
other hand, the bare gapsD* and S* are difficult to mea-
sure, because to get rid of either superconductivity or CD
it is necessary to apply pressure, external magnetic field
alloying. Therefore, various background electronic and cr
tal lattice properties would be inevitably altered, includi
gaps~some insight can be obtained from Refs. 11, 44, 45!.

Physically, the rise ofHp overHp
BCS andHp

CDW in CDW
superconductors is quite natural. Both Cooper and electr

FIG. 2. Contour plot of the ratiosHp /Hp
BCS: 1.01~1!; 1.1 ~2!; 2 ~3!; 10 ~4!;

100 ~5! ~panel a! andHp /Hp
CDWM : 5 ~1!; 2 ~2!; 1.1 ~3!; 1.01 ~4!; 1.001~5!

~panel b! on the plane (D* /S* ,m). HereD* andS* are bare values of the
order parameters in parent phases with only Cooper or CDW pairing
spectively.
g
e

he
-

s
or
-

–

hole pairings are simultaneously depressed by the param
netic effect, whereas, in the calculation ofHp

BCS andHp
CDW ,

the detrimental influence of the external fieldH on either of
the order parameters~energy gaps! is taken into account.
Therefore, larger fieldsH are required to produce the sam
effect as in the absence of a partner gap.

It is of interest that recently the enhancement of the pa
magnetic limit for superconductors has been also found th
retically for a model related to the CDW model and taki
into account the Van Hove singularity of the two
dimensional electron density of states.46

3. DISCUSSION

From the aforesaid it becomes clear that there is a uni
Pauli limit in the mixed phase, which, in principle, can b
attributed either to the superconducting or dielectric or
parameters. Since in the case of the coexistence betweD

andS̃ experimentalists are most often interested in superc
ducting properties, the apparent exceeding of the Clogst
Chandrasekhar paramagnetic limit is interpreted without
reference to CDWs. Therefore, to verify our theory it wou
be desirable to prove the coexistence between CDWs
superconductivity in the same samples whereHp.Hp

BCS.
Unfortunately, such a direct verification is still lacking.

In principle, photoemission experiments might confir
simultaneous superconducting and CDW gapping of FSs
give FS momentum-space maps in the high-T ~ungapped!
and low-T ~gapped! states.47 In particular, such measure
ments might verify or disprove the strong-mixing conce
discussed in the previous Section. There are, however, m
odological difficulties which can hamper the unambiguo
identification of the magnitudes as well as the directional a
temperature dependences ofD andS ~see, e.g., the analysi
in Ref. 48 as applied to Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y). Another impor-
tant point is a three-dimensionality of the FS in cuprates.49 If
such warnings are ignored, the situation with gapping in
photoemission spectra for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81y ~a high-Tc ox-
ide, the most suspicious from the CDW point of view! looks
as follows.47 The superconducting gapD has ad-wave mo-
mentum dependence in thekx2ky plane, with definite nodes
The same features are appropriate to pseudogaps, e
identified by us as CDW ones.7,8 Therefore, a clear-cut divi-
sion of the cuprates’ FS into two parts, one non-nested
gapped byD and the other nested and gapped by bothS and
D @see Eq.~6!# is so far unconfirmed.

The FSs and their gapping in layered dichalcogeni
have been studied extensively by the photoemission me
as well as by tunneling. In particular, the tunn
measurements50 for 2H-polytype compounds showed a co
spicuous anticorrelation betweenS ~or Td) and Tc . For
2H-NbSe2 the CDW gapS'34 MeV is the smallest non
zero one, whereasTc is 7.2 K. Nevertheless,S has escaped
detection by photoemission, although a much smaller su
conducting gap was disclosed!51,52 The authors of Ref. 52
believe that this result is due to the fact that the nested
portion ~m in our terms! is tiny. This explanation does no
seem satisfactory, since all FS sheets and all directionsk
space were investigated. At the same time, a supercondu
gapping was found for theG-centered51 andK-centered52 FS
cylinders. Notwithstanding substantially different electron

e-
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phonon coupling strengths at various points of FS cylind
surrounding theK point, the gapD'1 MeV is uniform
there. This behavior counts in favor of the strong-mixi
paradigm adopted here. All the preceding means that the
croscopic relationships between two types of gapping in l
ered dichalcogenides are far from being resolved.

Let us turn back to the paramagnetic properties of CD
superconductors. It seems quite plausible that the phen
enon predicted in this article has already been observe
the C15 compound Hf12xZrxV2, whereHc2(T)5230 or 208
kG for x50.5 and 0.6, respectively, andHp

BCS<190 kG if
the simplest possible estimate is made. On the other han
these solid solutions the CDW gapping was found directly
resistive measurements.53

More recently the necessary correlations between the
crease of the paramagnetic limit and the appearance
CDW have been revealed for organic superconductors.
example,Hc2(0) in the layeredk-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2
with Tc'10.4 K and the FS prone to nesting,54 overtakes the
correspondingHp

BCS ~Ref. 55!. At the same time, theT de-
pendence of the resistance for this compound demonstra
high and wide peak in the range 85–100 K, interrupting
metallic trend appropriate both to low and room tempe
tures.

Most probably, this behavior reflects the part
CDW-gapping.56 The competition between CDW insulatin
state and superconductivity, triggered by an external pres
P in the related compound (BEDT-TTF)3Cl2•2H2O, can
be considered as additional indirect evidence for
possible presence of a CDW in the superconduct
state of k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 ~Ref. 54!.
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2#Cl is another charge-transfe
salt with thek-packing arrangement in whichHc2(0) con-
spicuously exceedsHp

BCS ~Ref. 57!. It is remarkable that this
substance is an insulator at ambient pressure but beco
metallic and superconducting forP.0.3 kbar. In view
of such a proximity between dielectric and supercondu
ing phases, it seems quite possible th
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2#Cl retains nesting properties o
its FS for higherP. The observed57 positive curvature of
Hc2(T) in the neighborhood ofTc , a feature appropriate to
superconductors with density waves,58 agrees with the as
sumption made. At the same time, at largerP56 kbar the
critical temperatureTc reaches a rather high value of 12
K.54 In the framework of our model7,8,36it corresponds to the
FS distortion withm→0. The authors of Ref. 57 point ou
that spin–orbit scattering cannot lead toHc2(0) exceeding
Hp

BCS in the case discussed, since the Shubnikov–de H
quantum oscillations in this compound are distinctly se
under pressure.54

In the layered superconducto
a-(BEDT-TTF)2NH4Hg(SCN)4 the value of Hc2(0) is
comparable toHp

BCS ~Ref. 59!. This salt, withTc'1 K, is the
only superconductor of thea-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4
family, while other sister compounds demonstrate a gro
state of the density-wave type, andTd'8 K for M5K or Tl
and 10 K for M5Rb.54 A comparison of critical tempera
tures shows that density-wave correlations are stronger
superconducting ones, which imply largeS* /D* and hence
favor the increase of the ratioHp /Hp

BCS. It should be noted
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that the CDW nature of the low-T insulating state in nonsu
perconducting salts stems from observed paramagn
effects21,24,30,32,33,60not appropriate to the SDW phase.19

Application of external pressureP to the initially insu-
lating compound a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 leads
to complete suppression of CDWs forP.P0'2.5 kbar and
to the appearance of superconductivity withTc'0.1 K.61

This agrees well with our concept, and one should exp
that Hc2(0) will exceedHp

BCS under pressureP,P0 , when
the CDW is not completely destroyed. Such behavior
similar to what has been revealed57 in
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu@N(CN)2#Cl. On the other hand, the su
perconducting transitions become extremely broad at p
sures belowP0 , demonstrating something like incomple
superconductivity,61 which is not covered by our theory.7,8

However, this behavior may also stem from experimen
artifacts, such as unattained thermal equilibrium or inter
strains. In any case, magnetic studies
a-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 would be very important for
elucidating the nature of the CDW, superconducting, a
superconducting1CDW phases.

A new oxide KOs2O6 with a defect pyrochlore structur
and Tc59.6 K is the most recently synthesized superco
ductor withHc2.Hp

BCS ~Ref. 62!. Since many oxides exhibi
structural metal–insulator transitions with low-T phases of a
CDW nature,7,8,63–65it would be of interest to check whethe
CDWs actually coexist with superconductivity in this com
pound.

To summarize, we have obtained simple formulas
scribing the increase of the Pauli paramagnetic limit
Hc2(0) in CDW superconductors over the Clogston
Chandrasekhar value of the BCS theory as well as over
paramagnetic limit in the partially gapped normal CDW
phase. The similarity of the paramagnetic properties
s-wave superconductors and CDW partially gapped me
and the interplay of the two coexisting order parameters
responsible for the effect. There are strong experime
grounds to link the observed experimental data with the p
posed concept.
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Direct evidence for superconductivity in the new magnetic compound PrAg6In6 is revealed for
the first time. The distinct Andreev-reflection current is observed in metallic point contacts
~PC! based on this compound. The data obtained provide reason enough to suggest that the rise
of superconductivity depends strongly on the local magnetic order varying over the
sample volume. The triangular-shaped PC spectra (dV/dI(V)) in the vicinity of the zero-bias
voltage suggest an unconventional type of superconducting pairing. As follows from the
temperature and magnetic field dependences of the PC spectra, the superconducting energy gap
structure transforms into the pseudogap one as the temperature or the magnetic field
increases. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820362#
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According to the conventional views, only a perfect a
tiferromagnetic~AFM! order is well compatible with super
conductivity in a quite broad temperature range. New m
netic superconductors whose magnetic structures are
from having perfect AFM order provide a new insight in
the problem of interplay between magnetism and superc
ductivity. A few years ago, a new class of magnetic sup
conductors with the ThMn12-type crystal structure was pe
ceived to exist. Radio-frequency impedance and h
capacity measurements carried out on several compound
this family have revealed distinct features in the correspo
ing characteristics which might be associated with superc
ductivity in some regions of the samples. Such indications
superconductivity have been found in LuFe4Al8 , ScFe4Al8 ,
YCr4Al8 , YFe4Al8 , and PrAg6In6 .1,2 These compounds
crystalize with the comparatively simple tetragonal bod
centered structure of space groupI4/mmm (D4h

17 , nr. 139!.
In spite of the AFM transition well above 100 K, the ma
471063-777X/2005/31(1)/5/$26.00
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netic structure remains very complicated.3,4 So far, only very
restricted information about the electronic structure
available.5 Recently,6 we have proved the existence of a s
perconducting phase in YFe4Al8 by the point-contact~PC!
Andreev-reflecton technique. The character of the measu
PC spectra~differential resistance versus voltage,dV/dI(V))
implied an unconventional type of superconductivity in th
compound.

Here we present for the first time the direct evidence
superconductivity found in Andreev-reflection experimen
on another recently synthesized compound, PrAg6In6 .7 This
fact appears to be very impressive, because the Pr compo
is very antagonistic to superconductivity and can destro
entirely. That is what occurs in PrBa2Cu3Ox unless special
preparation techniques are used. We studied point cont
with the metallic conductivity of the needle-anvil geomet
between Ag and freshly fractured surfaces of a PrAg6In6

polycrystal prepared by arc melting. According to the sta
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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dard x-ray examination, the sample had the pro
ThMn12-type lattice without noticeable traces of addition
phases. The PC method employed enables one to measu
N–S contacts the Andreev-reflection current, whose ene
and temperature dependences allow to infer the basic su
conducting characteristics. The high reliability of P
Andreev-reflection method can be seen by comparing
gap values of high-Tc superconductors measured by th
method and by tunneling spectroscopy8 as well as by the
photoemission technique.9 The contact sizes varied withi
5–70 nm. The standard modulation technique was use
register thedV/dI(V) characteristics.

Figure 1 shows the typical PC spectra of the PrAg6In6

compound measured at different temperatures, which fur
direct evidence for superconductivity in this material. I
deed, as is well known, the resistance decrease of met
contacts near zero bias voltage is due to the Andreev re
tion of quasiparticles, which is always occurring at an N
interface. Thus, the zero-bias resistance minimum which
arises on the 3 K curve and whose amplitude then increa
with decreasing temperature~Fig. 1! is a distinct indication
of probing the superconducting region. Such indications
superconductivity with a critical temperatureTc varying
within 1.7–3.3 K were found in many parts of the fractur
sample surface~sometimes, up to 10% of the total surface!.
Noticeably, the radio-frequency experiments carried out
the same sample resulted inTc;8 K in the first measure-
ments and in an irregular lowering ofTc in subsequent tests
Perhaps the reason is connected with some variation
magnetic structure when the AFM transitions happen. T
critical magnetic field could reach about 0.5 T in some cas
which essentially excluded the possibility of superconduc

FIG. 1. dV/dI(V) characteristics of the point contact Ag–PrAg6In6 mea-
sured at different temperatures indicated at each curve. For clarity,
curves are shifted vertically and the upper part of the spectra is shown o
enlarged scale.
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ity arising in In clusters, which could appear, for instanc
due to composition variations. Then, if the superconduct
features in our spectra were caused by Andreev reflec
from In clusters, the shape of spectra would agree with t
typical for N–S contacts based on convention
superconductors.10 Because such spectra were never o
served, this is reliable proof that superconductivity
PrAg6In6 is not due to a free In component. Moreover, the
clusters should result in wide variations of gap-feature vo
ages in different contacts,11 and that was not observed eithe

The PC spectra have a very unusual shape as comp
to those of conventional BCS superconductors and sho
number of striking features. When the temperature g
down, the dV/dI(V) characteristic develops into
triangular-shaped structure at low voltages. This behavio
not consistent with the fully gapped Fermi surface expec
for conventional BCS superconductors and may be take
an indication of the presence of nodes or lines of nodes in
gap function. Indeed, according to the Blonder-Tinkha
Klapwijk ~BTK! theory10 of N–S contacts based on conve
tional superconductors, nearV50 the PC spectra should dis
play either a double minimum structure if a potential barr
occurs at the N–S boundary or a flat bottom if this barrier
absent. The measured spectra are characterized by the
structure that is often observed in low-ohmic contacts,
though its origin is not understood fully even for conve
tional superconductors. Besides, it is seen that the width
the superconducting structure does not change strongly
temperature and remains nonzero up toT53.05 K, where no
structure can be seen at all. Because of the extremely unu
type of PC spectra measured, the standard BTK model c
not be used for finding the gap parameter. Hence, the spe
may be characterized only phenomenologically. Each cu
is described by the depth of the resistance minimumR0

5RN2RS , whereRN and RS are the contact resistances
V50 in the normal and superconducting states, respectiv
and by the width of the zero-bias minimum at its half dep
2d.

As is seen in Figs. 1 and 2, with rising temperature
resistance parameterR0 decreases and slowly approach
zero at 3.05 K. Correspondingly, the relative parameterRS

increases and goes toRN . Such behavior does not agree wi
the BTK theory~see inset in Fig. 2!. Both of these depen
dences change their slopes near 2.8 K, showing that the
plitude variations are about 98% below this temperature
only about 2% above it. NearT52.8 K, the RS(T) curve
looks very much like the smeared resistive N–S transiti
Therefore, we may quite reasonably take this temperatur
the critical temperatureTc . In the vicinity of and above 2.8
K, the behavior of theR0(T) and RS(T) dependences is
probably determined by superconducting fluctuations, i
Cooper pairs arising aboveTc . It is worth noting that the
width of the whole superconductingdV/dI(V) structure~see
the arrows on the 1.4 K curve in Fig. 1! and the distance
between horns decrease slowly~by ;40%) as the tempera
ture increases up to 2.8 K and then remain practically
changed in the temperature range from 2.8 to 3.05 K.

The width 2d of the resistance minimum has anoth
remarkable temperature dependence. When the temper
increases, 2d first decreases~by ;25%) but then, nearTc ,
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comes back practically to its initial value, thus passi
through a minimum near 2.2 K. Thed parameter of the
dV/dI(V) structure is usually associated with the energy g
or order parameter in superconductors. On the other h
the resistance parametersR0 andRS are associated with th
number of superconducting quasiparticles involved in
Andreev-reflection processes. So, it is reasonable to sup
that near 2.8 K we see the smooth transformation of
superconducting gap~or order parameter! into a pseudogap
with the same energy scale at this temperature, and that
a small number of fluctuating paired quasiparticles persis
the pseudogap regime.

Our scenario is in qualitative accordance with the res
of tunneling spectroscopy of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d single
crystals,12 and with the measurements of a coherent bo
current in the normal state of the high-Tc superconductor

FIG. 3. dV/dI(V) characteristics of the point contact Ag–PrAg6In6 mea-
sured at different magnetic fields, indicated at each curve. For clarity,
curves are shifted vertically and the upper parts of the spectra are show
an enlarged scale.

FIG. 2. Temperature and magnetic field dependences of the main param
for the dV/dI(V) structure: the depthR05RN2RS and the widthd of the
zero-bias resistance minimum~squares and triangles, respectively! for the
contact presented in Figs. 1 and 3. Inset: the analogous dependences
zero-bias contact resistanceRS ~circles! together with the dependence e
pected from BTK theory,RS(T) ~solid line!.
p
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e
se
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YBa2Cu3Oy ~Ref. 13!. If the pseudogap model is valid, thi
may imply that we are dealing with thed-wave type of su-
perconductivity proved for high-Tc superconductors, for
which the pseudogap is known to be typical. In this case
Fermi surface is not gapped entirely, and this explains
unusual shape of ourdV/dI(V) characteristics.

The triangular-shaped PC Andreev-reflection spec
were recently observed by us6 in YFe4Al8 . Earlier, similar
behavior of the PC spectra was reported in Ref. 14 for
heavy-fermion UPt3 . This behavior was attributed to th
d-wave symmetry of the order parameter in that superc
ductor. The BTK theory extended for N–S contacts based
the dx22y2 superconductors also predicts a triangular sh
of the PC spectra for most crystallographic directions if t
contact barrier transparency is enough high, i.e., the dim
sionless barrier strength factorZ,1.15

The effect of magnetic field on the PC spectra
PrAg6In6 is very surprising, resulting in steplike behavior
the spectra in varying field~see Fig. 3 for the same contact a
in Fig. 1!. Without additional experiments it is difficult to
explain this phenomenon clearly. The nonuniform distrib
tion of the superconducting parameters over the sample
ume~cf. Figs. 3 and 4! gives evidence for intrinsic structura
or/and magnetic inhomogeneities in the given materials
was earlier seen in contacts with YFe4Al8 single crystals.6 In
this case, a lot of uncompensated magnetic moments o
regular ordering should appear, which may result in an ex
symmetry of the Cooper pairing and the unconventional
havior of PC spectra in the field.

Remarkably, the main tendencies in the magnetic fi

e
on

ters

the

FIG. 4. Another type ofdV/dI(V) characteristics for the point contac
Ag–PrAg6In6 measured at different magnetic fields indicated at each cu
For clarity, the curves are shifted vertically and the upper parts of the spe
are shown on an enlarged scale. As is seen, the new pseudogap-like str
arises after practically full disappearance of the superconducting Andr
reflection structure nearH50.08 T.
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dependences of the resistance parameters characterizin
Andreev-reflection structure remain practically the same
in the case of temperature variations. As is seen in Fig
and 3, the resistance minimum~parametersR0 andRS) van-
ishes atH50.45 T. However, the main changes of the p
rameters~about 98%! take place below 0.25 T~we may take
this value as a critical field!, showing that only a very smal
number of paired quasiparticles persist in the field ran
0.25–0.45 T. In this field range, zero-bias minima may
considered as an exhibition of the pseudogap state.

The magnetic field dependence of the energy param
d, mirroring the gap or the order parameter, is presente
Fig. 2. Neglecting the steps, one can see that thed(H) de-
pendence resembles that ofd(T), passing through a mini
mum within the 0.15–0.20 T range. Note that the magne
field dependences of the width of the whole superconduc
structure indV/dI(V) and the distance between the horn
which also correlate with the superconducting gap~order pa-
rameter!, resemble very much the temperature dependen
discussed above.

On some of the point contacts we observed quite in
esting behavior of the PC spectra in an applied magn
field ~Fig. 4!. In these spectra, after practically full suppre
sion of the low-magnetic-field Andreev-reflection structu
typical for PrAg6In6 ~at 0.08 T for the contact in Fig. 4!,
there arises another pseudogap-like structure. The latter
increases with field but then disappears at a higher fi
slightly above 0.35 T for the given contact. In some ca
this high-field structure could persist up toH52.5 T.

The data presented above strongly imply that the aris
of the pseudogap state is attributable to superconducti
Indeed, nothing other than the Andreev reflection associa
with fluctuating Cooper pairs can result in the zero-bias
sistance minimum on the PC spectra aboveTc or Hc2 . If the
pseudogap were not caused by superconductivity, its
would be opposite to that observed in our experiments
was observed earlier in the electron-doped cuprate super
ductor Pr22xCexCuO4, where the pseudogap was shown
be governed by nonsuperconducting factors.16 As was shown
in Ref. 17, the Andreev reflection in the pseudogap state
occur from the phase-incoherent preformed Cooper p
whose possible existence aboveTc was suggested by Emer
and Kivelson.18

The effect of magnetic field on the pseudogap struct
~see Figs. 3 and 4! indicates that the interior magnetic stru
ture of PrAg6In6 interacts with preformed pairs aboveHc2 in
some unusual way and that interaction is specified stron
by the variations of magnetic ordering over the sample v
ume. A closely similar situation was discussed for Bi-22
crystals of different doping levels,19 which could be com-
pared with the spin variations in our sample. However, at
moment the machanism of this interaction cannot be
plained properly.

In conclusion, direct evidence for superconductivity
the new ternary magnetic compound PrAg6In6 has been ob-
tained for the first time in point-contact Andreev-reflecti
experiments. Observation of the pseudogap and step
structures in the Pr compound is further~besides the
triangular-shaped Andreev features of the same width in
ferent contacts and the high critical magnetic field indica
the
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above! strong proof that the superconductivity cannot
connected with hypothetical chemically free In atoms, b
rather originates from the primary crystal structure. T
small amount of superconducting phase (,10% of total
sample volume! may result from some distortions of th
crystal structure, e.g., when slight displacements of the m
netic Pr atoms may provide significant changes of the lo
magnetic structure, and so the superconducting phase
appear only in separate sample regions with certain magn
order. The unconventional shape of the point-contact cha
teristicsdV/dI(V) strongly implies non-s-wave symmetry o
the Cooper pairing. The basic parameters of thedV/dI(V)
structure which undoubtedly are associated with the ene
gap or the order parameter in superconductors do not bec
zero when the temperature or magnetic field increases u
the critical value. Here the superconducting spectra are tr
formed smoothly into another gaplike structure, demonst
ing gradual conversion of the superconducting gap~order
parameter! into a pseudogap. This means that between
superconducting and normal states there exists an unu
intermediate~pseudogap! state which possesses properties
both the normal and superconducting phases.20 According to
our knowledge, this is the first observation of the pseudo
regime in a non-high-Tc superconductor. Finally, exciting
steplike transitions of thedV/dI(V) Andreev-reflection spec
tra caused by the magnetic field have been discovere
PrAg6In6 .

We would like to thank G. A. Gogadze for very helpfu
discussions and V. Zaremba for preparing the PrAg6In6

samples.
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Kinetic properties and magnetic susceptibility of Pr 0.67Ca0.33MnO3 under hydrostatic
pressure
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Measurements of the magnetic susceptibilityx, thermopowera, and resistivityr of the
manganate Pr12xCaxMnO3 with x50.33 are made on single-crystal samples in the temperature
range 77–300 K and at pressures up toP513 kbar. AtP>8.8 kbar a metal-insulator
transition is observed. The phase transition temperatures and their pressure dependence are
obtained: the temperature of a possible structural transitionTn'250 K (]Tn /]P521.7 K/kbar);
the charge-ordering temperatureTco'230 K (]Tco /]P520.8 K/kbar); the Ne´el
temperatureTN'140 K (]TN /]P521.1 K/kbar); the temperature of the appearance of a
spontaneous ferromagnetic momentTC'100 K (]TC /]P521.2 K/kbar), and the temperature of
the metal-insulator transitionTMI (]TMI /]P52.8 K/kbar). Thea(T) curve is dome-shaped
and is shifted into the negative region with increasing pressure, twice changing sign with the
variation of the temperature. AsTC is approached the thermopowera,0, with uau
.500 mV/K. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820364#
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Among the many manganites possessing colossal m
netoresistance~CMR!, the compounds Pr12xCaxMnO3 are
distinguished by a number of outstanding properties.

1. Because of the close values of the radii of the io
Pr31 and Ca21 ~1.18 Å!,1 the mean radiuŝr A& and, hence,
the angleu formed by the Mn–O–Mnline and the value of
the exchange interaction between Mn ions, which depe
on that angle, change weakly as the Ca concentrationx in the
compounds is varied. Therefore, in a study of the dep
dence of the various physical parameters onx in the com-
pounds Pr12xCaxMnO3 ~Pr–Ca! this factor can in many
cases be neglected.

2. For all values ofx, at temperaturesT,300 K and at
atmospheric pressure these compounds lack the ferrom
netic metallic~FMM! phase present in the Pr–Sr, Sm–S2

La–Sr,3 and La–Ca4 compounds.
3. In the Pr-Ca compounds in the temperature reg

100–250 K a transition to a charge-ordered~CO! state of the
Mn31 and Mn41 ions is observed. And, while in the La–C
compounds the CO state is realized in the narrow regiox
50.48– 0.52, i.e., nearx50.5, in Pr–Ca it is observed from
x50.3 with the CO temperatureTco'200 K tox50.85 with
Tco'100 K, with the maximum value ofTco'250 K at x
50.5.2 The fact that the CO state is preserved over suc
wide range ofx may be due to additional ordering of th
excess Mn31 and Mn41 ions.5

4. The Pr–Ca compounds withx50.3– 0.5 at lowT can
be brought from the CO antiferromagnetic insulator~AFI!
state to a ferromagnetic metallic state by an external in
ence: the application of magnetic field,6–13 pressure,13–15 or
electric field,16 or irradiation by a laser pulse,17 visible
light,18 x rays,19 or an electron beam.20 At T,60 K the
521063-777X/2005/31(1)/7/$26.00
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FMM phase thus obtained persists in a metastable state
quite some time after the external influence is removed.

The Pr–Ca compounds withx50.3– 0.33 are of particu-
lar interest, since they lie near a boundary. On one side
this boundary~for x,0.3) the CO state is not realized, an
the sample goes into a ferromagnetic insulator~FMI! state at
T,TC . On the other side, they are quite far from the co
pound withx50.5, in which the CO state is most stable a
can be destroyed only by a high magnetic field;24 T.11

These compounds have been investigated in many studie
the methods of x-ray,21–24 neutron,7,22,23,25–27 and
electron20,28 diffraction, magnetic methods,6,9,12,14,26,29and
by measurement of the resistivity,6,13,14heat capacity,9,11,12,26

thermopower,5,22,30 thermal expansion,31 and spin-muon
relaxation.26 It has been found that the compoun
Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 exhibits a number of magnetic, charge, a
structural phase transformations as the temperature is
ered. At room temperature the sample is found in a param
netic~PM! state and has a quasi-tetragonal lattice of the c
Pbnm with parametersb.a'c/A2 with weak Jahn-Teller
~JT! distortions. As the temperature is lowered in the reg
Tn5250– 260 K there is a structural transition from o
quasi-tetragonal phase to another: (b.a'c/A2)→(b'a
.c/A2).21 At a temperatureTco5180– 230 K a charge and
orbital ordering arises. As the temperature is decreased
ther, atTN5130– 150 K the CO phase undergoes a transit
from the PM state to an antiferromagnetic~AFM! state with
a known pseudo-charge-exchange~pseudo-CE! ordering.23,25

In this ordering the magnetic moments of the Mn ions a
coupled antiferromagnetically in a zig-zag chain in theab
plane, and the chains themselves are coupled ferromag
cally. In the direction of thec axis the coupling of the plane
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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is also ferromagnetic. At a temperatureTC5100– 120 K a
spontaneous magnetic moment appears in the sample.
number of FM clusters in the AFM matrix increases w
decreasingT, but the number necessary for percolation
occur ('17% by volume!9 is not attained on cooling down
to helium temperatures. The phase-separation picture
against the canted antiferromagnet hypothesis,25 has recently
found experimental and theoretical support.7–9,22,23,26,32

In Pr67Ca0.33MnO3 the change ofTC under pressure to
the temperatureTMI of the insulator-metal transition has n
been studied. It follows from the magnetic measuremen29

that TC decreases with increasing fieldH. It was shown in
Refs. 13 and 15 that at a pressureP.5 kbar Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3

undergoes a transition to a metallic state atTMI , and that
TMI also increases with increasing pressure. This rela
between these temperatures and the reason why they be
differently with pressure~and magnetic field! are questions
of no small interest.

In the present study we measure the magnetic susc
bility x, resistivityr, and thermopowera in the temperature
range 80–300 K and at hydrostatic pressures up to 13 k

SAMPLES

A Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 single crystal was grown by th
floating zone method with radiant heating in A. M. Balbas
ov’s laboratory at the Moscow Power Institute.33 The
samples for study were cut from the cylindrical boule, t
axis of which lay along the@100# direction of the crystal.

MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

The magnetic susceptibilityx was measured by a modu
lation method at an ac frequency of 19 Hz with a magne
field amplitude of'10 Oe. The method is explained in d
tail in Ref. 34.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the m
netic susceptibilityx of a Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 sample at differ-
ent pressures. The maxima in theT;100 K region are iden-
tified with the temperatureTC at which ferromagnetic
ordering ~a spontaneous magnetic moment! arises in the
sample. Here the bulk of the sample remains in the AF

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 at different pressuresP @kbar#: 0 ~1!, 2.0 ~2!, 6.0 ~3!, 12
~4!. The pressure values given are the averages for the temperature int
corresponding to the phase transitions.
he
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state. Up to a pressureP56 kbar the maxima ofx are shifted
to lower temperatures at a rate of]TC /]P521.2 K/kbar
(] ln TC /]P521.131022 kbar21). At a pressure of 12 kba
the maximum ofx is shifted in the opposite direction.

THERMOPOWER

Measurements of the thermopower were made in the
namic regime on cooling and heating of the high-press
chamber by the method set forth in Ref. 34. Figure 2 sho
the temperature dependence of the thermopowera at differ-
ent pressures. One can notice some common traits of al
curves.

1. All of the a(T) curves are dome-shaped with a po
tive maximum atTmax'190 K, which with increasing pres
sure decreases in height and shifts to higher temperatur

2. With increasing pressure all of thea(T) curves are
similarly shifted toward negative values ofa.

3. In the temperature regionT,T015115– 145 K the
sign of a changes from positive to negative (a,0). With
increasing pressure the temperatureT01 increases at a rate o
]T01/]P22.3 K/kbar (] ln T01/]P5231022 kbar21).

4. For T>270 K at the pointT02 the sign of a also
changes from positive to negative. With increasing press
the temperatureT02 decreases at a rate of]T02/]P
522.8 K/kbar (] ln T02/]P521022 kbar21).

5. In the temperature regionT'250 K thea(T) curves
have a kink, which is especially noticeable at atmosphe
pressure. It is seen most clearly on a plot ofa5 f (1/T) ~see
Fig. 4b!.

6. At T.T02 the thermopower tends toward a consta
negative valuea` , which increases in absolute value wi
increasing pressure.

7. As the temperature approachesTC ~Fig. 2! the ther-
mopower tends toward large negative values (uau
.500 mV/K).

RESISTIVITY

For the resistivity measurements we used two samp
5.5 mm in height. The resistivity at room temperature a

of

als

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the thermopower of Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 at
pressuresP @kbar#: 0 ~j!, 5.0 ~n!; 8.0 ~s!; 12.7 ~.!. The pressure corre-
sponds to room temperature.
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atmospheric pressure wasr300 K50.1 V•cm. The measure
ments ofr were made by the 4-contact method. The te
nique is explained in detail in Ref. 34.

Figure 3 showsr5 f (T) on a semilogarithmic scale fo
different pressures. It can be seen that the resistivity of
samples decreases slightly with increasing pressure.
curves can be approximated over appreciable temperatur
tervals by straight lines, and the points at which slo
changes occur are identified as phase transition points.
inset in Fig. 3 illustrates the determination of the antifer
magnetic transition temperatureTN'140 K, at which a tran-
sition from the PM phase to an AFM phase of the pseudo-
type occurs. The characteristic temperaturesTn , Tco , and
TC indicated on the plot were determined as follows. T
temperatureTn'250 K is the kink point between two
straight lines on the plot ofa5 f (1/T) ~Fig. 4b!. The charge-
and orbital-ordering temperatureTco'225 K was deter-
mined by an analogous method but from a plot of lnr
5f(1/T) ~Fig. 4a!, and the Curie pointTC'100 K from a
plot of x(T) ~Fig. 1!. Finally, the temperatureTMI of the
transition from the insulator to the ferromagnetic metal st
was observed on the samex(T) and lnr5f(T) curves at a
pressureP>8.8 kbar (P300 K511 kbar) ~Fig. 3!. The pres-
sure dependence of these characteristic temperature
shown in Fig. 5. The temperaturesTn , Tco , TN , and TC

decrease with increasing pressure:]Tn /]P521.7 K/kbar
(] ln Tn /]P526.531023 kbar21), ]Tco /]P520.8 K/kbar
(] ln Tco/]P523.331023 kbar21), ]TN /]P521.1 K/kbar
(] ln TN /]P527.631023 kbar21), ]TC /]P521.2 K/kbar
(] ln TC /]P521.131022 kbar21). The temperatureTMI ,
on the contrary, increases with pressure, as is typical
manganates: ]TMI /]P52.8 K/kbar (] ln TMI /]P54.3
31022 kbar21).

The curves of lnr5f(1/T) ~Fig. 4a! and lnr5f(1/T1/4)
~Fig. 6! have a characteristic bend atT'190 K. It can be
assumed that a transition from an activational type of c
ductivity to variable-length hopping occurs in this tempe
ture region.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 at
pressuresP @kbar#: 0 ~—!; 11.0 ~s!; 12.7 ~ !. The pressure corre
sponds to room temperature. The inset shows the temperature depende
the resistivity in the region of the Ne´el temperatureTN at P @kbar#: 0 ~1!,
12.7 ~2!.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

As is seen in Fig. 2, the maximum of the thermopowea
occurs atT'190 K, when a charge-ordered state is alrea
established in the sample in the PM phase. However, a b
maximum ~hump! of a in this temperature region has als
been observed previously in perovskite structures, where
ther charge ordering nor orbital ordering is present. Amo
those compounds are the manganate La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 ~Ref.
34!, and yttrium and mercury HTSC cuprates.35 A theoretical

e of

FIG. 4. Plots of the resistivityr5 f (T21) ~a! and thermopowera
5 f (T21) ~b! for Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 at pressuresP @kbar#: 0 ~s!; 12.7 ~j!.
The pressure corresponds to room temperature.

FIG. 5. Pressure dependence of the phase transition pointsTn , Tco , TN ,
TC , andTMI , obtained from measurements of the thermopower~n!, resis-
tivity r ~h,j!, and magnetic susceptibilityx ~s,d!. The pressure values ar
given with allowance for the pressure relief with decreasing temperatur
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attempt to explain this maximum on the basis of stro
electron–lattice coupling was made in Ref. 36~correlated
polaron theory!.

According to Refs. 5 and 37, at high temperatures
sign of the derivative]a/]T determines the sign of th
charge carriers. If]a/]T.0, then the carriers are electron
while if ]a/]T,0, they are holes. As the number of carrie
decreases, the value ofu]a/]Tu increases, and vice versa.

On the basis of these considerations it can be stated
for T.Tamax

'190 K the thermopower is due to holes, whi
for T,Tamax

it is due to electrons.
As is seen in Fig. 4, the temperature dependence

r(1/T) anda(1/T) have an activational character from roo
temperature down toT'190 K at least. Then, according t
Ref. 37,

r5const•exp~DEp /kT!, ~1!

whereDEp is the activation energy of the conductivity.
The thermopower can be described using the expres

characteristic for semiconductors:37

a5
k

e S DEs

kT
1ApD , ~2!

whereDEs is the activation energy of the thermopower, a
Ap is a coefficient characterizing the charge carrier scatte
process.

It is seen in Fig. 4 that in the temperature regionT
'220– 260 K the lnr(1/T) and a(1/T) curves each have
kink, but at temperatures;20 K apart. We identify the tem
perature'230 K of the kink on the lnr(1/T) curve as the
ordering temperatureTco , and the temperature'250 K of
the kink on thea(1/T) curve as the pointTn of a structural
phase transition. In the majority of neutron studies known
us the structural transition either is not mentioned at all
else it coincides with the charge-ordering temperature.

At the kink pointsTco andTn the activation energy un
dergoes a jump; at atmospheric pressureDEp increases from
DEp15112 MeV to DEp15212.5 MeV, while DEs in-
creases fromDEs1516 MeV to DEs2525 MeV.

The different activation energies for the conductiv
(DEp) and thermopower (DEs) indicate that in this region o
temperatures hopping conductivity via localized states is
alized, with the activation energy of a hopw5DEp2DEs .

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the resistivityr5 f (T21/4) for
Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 at pressuresP @kbar#: 0 ~s!, 12.7 ~j!.
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In the regionT.Tn it has the valuew1'100 MeV, while in
the regionT,Tco its value isw2'190 MeV.

It is interesting to note the coincidence of the value
these gapDEp1'112 MeV (51300 K) obtained by the au
thors from measurements ofr in the temperature range 225
300 K and the value of the energy gapDE51380 K obtained
from measurements of the recovery time of the resistivity
a sample brought from the insulator to the metallic state b
magnetic field, after the field is switched off.8 It is possible
that relaxation of the metastable metallic state occurs via
same local centers.

At a temperatureT,190 K, which corresponds to th
maximum of the thermopowera, the temperature depen
dence of the resistivity obeys the Mott law~Fig. 6!:

r;exp~B/T1/4!, ~3!

whereB5const.
This dependence is indicative of hopping conductiv

via localized states, with a variable hopping length.
On the basis of the general argument that the value of

exchange coupling increases with increasing pressure,34 one
expects that the activation energy should decrease with
creasing pressure. However, the large scatter of the value
DEp and DEs obtained under pressure do not permit us
determine their pressure dependence. It is possible tha
scatter is due to an incomplete structural transition in
sample in the heating–cooling cycle that unavoidably
companies changes in the chamber pressure.

The sharp increase ofuau andr in Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 with
decreasing temperature below;120 K correlates with the
results of experiments on the irradiation of Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3

by muons, when the rate of relaxation increases sharply
the Curie pointTC is approached.26 The general cause o
these effects is probably scattering of carriers on ferrom
netic fluctuations, which grow asTC is approached; such
fluctuations arises both from FM clusters and from the F
interactions between layers of an antiferromagnet with
structure of the pseudo-CE type.

The CO state is characteristic for those manganate
which the average ion radius^r A& is small ~Pr–Ca, La–Ca!,
so that because of the large canting of the MnO6 octahedra
and the decrease of the exchange coupling between M31

ions the widthW of the one-electron band is rather sma
which stabilizes the CO and AFM structure of the manga
ate.

The effect of pressure and magnetic field on the tempe
ture Tco can be understood qualitatively on the basis of
double-exchange theory:

b5b0 cos~DQ/2!, ~4!

whereb is the effective integral of the transition of aneg

electron to a neighboring ion,b0 is the transition integral
without spin scattering, andDQ is the relative angle betwee
the t2g spins of neighboring ions.

Pressure increases the widthW of the band of carriers,
their mobility, and thereby the value ofb0 ~Ref. 34!. A mag-
netic fieldH decreasesDQ, aligning all the spins along the
field. Both factors increase the integral of the transition b
tweenb ions and makes it harder to establish charge ord
ing. Our value ] ln Tco/]P523.331023 kbar21 is some-
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what greater than the value for Pr–Ca samples withx
50.35 ('231023 kbar21 from Ref. 14!. With increasingx
the derivative] ln Tco/]P and] ln Tco/]H increase, but their
ratio remains constant, in the range 6–9 kG/kbar.14 The re-
lation between the pressure and magnetic field is also m
tained on passage through the other characteristic temp
tures. For example, from theP and H dependence of the
metal-insulator transition temperatureTMI in Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3

the following relationship has been established: a pressur
1 kbar is equivalent to a field of;6 kG.14 Interestingly, in
Ref. 38 a similar relationship was found in a study of t
effect of pressure and magnetic field on the transition te
peratureTco to the charge-ordered state of a ferromagne
insulator in the manganate La0.9Sr0.1MnO3: a pressure of 1
kbar was equivalent to 6.2 kG. In both cases the temp
tures TMI and Tco increased with increasingP and H,
indicating that both of these factors tend to increase the
localization of the carriers.

The decrease ofTC with increasing pressure in our ex
periments is confirmed by measurements of the magn
susceptibilityx of the manganate Pr0.7Ca2.3MnO3 as a func-
tion of T and H in Ref. 29. The appearance of the seco
maximum on thex8(H) curve at T5TC'120 K and H
.0.2 T and its shift to higher temperatures with increas
H complicate the picture of the transition of the sample
the FM state. Ferromagnetic clusters appear when the sa
is still in the paramagnetic phase27,29and are probably due to
local dynamic JT distortions of the lattice. The establishm
of the CO state through growth of the local stresses23,29

should facilitate cluster formation. However, because of
disorientation of the spins, they do not contribute to the m
netic moment of the sample. A spontaneous magnetic
ment appears only atT5TC ,27,29 due to correlation of the
spins of individual clusters.23 Pressure will prevent the inter
action of clusters, causing a lowering of the temperatureTC .
At a temperatureTC8 ~the second maximum on thex8(H)
curve!29 the creation of FM clusters in the magnetic fie
occurs. With increasing field the temperatureTC8 increases at
a rate of 0.6 K/kG, which corresponds to;3.6 K/kbar if one
uses the coefficient found above for the equivalence betw
pressure and magnetic field. The value obtained for
pressure-induced shift of the metal-insulator transition te
perature in Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3, ]TMI /]P52.8 K/kbar, is
close to this value. We assume that at the temperatureTMI a
long-range spin order is established between the FM clus
the number of which satisfies the percolation condition, a
an insulator-metal transition occurs on account of the dou
exchange.

According to our estimates, the shift of the temperat
TMI under hydrostatic pressure in Ref. 13 had a value cl
to 4.6 K/kbar. However, as was mentioned in Ref. 13,
analogous shift ofTMI can occur not only under externa
pressure but also under internal~chemical! pressure. The un
derlying basis for the correspondence between the two
tors is the increase in the hopping integralb0 in Eq. ~4! as
a result of a decrease in the angle of deviation of
Mn–O–Mn line from 180°. External pressure does this
decreasing the disparity between the ionic radii of the e
ments and causing a closer packing of the oxygen i
around the ion at site A, while internal pressure works
n-
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increasing the tolerance factor. Based on a study13 of man-
ganates of the composition A0.7A0.38 MnO3, the coefficient of
equivalence between the two pressures was calculated
31024 Å/kbar), and it was found thatTMI has a strongly
nonlinear dependence on^r A&. With increasinĝ r A& the tem-
peratureTMI increases, going to saturation~Fig. 4 in Ref.
13!, and the derivative]TMI /]^r A& decreases. This also pre
supposes a decrease of]TMI /]P with increasinĝ r A& and/or
pressure. For example, for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (TMI5255 K;
^r A&51.205 Å) the value ]TMI /]P51.5 K/kbar is
obtained,13 and for La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (TMI5364.4 K, ^r A&
51.244 Å) the value]TMI /]P50.5 K/kbar.14 The mean ra-
dius ^r A&51.18 Å of Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 is too small for the
metal-insulator transition to occur without external ass
tance. The transition begins at a pressure of 5 kbar (TMI

'50 K). The TMI(P) curve is clearly nonlinear and
]TMI /]P actually decreases with increasing pressure.14

The interrelation between the external pressure and^r A&
in Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 can also be traced in the thermopow
data. In Ref. 30 the change in^r A& was achieved by a partia
substitution of the Ca21 ions in the compound
Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 by Sr21 ions. Despite a certain fundament
difference from our data under pressure at low temperatu
~a changes sign for us anda'0 in Ref. 30!, there are also
some common traits: 1! uau decreases with increasing pre
sure and increasinĝr A&; 2! the temperature of the maximum
of a increases; 3! features which are probably due to a stru
tural transition are observed atT'250 K; 4! a decreases and
changes sign atT5290 K with increasingP and ^r A&.

The behavior of the thermopowera with pressure atT
5290 K is interesting. At atmospheric pressure the th
mopower is positive and equal to 1.6mV/K. With increasing
pressure, however,a290 changes sign to negative atP
'3.7 kbar and increases almost linearly at a rate
]a290/]P520.46mV/(K•kbar). Such behavior ofa290,
but as a function of the hole concentrationx, has been ob-
served for a large class of manganates: Pr–Ca, La–Ca,
La-Sr,30 in autodoped LaMnO3 ~Ref. 39!, and in HTSC cu-
prates, in which the sign change ofa290 occurs atx'0.16.40

In Ref. 30 the dependence ofa290 on the mean radiuŝr A&
was traced; the sign ofa290 changes at̂ r A&'1.02 Å. The
underlying cause of this dependence ofa290 on P, x, and
^r A& is probably the overlap of the Mn–O orbitals in th
manganates and of the Cu–O orbitals in HTSC cuprates.
same effect is achieved by different influences.

The magnetic and transport characteristics of the man
nates and, in particular, Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 can to a large de-
gree be due to the presence of spin and charge disord
them. These factors have been used11 to explain the large
value of the linear termgT (g'30 mJ/mole•K) in the ex-
pression for the heat capacity of Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3. The forma-
tion of a state resembling a spin glass has been used23,25 to
explain the small value of the total magnetic moment per
ion (m tot'2.36mB instead of the expected 3.7mB). It was
assumed in Ref. 29 that this same cause is responsible fo
dependence of the maximum of the magnetic susceptib
x8 and temperatureTC on the modulation frequency.

When the temperature is decreased belowTN in
Pr0.67Ca0.3MnO3, in addition to the spin and charge disord
there is phase separation into a charge-ordered CE-type
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tiferromagnetic insulator phase CO and a wea
ferromagnetic ‘‘spin-glass-like’’ phase ROO.27 When the
temperature is further lowered belowTC the degree of local-
ization of the carriers and the orbital ordering in the CO a
ROO phases behave in opposite ways; this, in the opinio
the authors, gives rise to significant stress at the boundar
the two phases. This stress is the source of the existence
stability of two phases of mesoscopic dimensions~500–2000
Å!. At the microscopic level the formation of FM cluste
;5 Å in size occurs already at temperaturesT.Tco . For
T,TN , with the formation of the AF order in the CO phas
the formation of FM clusters occurs exclusively in the RO
phase. Here with decreasing temperature the cluster siz
creases to 15 Å, and the neutron scattering becomes m
and more elastic; this is strongly reminiscent of the s
dynamics in a spin glass.

In Ref. 26 it was concluded on the basis of calorimet
and neutron measurements that the degree of magnetic
in Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 in the low-temperature region is low
There are regions where neither FM nor AFM order a
present, i.e., regions close to a spin glass. The FM and A
regions do not have clear boundaries and are interpene
ing. Their energies are quasi-degenerate and local transi
between them can occur.

A large role in Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 is probably played by
the interaction of the magnetic moments of the Mn31 and
Pr31 ions. On the basis of measurements of the heat capa
and magnetothermal effects at high magnetic fields it w
concluded in Ref. 12 that the magnetism of the Pr31 ions
with TC560 K makes the canted AF state, which resemb
a spin glass, unstable with respect to the FM phase aT
,60 K and stabilizes the metastable FMM phase atT
,60 K.

CONCLUSIONS

1. We have studied the behavior of the resistivityr, ther-
mopowera, and magnetic susceptibilityx of the manganate
Pr0.67Ca0.33MnO3 in the temperature range 80–300 K und
hydrostatic pressure up to 13 kbar. At pressuresP
>8.8 kbar a metal–insulator transition is observed.

2. On the basis of these measurements we have d
mined the pressure coefficients of the phase transition t
peratures:

—the temperature of a possible structural transitionTn

'250 K (]Tn /]P521.7 K/kbar);
—the charge-ordering temperatureTco'230 K

(]Tco /]P520.8 K/kbar);
—The Néel temperature TN'140 K (]TN /]P

521.1 K/kbar);
—The temperature at which a spontaneous FM mom

appears,TC'100 K (]TC /]P521.2 K/kbar);
—The temperature of the metal-insulator transitionTMI

(]TMI /]P52.8 K/kbar);
2. A change of sign of the thermopowera is observed at

T01'110 K and T02'290 K. These temperatures are a
fected differently by pressure:]T01/]P52.3 K/kbar, while
]T02/]P522.8 K/kbar.

3. As the temperature approachesTC the thermopowera
reaches large negative values; this correlates with a s
increase in the resistivity in this temperature region.
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4. At temperaturesT.180 K the resistivityr and ther-
mopowera have an activational character. ForT,180 K the
resistivity is due to variable-length hopping.
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Spin-polarized electron tunneling between charge-density-wave metals
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For junctions between metals partially gapped by charge density waves~CDWs!, the
quasiparticle tunnel currentsJ(V) and conductancesG(V) in external magnetic fieldsH are
calculated as functions ofH, the bias voltageV, temperatureT, the dielectric gapsS, and the
gapped portionsm of the Fermi surface~FS!. The paramagnetic effect ofH is taken into
account, whereas orbital effects are neglected. General expressions are obtained for different CDW
metal electrodes. Analytical formulas are obtained forT50. Explicit numerical calculations
are carried out for symmetrical junctions. The results are substantially unlike those for junctions
between superconductors. It is shown that due to the interplay between quasiparticles from
nested and non-nested FS sections the junction properties involve features appropriate to both
symmetrical and asymmetrical setups. In particular, forH50 discontinuities ateV562S
and square-root singularities ateV56S should coexist. Heree is the elementary charge. ForH
Þ0 the former remain intact, while the latter split. It is suggested to use the splitting as a
verification of the CDW nature of the pseudogap in high-Tc superconducting oxides. ©2005
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820368#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Instabilities of the parent metallic electron spectru
leading to the formation of charge density waves~CDWs!1–3

are in some sense similar to the superconducting Coo
pairing phenomenon.4 Namely, although thecoherentprop-
erties of the reconstructed low-temperature~low-T) phases
are quite different, the resulting gapping of the Fermi surfa
~FS! due to many-body correlations is described by the sa
equations, at least in the weak-coupling limit. Therefore,
so-called semiconducting aspects of both superconduc
and excitonic1,2 or Peierls3 insulators are analogous. Neve
theless, as has been demonstrated previously,5 they are by no
means identical. It is worth noting that the quasiparticle el
tron density of states~DOS! of conventional nondegenera
semiconductors, adequately described by the one-body b
theory, is nonsingular,6 contrary to what happens in the mo
els both for superconductors4 and many-body insulators.1–3

In this publication we want to call attention once more
the quasiparticle tunneling between metals partially gap
by CDWs~CDWMs!. The expressions for the tunnel curren
voltage~I-V ! characteristicsJ(V) in the general case of dif
ferent CDWM electrodes are obtained, and a number of p
tically important particular cases are considered in m
detail. Their analysis shows that due to the coexistence
gapped and nongapped FS sections, the I-V characteristi
tunnel junctions with CDWMs on both sides of the potent
barrier possess some unconventional features. They
591063-777X/2005/31(1)/14/$26.00
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analogous to those observed in the setup where one o
electrodes is a normal metal without any electron spectr
distortion and the other one is a partially gapped CD
conductor.5,7

If an external magnetic fieldH is applied, the dual nature
of the partially gapped CDWM should result in the Zeem
~spin! splitting of the peaks in the conductance-volta
~G–V! characteristicsG(V), which, e.g., in the case of su
perconductivity are appropriate to S–I–N junctions rath
than to the S–I–S ones~compare with Refs. 4, 8–10!. In this
article we obtain the corresponding expressions for G~V! in a
symmetrical CDWM-I-CDWM structure and demonstrat
the existence of the peak splitting. On this basis, relev
inferences are drawn for recognized CDW materials a
high-Tc cuprates, strongly suspected of belonging to t
class.11,12

2. THEORY

As has long been understood~see review13!, the I–V
characteristics for tunneling between two superconductor
an external magnetic fieldH, which induces Zeeman split
ting of the electronic DOS due to the Pauli paramagnetism
electrons, nevertheless, does not exhibit splitting of the g
related peaks. The nonexistance of the splitting in S8– I–S
junctions is explained by equal shifts in energy of electr
subbands possessing the same spin projection value on
sides of the barrier and the conservation of spin direct
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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while tunneling in the absence of the spin-orbital effect.14 On
the other hand, tunneling across S–I–N junctions reve
such a splitting, because in this situationG(V) is propor-
tional to the superconducting and normal electron DO
shifted with respect to each other in the magnetic field.4,8–10

As concerns the paramagnetic properties, a CDWM
scribed either by the excitonic1,2 or Peierls3 models is quite
similar15-18 to an s-wave Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer~BCS!
superconductor.13,14 This means that forH not exceeding a
certain value, mathematically analogous to the Clogst
Chandrasekhar paramagnetic limit,4 the CDW gapS(T) may
be considered as a BCS-like one, not dependent onH. Such
an expectation is supported by experiment. For example,
destructive influence ofH on the critical temperatureTd of
the structural phase transition was observed to be extrem
small at low fields for such different substances with CDW
as the A15 compound V3Si ~Ref. 19;Td520.15 K atH50
and is reduced by20.6 K at H5156 kOe) and the quasi
one-dimensional organic metal Per2@Au(mnt)2# ~Ref. 20!
and could not be detected for any other CDW compound

On the other hand, in the following analysis we are g
ing to completely ignore the diamagnetic response of
CDWM. The experimental reason for this neglect was ci
above. From the theoretical point of view, it may be justifi
as follows. Due to the different type of long-range order
comparison to that for superconductors, the Meissner ef
is absent in excitonic or Peierls insulators,1,2,11,12 although
other interesting coherent phenomena may occur.21–24 The
more conventional orbital effects of the magnetic fie
should exist, but their influence on the CDW phase is
destructive. On the contrary, according to Refs. 25 and
the inevitable paramagnetic effects are augmented by
magnetic ones, favorable to CDWs due to the reduction
the electron spectrum dimensionality for largeH.4 These
considerations are supported by recent experiments27 for the
organic metala-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4 , where a series
of phase transitions between subphases with different va
of the nesting vectorQ was observed. A stabilization o
CDWs by the restricted orbital motion in the magnetic fie
is analogous to the emergence of field-induced spin-den
waves ~SDWs! in (TMTSF)2X organic salts.28 Therefore,
this phenomenon, which preserves CDWs, would be hel
for the spin splitting of CDW-driven peaks inG(V), al-
though it might make the interpretation of the spectra m
ambiguous.

2.1. CDW metal

2.1.1. Zero magnetic field

The starting point of our approach is the mean-fie
Hamiltonian of the partially gapped superconducting CD
metal proposed by Bilbro and McMillan.29 For our current
purposes we need a simpler case of a normal CDW me
which can be obtained from the original model when t
superconducting gap is identically zero.5 According to this
model, the FS of the CDWM is split into degenerate~nested,
i 51,2) and nondegenerate~non-nested,i 53) sections. For
the former, the bare quasiparticle spectrum branches r
oned from a common Fermi level are linked by the relati

j1~p!52j2~p1Q!, ~1!
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whereQ is the CDW vector. Due to the interaction of qu
siparticles from different (i 51,2) nested FS sections,
many-body correlation~leading to a pairing, which is a clos
analog of Cooper pairing! appears between them. The CD

pairing can be described by a dielectric order parameterS̃,
and a relevant dielectric gapS emerges at both nested se
tions. If this interaction is mainly of a Coulomb origin1,2 and
the branchesj1,2(p) represent the electron and hole band
respectively, the CDW gapping corresponds to the excito
insulator. Another possibility appears if the degenerate sp
trum j1,2(p) is quasi-one-dimensional and the quasiparti
interaction is mediated by phonons. Then CDW gapping
sults in the emergence of a Peierls insulator state.3 In both
CDW cases, the coupling occurs between quasiparticles
oppositely directed spins~singlet pairing!. Those alternatives
can be considered in the framework of the same appro
The rest of the FS remains undistorted by CDWs and
described by the nondegenerate electron spectrum br
j3(p). The portion of the FS gapped by the CDW instabili
~partial gapping! is determined by the dielectric-gapping~di-
electrization! parameter

m5Nd0~0!/N0~0!, ~2!

where N0(0)5Nn0(0)1Nd0(0) is the total initial ~above
Td) electronic DOS on the FS, andNd0(0) andNn0(0) are
the relevant DOSs on the degenerate (d) and nondegenerat
(n) FS sections, respectively.

In principle, CDWs may be commensurate or incom
mensurate with the background crystal lattice. In the ex
tonic insulator model, the Coulomb-induced distortion belo
the transition temperatureTd is commensurate. Moreove
the phase of the order parameter in excitonic insulator

always pinned,30,31 and S̃ is an either positive or negativ
quantity.2,11,12,32,33On the other hand, in Peierls insulator

incommensurate CDWs with the order parametersS̃5Seiw

may exhibit a rich dynamics, although in the direct curre
measurements they are usually pinned with arbitrarily froz
phasesw.3,23

In the framework of the approach adopted, the partia
gapped nonsuperconducting CDW metal~CDWM! in the ab-
sence of an external magnetic fieldH is described by the
following temporal Green’s functionsGi j (v), where i , j
51,2,3 are the subscripts labeling the FS sections~see
above!:

G115G22[Gd , ~3!

G125G21[Gc , ~4!

G33[Gn . ~5!

For all the otheri j combinations,Gi j 50. The functionGc

describes the electron-hole pairing. It is ‘‘normal’’ in a co
ventional sense,10 since it is not a product of either creatio
or annihilation operators only, but is, nevertheless, ‘‘anom
lous’’ in analogy with the Gor’kov Green’s function, becau

it is proportional to the CDW order parameterS̃. All tech-
nical details of the calculations and explicit expressions
the functionsGd , Gc , andGn can be found in our previous
publications.5,11,12
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Thus, one sees that in the Bilbro-McMillan mode29

adopted by us here and in accord with the division of the
into d andn sections, the electron states are of two differe
kinds, dubbed from here on asn andd states. Nevertheless
it is important to comprehend that whatever the distinctio
of the electron spectrum between quasiparticle branches
whole system has a common chemical potential pinned
that of the metallicn component and disposed inside t
dielectric gapS inherent tod states. On the other hand,
the model of the doped excitonic insulator, the Fermi leve
supposed to be located above or below the gap edge i
nearest neighborhood. Decades ago, a significant enha
ment of the superconductingTc due to the DOS increase i
the indicated energy range was expected to happen if su
situation were to be realized.2,34 Unfortunately, these hope
turned out to be vain, and in all compounds in which sup
conductivity and CDW gapping have been proved to coex
the latter is detrimental to the former.11,12

Thus in the reconstructed CDW phase belowTd the den-
sity of then states,Nn(v), may be considered as that in th
absence of CDW gapping. Hereafter, the energy dista
from the Fermi level will be denoted asv. Since the phe-
nomena investigated in this publication are determined o
by the states in a narrow shell near the FS, the energy
pendence ofNn(v) can be neglected, i.e.,Nn(v)5Nn0(0).
At the same time, the energy spectrum of thed states in-
volves a dielectric gap belowTd , so that its DOS takes on
superconducting-like appearance2

Nd~v!5Nd0~0!
uvuu~ uvu2S!

Av22S2
. ~6!

As was shown by Frenkel35,36 ~see also extensive ac
counts in Refs. 9 and 37!, the tunnel currentJ across the
biased barrier between metal electrodes is given by the a
braic sum of the forward and backward components. T
voltage dependence ofJ is exponential for large and Ohmi
for small V.37 We shall not extend the subsequent analy
beyond the Ohmic regime, since experimentally relevant
electric gap energies fall within the range 0.5 meV,S
,30 MeV, whereas the deviations from Ohm’s law, indic
ing a changeover to the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, eme
when the electron energy gaineV becomes comparable t
the conduction band widthW for either of electrodes.~Here-
after,e.0 is the elementary charge!. Actually, in the major-
ity of metals the energyW exceeds 1 eV, so that the existin
power-law corrections to conductancesG(V)[dJ/dV of the
tunnel junctions involving such metals9 are not important for
our purposes. One can imagine, however, a hypothetical
ation when more than one conduction band for each m
take part in tunneling, which is plausible for narrow-ba
metals. In that case additional features inG(V) may
appear.38

In studying tunnel currents between CDW metals,
shall use a fruitful analogy between the latter and BCS
perconductors. The standard way of handling tunneling
tween superconductors is the tunnel Hamilton
method.4,39,40ThenJ(V) constitutes an integral of electron
DOSs and the difference between the Fermi distribut
functions of the two electrodes.4,9,41 Insofar as the conduc
tivity in the superconducting state is Ohmic, one can int
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duce a unique parameterR representing the junction resis
tance in the normal state. The quantityR is inversely
proportional to the averaged square of the tunnel ma
elements.4,42 The same theoretical approach has been d
onstrated to be applicable for tunneling between norm
CDW metals and superconductors.5,11,12

2.1.2. Nonzero magnetic field

If an external magnetic fieldH ~the spatialz axis is
chosen to be aligned withH) is switched on, thed and n
states exhibit quite different paramagnetic properties. To
scribe them properly, it is convenient at first to restrict t
respective reasoning to the limiting situationT50. For non-
zeroH ~hereafter we consider values ofH less than the para
magnetic limitHp for CDWM, see below!, electrons with the
spin projectionsz511/2 ontoH increase their energies b
mB* H, while the electrons with the opposite spin directio
sz521/2, reduce their energies by the same amount.43 Here
mB* 5e\/2m* c is the effective Bohr magneton,\ is Planck’s
constant,c is the velocity of light, andm* is the effective
mass of the current carriers. Henceforth, quasiparticles w
either spin direction will be labeled by ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘ 2.’’ The
quasiparticle level scheme is shown in Fig. 1.

Quasiparticles belonging to then section, for which the
Fermi level segregates occupied and empty states, beha
a conventional manner inherent to normal metals.43,44

Namely, the states from the ‘‘1’’ spin subband, forH50
coinciding in energy with its ‘‘2’’ counterpart and, therefore
equally populated, shift upwards in energy. As a conseque
of the quasiparticle transfer from the ‘‘1’’ to the ‘‘ 2’’ sub-
band, the former becomes more and more depleted aH
increases, whereas the number of occupied states in the2’’
subband rises simultaneously by the same amount. T
field-induced spin-polarization results in a change of

FIG. 1. The energy level scheme in a tunnel junction between parti
gapped metals with charge-density waves~CDWs! affected by an external
magnetic fieldH at zero bias voltage. Quasiparticle energies for non-nes
(n) and nested (d) Fermi surface~FS! sections are depicted separately o
both sides of the insulating barrier.S8 andS are the CDW gaps on the lef
and on the right, respectively.mB* is the Bohr magneton. ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’
denote spin subbands with projections alongH and in the opposite direction
The dashed and solid lines correspond to the possible tunnel transi
without spin flipping, which contribute to the current components that
not depend or do depend onH, respectively.
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chemical potentialm̃, the latter coinciding with the Ferm
energyEF of the n electrons atT50. For smallH the rela-
tive corrections tom̃ are of the order of (mB* H/EF)2. Since
we are interested in the effects whenmB* H is, at least,
smaller thanS, the inequality (mB* H/EF)2!1 is valid, and
we may neglect the changes tom̃ altogether. It should be
kept in mind that in itinerant Stoner ferromagnets this is
the case, andm̃ is altered conspicuously by the respecti
spin polarizations44 ~see also an account of concomitant ph
nomena in Refs. 45 and 46!.

Thus the electronic DOS and the Fermi distributi
function in the phenomenological expressions for the tun
current are not affected, in a first approximation, by magn
fields which are of the order of the energy parameters refl
ing many-body gapping of the parent electron spectrum.4

The paramagnetic splitting of quasiparticle states fr
the gapped FS sections can be examined analogously to
for superconductors.13,14 The reason for the similarity is du
to the fact that both CDW~electron-hole! and Cooper pairs
are spin-singlet and therefore are prone to the destruc
action of the Zeeman splitting.15–18,47,48As a result, the qua-
siparticles of the gapped ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ subbands shift in
opposite directions in energy forHÞ0. All spin-flip pro-
cesses leading to the smearing of the ideal splitting are
nored hereafter, because we are interested in a qualita
picture only.

Once formed from the praphase, the electron system
the partially gapped CDWM is stable against the influence
magnetic fields in the range defined below, the chemical
tential m̃ being pinned at the original Fermi level.

When T is finite, the Fermi distribution factors are n
longer steplike functions and the thermally excited electr
like and holelike quasiparticles appear above and below
gapS, respectively. At the same time, the chemical poten
m̃ decreases withT, the relative correction being of the orde
(kBT/EF)2 ~Ref. 4!. HerekB is Boltzmann’s constant.

In what follows, we shall describe tunneling in a ma
netic fieldHÞ0 with the help of the Green’s functionsGd ,
Gc , and Gn mentioned above. The only modification,
comparison to the expressions of Refs. 5, 11, and 12, is
now the number of Green’s functions is doubled: six relev
H-dependent functionsGds , Gcs , andGns are denoted by an
extra subscripts56. They are functions of the relevan
variablesv7mB* H, the signs being inverse to those ofs.

2.1.3. Paramagnetic limit for CDWMs

As has been indicated above, there exists Pauli limita
to CDW pairing similar to the Clogston–Chandrasekh
limit 47,48 for superconductors. Since the Meissner orbital
fect is absent in excitonic or Peierls insulators,1,2,12 the para-
magnetic effect manifests itself here just as it is. The eva
ation of the paramagnetic limitHp for CDWMs is
methodologically the same as in the case of B
superconductors.4 Specifically, one should compare the fre
energy of the partially gapped phasedFCDWM with that of
the paramagnetic state in the presence of the magnetic
dFp . Moreover, we should take into account that the pa
magnetic CDWM phase~the analog of the Sarma state
superconductors! is energetically unfavorable.49
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Since the gapS(T) appears only on thed ~nested! FS
sections, we obtain

~mB* Hp!25
m

2
S0

2, ~7!

whereS05S(T50), so that

Hp5
S0

mB*
Am

2
. ~8!

The reduction of the actualHp in comparison to the
limiting value of the complete gapping (m51) should be
allowed for when comparatively analyzing orbital and sp
effects in CDW substances. In particular, one should men
the organic substancesa-(ET)2MHg(SCN)4 (M5K, Tl,
Rb, etc.!.18,50–52

2.2. Current–voltage characterictics

General expressions for quasiparticle currents acr
tunnel junctions between dissimilar CDWMs~a
CDWM8– I–CDWM junction! are given in Appendix A. But
the main features of the investigated phenomena are ap
priate also to a simpler case of symmetrical junctions w
identical CDWM electrodes. In the Bilbro-McMillan

model29 this means equality of the parametersS̃ and m. At
the same time, the I–V and G–V characteristics beco
much less cumbersome. Indeed, the singularity positions,
pending on the CDWM8 and CDWM gap magnitudes, merg
in the symmetrical case, and certain pre-integral factors
come equal.

But in making use of the emerging simplifying symm
try one should be very careful. For example, consider
pair Jcn1 and Jnc2 . It is easy to ascertain from gener
equations~A3! or by analyzing the translation-containin
symmetry properties~A17! and~A18! of the current compo-
nents, thatJcn1(eV)1Jnc2(eV)50. If we calculate the
overall charge transfer regardless of the spin projection,
pairs of components likeJcn1 and Jnc2 may be neglected
from the outset. However, it is a spin-splitting analysis.
premature mutual cancellation of the termsJcn1 and Jnc2

would result in misleading results for each of the ‘‘1’’ and
‘‘ 2’’ components. Therefore, the best way to automatica
avoid such traps is to add up the components with a certas
separately before making the final comparison betw
J1(V) andJ2(V).

Nevertheless, for symmetrical CDWM–I–CDWM junc
tions, we can exclude thecd6 anddc6 components from
consideration, sinceJcds(eV)52Jdcs(eV) for eachs.

Thus a complete set of components of the quasipart
tunnel current through a symmetrical CDWM–I–CDWM
junction is as follows:

Jdd65
m2

4eRE2`

`

dvKuv7u f ~v7 ,S!uv72eVu

3 f ~v72eV,S! ~9!

Jcc65
~mS!2

4eR E
2`

`

dvK sgn~v7! f ~v7 ,S!

3sgn~v72eV! f ~v72eV,S!, ~10!
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Jnn65
~12m!2V

2R
, ~11!

Jdn65
m~12m!

4eR E
2`

`

dvKuv6u f ~v7 ,S!, ~12!

Jnd65
m~12m!

4eR E
2`

`

dvKuv72eVu f ~v72eV,S!,

~13!

Jcn65
m~12m!S

4eR E
2`

`

dvK sgn~v7! f ~v7 ,S!, ~14!

Jnc65
m~12m!S

4eR E
2`

`

dvK sgn~v72eV!

3 f ~v72eV,S!, ~15!

where the factorK5K(v,eV), generated by the Fermi dis
tributions of current carriers in the two electrodes, and
tunnel resistanceR are determined by Eqs.~A5! and ~A4!,
respectively.

For T50, all the current components except the triv
Ohmic termJnn6 can be expressed in terms of elliptic int
grals. The relevant expressions are given in Appendix B.
TÞ0, numerical calculations were made~see the next Sec
tion!.

3. CALCULATIONS

The representative quantities of the setup under inve
gation~a symmetrical CDWM–I–CDWM junction in a mag
netic field! are as follows: the critical temperature of th
CDW phase transitionTd or, equivalently, the zero
temperature dielectric gapS05(p/g)Td , and the gapping
parameterm @Eq. ~2!# in either electrode, the junction resis
tanceR @Eq. ~A4!#, the temperatureT, and the external mag
netic fieldH. Hereg51.78... is the Euler constant. Herea
ter, we use the dimensionless parameterst5kBT/S0 and
h5mB* H/S0 .

3.1. Conductance–voltage characteristics

It is well known that the differential tunnel G–V cha
acteristicsdJ(V)/dV are much more informative than th
original I–V characteristicsJ(V), with the former acting as
an amplifier of the gap-driven peculiarities.9 In particular, the
G–V characteristics give direct information about the ene
dependence of the electronic DOS, renormalized due
Cooper4,8,9,53 or CDW5,54 pairings for junctions between
‘‘normal’’ electrodes and those having a ‘‘gapped’’ electro
spectrum. Thus, for brevity, we shall confine ourselves be
to the analysis of tunnel G-V characteristics and introdu
dimensionless spin-dependent conductance components

gi js5RdJi js /dV. ~16!

The G–V characteristics for a symmetrical CDWM–I
CDWM tunnel junction are shown in Fig. 2a for the cas
where the external magnetic fieldH is absent or present. Fo
the sake of definiteness, we shall restrict the numerical
culations in this Section to the casew50. The main proper-
ties of the overall conductance versus voltage depende
and its splitting in the magnetic field survive for arbitra
e

l

r
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y
to
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ce

~see a discussion in Appendix C!. One can readily see tha
each square-root singularity from the positive or negat
voltage branch is split into two peaks, whereas the step
peculiarities remain unsplit. Moreover, the conductance
each split peak has a predominant~not unique! polarization
indicated by a1 or 2 sign. Figure 2b illustrates a decom
position of the resulting G–V characteristic forHÞ0 into
two components with different spin polarization of curre
carriers. One also sees a novel remarkable feature, nam
the peaks of the ‘‘1’’ component move apart in the magnet
field, whereas their ‘‘2’’ counterparts converge. Such beha

FIG. 2. The dimensionless conductanceg5RdJ/dV of the symmetrical
tunnel junction between similar CDW metals is shown as a function of
dimensionless bias voltageeV/S0 . HereR is a tunnel junction resistance in
the undistorted state above the critical temperatureTd of the CDW transi-
tion, S05pTd /g is the CDW gap atT50, J is the quasiparticle current,e
is the elementary charge,g51.78... is the Euler constant,T is the tempera-
ture, t5kBT/S0 is the dimensionless temperature,kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant,h5mB* H/S0 , m5Nd0(0)/N0(0), N0(0)5Nn0(0)1Nd0(0), Nd0(0)
andNn0(0) are the initial~aboveTd) electronic densities of states on thed
andn FS sections, respectively. The signs1 and2 indicate a predominant
spin polarization of the peaks. Panel~b! shows a decomposition of the tota
conductanceg, displayed in panel~a!, into two summandsgs , each com-
prising contributions of current carriers with the corresponding spin po
ization s56.
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ior differs drastically from that appropriate to S–I–N jun
tions, for which theg1(V) andg2(V) peaks move in oppo
site directions, irrespective of the voltage polarity. As to t
tunneling through an S8– I–S junction, the peak-to-pea
separation does not depend onH and is the same for eithe
sign of s.13,14 To explain the distinction between the supe
conducting and CDW cases, we should consider in de
each current constituent involved~recall that thecd6 and
dc6 components were excluded from analysis for the sy
metrical CDWM–I–CDWM configuration due to their mu
tual compensation!.

First, as stems from the speculations in Appendix A,
tunneling between the gapped FS sections, as well as
transfer of the electron-hole pairs across the barrier, do
induce any peak splitting in the assumed absence of
flips. This concerns the contributionsdd6, cc6, cd6, and
dc6 to bothJ(V) andG(V), and is similar to what happen
in S8– I–S junctions. At the same time, the ‘‘normal’’nn6
components should reveal no noticeable magnetoresist
under the action of relatively small magnetic fieldsH
<0.2S0/mB* '2.8Hp /Am, which are, e.g., far below the
fields experimentally found necessary for orbital quanti
tion in the organic materiala-(BEDT-TTF)2KHg(SCN)4
~Refs. 27, 51!. Here relation~8! was taken into account. Ha
it not been for other components, the G–V characteristic
CDWM–I–CDWM junctions would have possessed on
feature points ateV562S, as is the case for S–I–S
tunneling.4,8,9

Now let us pass on to the tunnel processes that con
then FS section of one electrode and thed FS section of the
other~Fig. 3!. For the sake of definiteness we start our ana
sis with the ‘‘1’’-polarization conductance. The componen
dn1 andnd1 are contributions to the G–V characteristi
of the type known from the theory of superconducti
splitting.13,14 Using this analogy, it can be shown that th
dimensionless conductancesgdn1,nd15RdJdn1,nd1 /dV can
be represented as

gdn1~eV,H !}E
2`

`

dvK0~v2eV!F8~v,H !, ~17!

gnd1~eV,H !}E
2`

`

dvK08~v!F~v2eV,H !. ~18!

Here F (8)(v,H)5Nd1
(8) (v,H), i.e., the densities of the

gapped ‘‘1’’ states for the relevant electrodes

Nd1
~8 !~v,H !5Nd0

~8 !~0!
uv2mB* Huu~ uv2mB* Hu2S~8 !!

2A~v2mB* H !22S~8 !2

~19!

@cf. Eq. ~6!#, and the kernelsK0
(8) are the derivatives of the

kernel K(v,eV) @Eq. ~A.5!# in the integrand of Eq.~A3!.
The quantitiesK0

(8) ared-like functions with the maxima a
the Fermi levels of the unprimed or primed electrodes,
spectively, in the degenerate case considered. In the lim
caseT50, theV dependence of the conductancegdn1(eV)
coincides with that ofNd18 (eV,H) @see Eq.~17!#, while
gnd1(eV) becomes proportional toNd1(2eV,H) @see Eq.
~18!#.

WhenH50, the electrode Fermi levels are located at
center of the relevant CDW gaps and coincide in the abse
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of bias voltage. The bias magnitudes, needed either to s
the Fermi level of the unprimed electrode~see Fig. 3b,K0)
downwards in reference to the lower edge of the CDW g
of the other electrode~Fig. 3a, 108 , dotted! or to step it up
with respect to the upper edge of the same gap~Fig. 3a, 208 ,
dotted! are equal. Hence, the positions of relevant singula
ties in the termgdn1(eV) are equidistant fromV50 ~Fig.
3c, component 108 of the combined peak 108120 and compo-
nent 208 of the combined peak 101208 , dotted!. The same is
valid for the contributiongnd1(eV) @Eq. ~18!# which con-
tains peak 10 , positioned at the same bias as the 208 peak, and
peak 20 , disposed at the same bias as the 108 peak. Their
amplitudes are also pairwise equal, since for the symmetr
junctionK0(v)5K08(v) andNd(v)5Nd8(v). Evidently, one
cannot distinguish between contributions of the pair eleme
to the corresponding features of the G–V characteristic,
latter therefore being unsplit~Fig. 3c, dotted peaks 108120

and 101208).
When the magnetic field is switched on but the juncti

is not biased, the ‘‘1’’ subsystem in each electrode shif
upwards in energy by1mB* H relative to their common
Fermi level, which remains fixed~see Fig. 3a, solid curves
and Fig. 3b, dashed curves!. Thus, different bias voltages
with different H-driven offsets should be applied now to o
tain peaks in either of the conductance terms. In particu
the singularities in thegdn1(eV) component shift to6S
1mB* H positions~Fig. 3c, solid peaks 1H8 and 2H8 ) and the

FIG. 3. The scheme of the peak spin-splitting for the conductance com
nentsgdn1 andgnd1 in magnetic fieldH. ~a! The energy dependence of th
gapped DOSsNd18 (v) for the primed electrode atH50 ~dotted curves,
subscript 0! andHÞ0 ~solid curves, subscriptH). The functionK08(v) is a
T-dependent kernel@Eq. ~18!# originating from the Fermi distribution of the
n electrons.~b! The same as in panel~a!, with an accuracy up to notation
for the unprimed electrode. All elements of this panel are shifted with
spect to those in panel~a! by the value ofeV if a bias voltageV is applied.
~c! The resulting contributionsgdn1 and gnd1 to the G–V characteristic.
Any peak in a certain conductance component appears if a DOS singul
in one panel is overlapped by the kernel function in the other one@those
three relevant elements~the peak, the DOS, and the kernel! are drawn using
the same style of the curve#. The numbering of the peaks corresponds to t
‘‘parent’’ DOS singularities in panels~a! and~b!. See further explanations in
the text.
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singularities in the gnd1(eV) component shift to6S
2mB* H positions~Fig. 3c, dashed peaks 1H and 2H). The
nomenclature of peaks in Fig. 3c coincides with that in F
3a or 3b, explicitly indicating the gap edge responsible
each feature. Thus, either of the G–V characteristic pe
being combined in a zero magnetic field, splits into tw
smaller ones forHÞ0. The peaks belonging to thegdn1 or
gnd1 components shift symmetrically in opposite directio
of the V axis, which can be deduced directly from Eqs.~17!
and~18!. On the other hand, the apparent motion of the p
pairs (1H8 – 1H and 2H8 – 2H), each originating from bothgdn1

and gnd1 terms, is directed inwards and outwards, resp
tively. But even this rather complicated picture does not s
nify the end of the story.

The involvement of thegcn1,nc1 components, directly
descending from the electron-hole pairing, changes the s
ation radically and makes the resulting G–V characteris
highly unconventional. In particular, the componentgcn1 is
also of the form~17! but with another functionF (8)(v,H)
5Nd1

(8) (v,H). The termgcn1(V) has thesame functional
dependences and amplitude of singularityat thesame volt-
age valuesas the componentgdn1 does, but, contrary to the
latter and due to the nontrivial properties of the Gree
function Gc(v), it is antisymmetric with respect tov. As a
consequence, thegcn1 singularity enhances its counterpart
gdn1 on the positive voltage branch and almost compens
the singularity ofgdn1 on the negative-V branch, transform-
ing it into a cusp. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. The resultin
pattern moves as a whole along theV axis towards larger
positiveV if an external fieldH is applied. At the same time
the V dependence of the sumgnd11gnc1 constitutes a mir-
ror reflection of the curvegdn1(V)1gcn1(V) relative to the
g axis. Therefore, the overall conductanceg1(V), which is a
sum of all the four relevant contributions discussed abo
has two peaks symmetrically moving apart and two cu

FIG. 4. An illustration of the component compensation: the selected co
butionsgdn1 , gcn1 to the overall conductanceg and their sum. An almost
complete mutual compensation of the logarithmic singularities for nega
V and their amplification for positiveV is demonstrated. The relevant pa
rameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
.
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symmetrically crowding together along theV axis as the
magnetic fieldH grows.

The conductance behavior obtained for the CDWM–
CDWM sandwich is due to the fact that the FSs have botn
andd sections. This means that the whole configuration c
be viewed as a combination of two asymmetrical junctio
Hence, there are twounequalcurrent componentsJnd1 and
Jdn1 connecting the gapped and non-gapped quasipar
subsystems. Moreover, the termsJcn1 andJnc1 , related to
the CDW pairing, result in the appearance of antisymme
cal conductance peaks. The interplay of all constituents le
to the effect described above.

An analysis of the sumgdn21gcn21gnd21gnc2 is
performed in the same way. The resulting two peaks c
verge symmetrically, whereas the two cusps symmetric
move apart, with increasingH. Since the cusps of one po
larization superpose on the singularities of the other po
ization and there is no spin filter in the circuit, the cusps m
be inconspicuous against the background of the singular
~see Fig. 2b!. Taking into account the other components n
exhibiting a peak splitting of any nature, we obtain the G
characteristic shown in Fig. 2, which reveals fo
H-dependent polarized peaks ateV56S6mB* H and two
fixed jumps ateV562S.

The pattern obtained is a consequence of the choicw
50 made above. If one assumes another realistic situa
with the order parameter phase averaged out~see the discus-
sion in Sec. 3.2!, components~14! and~15! should disappear
so that the G–V characteristics will change substantially.
easily embrace all possible cases with varyingw, it is con-
venient to analyze all conductance components forT50.
The results are summarized in Appendix C.

3.2. Influence of different factors on the G-V characteristics

Figure 2 distinctly reveals the main peculiarities of t
G–V characteristics for a symmetrical CDWM–I–CDWM
junction. Namely, there exist discontinuities
H-independent locationseV562S, determined merely by a
dielectric gap value. Besides, there areH-driven square-root
singularities shifted by6mB* H from the basiceV56S bias
values. It is obvious that the larger is the magnetic fieldH,
the stronger are the inward and outward displacements o
singular conductance peaks. As was clearly demonstr
above, the apparent splitting has a dual nature reflecting b
the intrinsic configurational asymmetry of the junction co
cerned and the Zeeman effect.

Nonzero temperatures smear the overall curvesg(V) and
especially the singular peaks. It is shown in Fig. 5a that th
dependences are highly sensitive to the dimensionless
rametert. Therefore, to observe the predicted splitting in t
magnetic field one should either heavily reduceT or use
CDWMs with largeTd’s and hence CDW gapsS0 .

The influence of the control gapping parameterm on the
G–V characteristics is demonstrated in Fig. 5b. It is read
seen that the increase ofm reduces the minimal value o
g(V), determined by thegnn6 contributions, and enhance
the jump amplitude ateV562S. As stems from Fig. 5b and
Eqs.~12!–~15!, to improve the observability of the predicte
splitting effect one should maximize the factorm(12m),
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i.e., those substances withm close to 0.5 appear to be mor
promising.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The predicted splitting of the G–V characteristic i
duced by the paramagnetic action of the magnetic fieldH
can be observed, in principle, for any CDWmetal, i.e., the
electron spectrum gapping should be incomplete, which
usually the case for a large number of low-dimensio
Peierls metals with incommensurate CDWs. The specific
quirement is to maintain a balance betweend andn portions
of the FS (m'0.5; see Sec. 3.2!. This means that externa
control of the parameterm ~e.g., by an applied pressure! may
be crucial for the success of an experiment. The magnit
of the CDW gapS defines the natural scale for the fieldH.
Nevertheless, largeH andS do not mean that the investiga
tions can be carried out at highT. First, the spin splitting will
be smeared and not resolved even for moderateT/S ~see Fig.
5!. Second, in a close neighborhood of the paramagn
limit it is possible to enter the region where, in analogy w
the case of superconductors, fluctuations55 and the influence
of the magnetic and spin-orbital scatterings,56 not covered by
the present theory, may become important.

FIG. 5. The dependencesg(eV/S0) for different t ~a! and differentm ~b!.
is
l

e-

e

ic

To make the predicted effects observable, it is crucial~at
least in the symmetrical setup! for the componentsJdn and
Jnd , describing the tunnel current linkingd and n FS sec-
tions, to survive. In our phenomenological approach, wh
all matrix elements of the tunnel Hamiltonian8 are consid-
ered equal~tunneling is not considered directional!, that is
the case. In the other extreme limit of complete tunnel
directionality,57 the componentsJdn and Jnd may not exist,
and the spin splitting may disappear. In principle, any deg
of directionality is possible. The actual realization of the i
termediate situation stems from the analysis carried out
tunnel spectroscopic studies of high-Tc oxides.58–63 There-
fore, one should consider the limit of no directionality an
equal probability of all processes connecting different
sections~a unique quantityR) as an idealized picture, so tha
for some junctions the feature points ateV56S might be
weakened in comparison to those ateV562S. As a conse-
quence, the spin splitting might be also partially suppress

The appearance of superconductivity for smallerT,Tc

,Td in any specific CDW substance~see reviews11,12! may
serve as a clear indication that this material is a metal ra
than an insulator, and, therefore, of its ability to demonstr
the Zeeman spin splitting. Hence, the low-dimensional m
als exhibiting CDW instabilities, such as NbSe3 , Nb3Te4 ,
Li 0.9Mo6O17, Tl2Mo6Se6 , layered dichalcogenides, alloy
with the A15 and C15 structures, Lu5Ir4Si10, P4W14O50,
tungsten bronzes doped by alkali metals, and solid soluti
BaPb12xBixO3 may serve as good candidates. Other mo
phosphate bronzes (PO2)4(WO3)2m, doped and undoped b
alkalis, are also suitable partially gapped CDWMs.64,65

An important conjecture should be made concerning
magnitude of the CDW gaps. For superconductors, the r
2D(0)/kBTc is usually of the order or somewhat larger th
the BCS value 2p/g'3.52.4 The only exception is MgB2.
In that case, the very character of the superconductivity is
yet ambiguous and an intrinsic two-gap scenario is of
accepted~see the relevant critical discussion of this conce
in Refs. 66 and 67!. On the other hand, the observed depe
denceS(T) in CDWMs and CDW insulators has a genera
ized BCS-like form. Namely, in the coordinatesS(T)/S(T
50) versusT/Td , the data follow the Mu¨hlschlegel curve,
whereas the ratio 2S(0)/kBTd substantially exceeds the BC
weak-coupling limit~such behavior is described by the ph
nomenological scheme68!. For example, this quantity is
about 13 in the insulating La1.67Sr0.33NiO4 .69 Layered
dichalcogenides 2H – TaSe2 , 2H – TaS2, and 2H – NbSe2 are
marked by extremely large values 2S(0)/kBTd515.2, 15.4,
and 23.9, respectively.70 In NbSe3 , with its two CDW tran-
sitions atTd

low559 K and Td
high5145 K,11,12 the respective

ratios, as was shown by direct tunneling studies,71 fall into
the ranges 2S low(0)/kBTd

low'11.8– 14.3 and
2Shigh(0)/kBTd

high'11.4– 14.4. Taking the observed Gaus
ian spread of the CDW gaps into account gives somew
lower values 2S low(0)/kBTd

low'9.2 and 2Shigh(0)/kBTd
high

'8.2.72 Larger gap-to-Td ratios are favorable for our pur
poses, since to clearly observe the splitting, one should a
high temperatures during the experiment, while large g
are convenient.

Superconducting cuprates can be suggested as an
class of substances in which the CDW-triggered sp
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splitting in magnetic field can be observed. Two kinds
features testify that CDWs exist in a number of high-Tc ox-
ides. The first one is a dip-hump structure ofG(V) for volt-
ages exceeding the positions of the superconducting
maxima,72,73 while the other one is the so-called pseudog
S* , persisting both above and belowTc .11,12,74–78We think
that the CDW origin of those peculiarities is quite plausib
whereas the most popular interpretation based on the pre
sor Cooper pairing~see, e.g., the review79 and references
therein! should be rejected, at least because the applied m
netic field influences true gaps and theS* ’s in a different
way.80–82Moreover, the predominantly paramagnetic char
ter of the magnetic field influence on theS* ’s is attested by
the existence of Zeeman scaling~proportionality! between
the pseudogap-closing fieldHpg and the characteristic
pseudogap temperatureT* determined resistively in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82y ~Refs. 83, 84!. This means that the hug
orbital Meissner effect is absent forS* , so that at least in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O82y it may be identified withS. We recom-
mend the recent comprehensive reviews11,12,74–77,85to com-
pare the arguments advanced by various analysts in this fi

Low T of measurements may turn out to be a necess
condition for resolving the spin splitting of CDW gap
~pseudogaps!. Since one can draw more-definite conclusio
for the pure CDW phase aboveTc , it is advantageous to
carry out investigations in magnetic field for substances w
relatively low Tc , much smaller than bothTd and S(T).
That is why we consider the experiments of Ref. 86 ve
important. Specifically, a well-resolved superconducting g
D and a pseudogapS were found by the authors of Ref. 8
for Bi2(Sr22xLax)CuO61d mesas with 10 K<Tc<32 K. In
looking for the predicted effect in cuprates, one sho
search through substances in which the following conditi
are satisfied:~i! a clear-cut resolution betweenD and
S,73,80–82,86–88~ii ! all four coexistent features, positioned
6S and62S, should be manifested, and~iii ! the tempera-
ture of observation must be as low as possible. The las
quirement might not be so severe as it seems at first gla
because the sameH that drives the Zeeman peak splittin
would suppress superconductivity, making the CDW gap
self open for probing.
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APPENDIX A: TUNNEL CURRENT COMPONENTS

Let us consider the general case of two different C

WMs with relevant parameters (S̃8,m8) and (S̃,m) on two
sides of the potential barrier created by an insulating in
layer. The current-voltage~I–V! characteristicsJ(V) for the
quasiparticle tunnel current in this junction are calculated
the tunnel Hamiltonian method4,10,40,42 in the first order of
f
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the perturbation scheme.32,89Under the assumption that ther
is no spin flipping while tunneling, the overall tunnel curre
J can be described as consisting of the following 18 term

Ji j 6}ReE
2`

`

dv8

3E
2`

`

dv
Im Gis8 ~v87mB* H !Gjs~v7mB* H !

v82v1eV1 i0
,

~A1!

which correspond to various combinations of Green’s fu
tions and spin projections (s56) for the two electrodes.
Here the quantities related to different electrodes are prim
or unprimed, the subscriptsi and j of the Green’s functions
G(v) are equal tod, n, or c @see Eqs.~3!–~5!#, and the signs
in the arguments of the Green’s functions are opposite
those of the spin projection. Hereafter, the potential of
primed electrode is taken as zero, so that the bias voltagV
comprises the electrostatic potential of the unprimed e
trode. After standard calculations following the pattern
Refs. 5, 11, 12, we obtain the expression

J5 (
i , j 5d,n,c
s51,2

Ji js , ~A2!

with each component and the overall current depending
the bias voltageV, temperatureT, andH. All current com-
ponentsJi js have the general form

Ji j 65
1

4eRE2`

`

dvK Zi~v7mB* H,S̃8!

3Zj~v7mB* H2eV,S̃ !. ~A3!

The quantity

R2154pe2N08~0!N0~0!^uTpqu2&FS ~A4!

is the conductance~inverse resistance! of the junction above
Td , where both electrodes are in the non-gapped state.
square of the modulus of the tunnel matrix elementTpq is
averaged over the FS, i.e., all matrix elements of the tun
Hamiltonian are taken equal. Thus we assume a unique
nel resistance for every current component. From the ph
cal point of view this means, in particular, no tunnel dire
tionality, which is possible, in principle.58–63 The factor

K[K~v,V,T!5tanh
v

2T
2tanh

v2eV

2T
~A5!

stems from the Fermi distribution functions of the two ele
trodes.

EachZ function in the integrand of Eq.~A3! constitutes
a product

Zi~v,S̃ !5zi~v,S̃ ! f i~v,S̃ ! ~A6!

of one of the characteristic functions

zd~v,S̃ !5muvu, ~A7!

zc~v,S̃ !5m sgn~v!S̃, ~A8!

zn~c,S̃ !5~12m!uvu, ~A9!
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and the factor

f i~v,S̃ !5
u~ uvu2S!

Av22S2
, ~A10!

which describes the presence (S̃Þ0 for i 5d andc) or ab-

sence (S̃50 for i 5n) of gapping;u(x) is the Heaviside step
function. Fori 5n, theZn function reduces to

Zn~v,S̃ !512m. ~A11!

When gapping is absent in both electrodes (m5m8
50), the total current consists ofJnn6 components only and
has a conventional Ohm’s law formV/R in the whole volt-
age range, independent ofT andH. Of course, in the genera
case, Ohm’s law is restored for large enough voltages s
stantially exceedingS8 andS.

Tunnel currents between CDWMs across the barriers
different transparencies making allowance for the dep
dences ofJ on w andw8 have been studied in a number
papers.21,90–93Contrary to some of them,91–93 we shall con-
sider the most general setup, whenw andw8 are independen
of each other. The situation whenw5w8 will stem from the
general equations as a particular case.

Let us analyze the symmetry properties of different c
rent components. It is convenient to start from the caseH
50. Such an analysis has been done earlier,5 but to investi-
gate below a more involved situation with nonzeroH, it is
necessary to carry out an additional examination. We s
use the notationJi j 05Ji js(H50), since in this casev6

5v in the integrands of~A3!, and thereforeJi j 1(H50)
5Ji j 2(H50).

The components can be divided into symmetrical a
asymmetrical ones with respect to the voltageV. The sym-
metrical components, for which an unusual relation5,54

Ji j 0~2V!5Ji j 0~V! ~A12!

holds, are those that contain the ‘‘anomalous’’ Green’s fu
tion Gc once in the integrand@Eq. ~A1!#. These areJdc0 ,
Jcd0 , Jnc0 , andJcn0 . The other components, namely,Jdd0 ,
Jcc0 , Jnn0 , Jdn0 , and Jnd0 , satisfy the conventiona
equation9

Ji j 0~2V!52Ji j 0~V!. ~A13!

It is worth mentioning that the integrand ofJcc0 includes a
product of two Green’s functionsGc , the anomalous sym
metry properties of which compensate each other.

The differential conductanceG(V)[dJ(V)/dV is a
quantity of primary interest to experimentalists. The sam
true for its symmetry properties. The dependenceG(V) and
similar V dependences of its componentsGi j will be hence-
forth called the conductance-voltage~G–V! characteristics.
The symmetry relationships forGi j 0(V) are easily deduced
from those forJi j 0(V). Namely, for thedd0, cc0, nn0, dn0,
andnd0 components, they have the standard form9

Gi j 0~2V!5Gi j 0~V!, ~A14!

whereas for thedc0, cd0, nc0, andcn0 terms, the symmetry
properties are anomalous:

Gi j 0~2V!52Gi j 0~V!. ~A15!
b-
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Going to the caseHÞ0, we should consider the changes
the CDWM electron spectrum on both sides of the junct
under the influence of the external magnetic field~see Fig.
1!. As was indicated in Sec. 2.1.2, the Fermi levels~chemical
potentials! in both electrodes, differing from each other b
eV, remain practically unchanged whenH is switched on.
Hence, the electron spectrum on then FS sections is also
unchanged. On the other hand, the quasiparticle energy
bands with the spin projections51 on thed FS sections in
both electrodes shift upwards by the valuemB* H, while the
subbands with the projections52 shift downwards by the
same value.

Since tunneling is assumed to preserve spin values,
clear that a current component depends onH only in the case
where the subbands involved~one from the primed electrod
and the other from the unprimed one! change their energy
difference with increasing magnetic field. Relevant links a
shown in Fig. 1 by dashed lines. Therefore, all 18 comp
nents can be divided into three groups. The first one cont
those terms which do not depend onH. They areJdds, Jccs,
Jdcs, Jcds, andJnns, and for them

Ji js~eV,H !5Ji js~eV,0!. ~A16!

The next group of current components,Jdn1 , Jcn1 , Jnd2 ,
andJnc2 , is shifted towards larger voltages forHÞ0, i.e.,

Ji js~eV2mB* H,H !5Ji js~eV,0!. ~A17!

The remaining termsJdn2 , Jcn2 , Jnd1 , andJnc1 move in
the opposite direction of theV axis, i.e.,

Ji js~eV1mB* H,H !5Ji js~eV,0!. ~A18!

Various links describing suchH-dependent current compo
nents are specified by solid lines in Fig. 1.

Those components play a crucial role, because they
to a new phenomenon revealed in junctions between C
WMs exposed to a magnetic field. Specifically, the over
tunnel current and peaks inG(V), originating from the CDW
gapping, are spin-split even in the symmetrical setup. Thi
unlike the total absence of splitting when both electrodes
superconducting, whatever the relative magnitudes of the
perconducting gaps.13

It is worthwhile to discuss one peculiarity, concernin
the shifts~A17! and ~A18! of the I–V ~and, by implication,
the G–V! characteristics along theV axis. It happens tha
Ji j 1(eV50,HÞ0)Þ0 for those current components, a
though each component in the sum~A2! becomes zero in the
absence ofH and in the absence of voltage:Ji j 0(eV50)
50. But this does not signify any violation of the laws o
quasi-stationary electrodynamics, since only the total curr
~A2!, for whichJ(eV50,HÞ0)50 irrespective of the mag
nitude ofH, has physical meaning.

APPENDIX B: ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR TUNNEL
CURRENT COMPONENTS IN ASYMMETRICAL AND
SYMMETRICAL JUNCTIONS AT TÄ0 AND HÄ0

Here, theanalytical expressions for tunnel current com
ponents across the insulating barrier between dissim
CDWM electrodes atT50 and in the absence of the ma
netic field are calculated. The derivation of the correspo
ing expressions is straightforward although cumberso
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The final results are displayed below. Only the brancheV
.0 of the components of the I–V characteristic are exp
itly shown, because their negativeV counterparts can be ea
ily obtained using the symmetry properties~A12! and~A13!.

Jdd~V.0!5
m8m

eR $@N12AS8S#E~a!

2
4AS8S@N1AS8S#

@N12AS8S#
K ~a!u@eV2~S81S!#;

~B1!

Jcc~V.0!

52
4m8mS8S cosw8 coswK ~a!u@eV2~S81S!#

eR@N12AS8S#
;

~B2!

Jdn~V.0!5
1

eR
$m8~12m!u~eV2S8!A~eV!22S82%;

~B3!

Jnd~V.0!5
1

eR
$m~12m8!u~eV2S!A~eV!22S2%.

~B4!

Jcd~V.0!5
2m8mS8Su@eV2~S81S!#

eRN
cosw8

3H 2PS p

2
,
eV2S82S

eV2S81S
,kD2K ~k!J ;

~B5!

Jdc~V.0!5
2m8mS8Su@eV2~S81S!#

eRN
cosw

3H 22PS p

2
,
eV2S82S

eV1S82S
,kD1K ~k!J ;

~B6!

Jcn~V.0!5
1

eR
m8S8 cosw8u~eV2S8!

3 lnUeV1A~eV!22S82

S8
U; ~B7!

Jnc~V.0!5
1

eR
mS coswu~eV2S!

3 lnUeV1A~eV!22S2

S
U. ~B8!

Expression~11! for the current betweenn FS sections con-
serves its form. HereK (x), E(x), and P(p/2,x,y) are the
complete elliptic integrals of the first, second, and third kin
respectively. Their arguments are

k5
A~eV!22~S81S!2

N
~B9!

and
-

,

a5
N22AS8S

N12AS8S
, ~B10!

whereas the quantityN is equal to

N5A~eV!22~S82S!2. ~B11!

One can readily see that the analytical expressions
the tunnel current between dissimilar CDWMs differ su
stantially from their well-known counterparts in the case
the quasiparticle current between different superconducto8

Namely, there is a single termJsc(V) for the superconduct-
ing junction, coinciding with our componentJdd(V) with an
accuracy up to substitution of the superconducting gapsD8
and D for the CDW onesS8 and S, while settingm85m
51. Extra terms originate from the pairwise combinations
the Green’s functions~3!, ~4!, and~5! appropriate to the cur-
rently investigated case of the junction involving CDWMs

The main qualitative distinction betwee
superconductor- and CDWM-based junctions consists in
different form of the feature points. There is one break po
in the superconducting junction ateV5D81D, where the
current changes steeply from zero to the value

DJsc5
pAD8D

2eR
. ~B12!

At the same time, from Eqs.~B1!, ~B2!, ~B5!, and ~B6! it
follows that

DJ~eV5S81S!5
pm8mAS8S

2eR
~11cosw8!~12cosw!.

~B13!

One should note that there is an intrinsic asymmetry in
~B13!, i.e., DJ depends on each of the phasesw8 and w
separately and in a different way. Both phase factors cow8
and cosw will change their signs for the opposite voltag
polarity V,0. A similar asymmetry takes place in anasym-
metrical junction between CDW conductors.5 The jump dis-
appears in the particular case of an excitonic insulator, wh
each of the phase angles is either 0 orp, contrary to what is
appropriate to the superconducting tunneling.

The emergence of square-root singularities in theJdn ,
Jnd , Jcn , andJnc components@see Eqs.~B3!, ~B4!, ~B7! and
~B8!#, respectively, is another important phenomenon app
priate to asymmetrical junctions involving CDWMs.

The phase dependences of the current componentsJcd ,
Jdc , Jcn andJnc , represented by Eqs.~B5!, ~B6!, ~B7!, and
~B8!, respectively, were obtained assuming definite cons
values of the phasesw8 andw for the two electrodes. Actu-
ally, an averaging of the currents over the junction cro
section, as a consequence of the phase randomness,
wipe out these terms. To preserve them, the use of the br
junction technique, confining the contact area, would be
benefit. Nevertheless, the resulting currentJ(V) would differ
substantially from its superconducting analog even in t
case. In particular, the jumpDJ(eV5S81S), expressed by
Eq. ~B13!, disappears, contrary to what stems from the B
theory and experiments carried out for S8–I–S junctions.9

Another very important phenomenon that survives the av
aging is the square-root dependence of the componentsJdn

andJnd on the voltage@see Eqs.~B3! and ~B4!#.
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The general results~B1!–~B8! can be substantially sim
plified in the case of identical CDW parameters in both el

trodes (S̃85S̃ andm85m). In that case the expression fo
the tunnel current takes the following form:

J~V.0!5
1

eR$~12m!2eV12m~12m!u~eV2S!

3A~eV!22S21m2u~eV22S!F ~eV12S!

3E~ae!2
4K ~ae!S@eV1S~11cos2 w!#

eV12S G .~B14!

Here

ae5
eV22S

eV12S
. ~B15!

For the pinned phase of the commensurate excitonic ins
tor (w50 or p!, the results of our previous work5 are repro-
duced.

One can imagine a plausible situation wherein a tun
current is assembled from a large enough contact area
that the CDW phases vary substantially over the con
plane. Then allw-dependent terms should be averaged o
This means that all components directly involving CD
pairing amplitude, i.e., possessing at least onec subscript,
must vanish in an asymmetrical configuration. For t
CDWM–I–CDWM junction, this will result in a substitution
of 1/2 for cos2 w.

APPENDIX C: TUNNEL CONDUCTANCE IN A MAGNETIC
FIELD AT TÄ0

It follows from the basic equations~9!–~15! that the
C–V characteristics for CDWM8– I–CDWM junctions
should differ substantially from their counterparts f
S8– I–S tunnel structures. Moreover, CDWM8– I–CDWM
junctions exhibit peculiar Zeeman splitting~see Sec. 3.1! to-
tally absent for currents between superconducting electro
Below, analytical formulas forG6(V) components are rep
resented as direct illustrative evidence for the predicted p
nomena. Likewise in Appendix B only the branchesV.0 of
the components of the C–V characteristics are explic
shown.

In particular, the field-independent terms of the to
conductance have the form

Gdd1~V.0!1Gcc1~V.0!5Gdd2~V.0!

1Gcc2~V.0!5
m2

2R
u~eV22S!

3FE~ae!
~eV!222S2~11cos2 w!

eV~eV22S!

14SK ~ae!
S~11cos2 w!2eV

~eV!224S2 G , ~C1!

Gnn1~V.0!5Gnn2~V.0!5
~12m!2

2R
. ~C2!

The notation here coincides with that of Appendix B. T
other components split in a magnetic field and appear as
-

a-

l
so
ct
t.

e

s.

e-

y

l

Gdn6~V.0!

5
m~12m!~eV6mB* H !u~eV6mB* H2S!

2RA~eV6mB* H !22S2
,

~C3!

Gnd6~V.0!

5
m~12m!~eV7mB* H !u~eV7mB* H2S!

2RA~eV7mB* H !22S2
,

~C4!

Gcn6~V.0!52
m~12m!S coswu~eV7mB* H2S!

2RA~eV7mB* H !22S2
,

~C5!

Gnc6~V.0!5
m~12m!S coswu~eV6mB* H2S!

2RA~eV6mB* H !22S2
.

~C6!

A sum of components~C1!–~C6! gives the overall conduc
tanceG(V); its shape is shown in Fig. 2.

It follows from Eqs.~C1! and ~A14! that

DG~eV562S!5
pm2

2R
, ~C7!

regardless of the order parameter phasew. It is necessary to
underline that the tunneling conductance for the superc
ducting symmetrical junction is determined by quite a diffe
ent expression,8,10

Gsc~V.0!5
u~eV22D!

~eV22D!R FE~as!
~eV!222D2

eV

1K ~as!
4D~eV2D!

eV12D G , ~C8!

whereD is the superconducting gap and

as5
eV22D

eV12D
. ~C9!

The conductanceGsc(V) diverges wheneV tends to 2D from
above:

~C10!

The distinction between properties~C7! and ~C10! is due to
the fact that the pertinent tunnel current in superconduc
comprises a direct one-term convolution of the Ferm
distribution factor and two gapped DOSs. On the other ha
for CDWMs, the singularities in the termsGdds(V) at eV
562S are to a certain extent compensated by the contri
tions from the termsGccs(V) formed by two ‘‘intersection’’
Green’s functionsGc ~Refs. 5, 11, 12!.

As for the spin-split peaks at two times smaller voltag
eV56S in G(V) for CDWM–I–CDWM tunnel junctions,
they should be observed only for partially gapped meta
Therefore, such substances, as, e.g., TTF–TCNQ, (TaSe4)2I,
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s-TaS3 , or K0.33MoO3, which are insulating belowTd ,3

cannot reveal the predicted phenomenon of anoma
magnetic-field-induced splitting.

*E-mail: collphen@iop.kiev.ua
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Temperature anomalies of the resistivity and thermopower of polycrystalline copper
subjected to plastic deformation
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The results of an experimental study of the resistivityr and thermopower in the temperature
range 4.2–300 K are presented for commercial-grade copper subjected to plastic deformation at
room temperature. A number of inter-correlated anomalies, due to dislocations, are observed
in the temperature dependence of the resistivity and thermopower. The probable cause of these
anomalies is the resonance scattering of free electrons and thermal phonons by electrons
localized near the dislocations. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820371#
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INTRODUCTION

Measurement of the resistivityr is known to be an effi-
cient macroscopic means of studying the structural state
metal. It has been noted1–4 that the change in resistivity re
sulting from the introduction of dislocations into a met
displays a number of features as the temperature is low
which are due to the scattering of electrons by the dislo
tions themselves. For example, these features can be m
fested in the form of a step on the curve of the additio
resistivity in a certain temperature interval~30–150 K!; as
was noted in Ref. 4, they do not depend very much on
degree and means of deformation.

However, besides this step, which has been observe
many authors,1,2,4 there are also features in the resistivity
lower temperatures (T;10 K),3 which are also sensitive to
the deformation state of the metal. Thus the temperature
pendencer(T) of deformed copper exhibits features of th
resistivity both at comparatively high temperatures~30–150
K! and at low temperatures (,30 K). None of the theoreti-
cal models currently known to us predicts anomalies cau
by plastic deformation in the temperature dependence of
resistivity.

Many papers have been published on the behavior of
thermopower in pure metals5–8 and the effect of various
impurities9 and plastic deformation10,11 on its temperature
dependence. As a rule, those studies examined the featur
r and of the thermopower in narrow temperature interva
and from those sources it is difficult to assess the behavio
r and of the thermopower of deformed copper over the te
perature interval from helium to room temperatures and
discern the temperature correlation between the feature
the resistivity and thermopower.

The present study was devoted to investigating the t
perature dependence ofr and of the thermopower of de
formed copper in the temperature interval 4.2–300 K.
comparative analysis of the two temperature dependenc
731063-777X/2005/31(1)/4/$26.00
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carried out to establish the temperature correlation betw
the features ofr of the thermopower.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In our experiment, part of a commercial-grade copp
wire 0.47 mm in diameter was rolled at room temperature
a strip 0.05 mm thick. Figure 1 shows a diagram of t
sample, where part A of the wire was rolled and part B w
not.

To distinguish the contribution due to dislocations, t
samples were annealed after rolling, since it is well kno
that the resistivity of a metal increases as a result of pla
deformation because of the introduction of defects in it
vacancies, dislocations, etc. It is also known that processe
recovery and recrystallization occur in deformed metals d
ing a controlled heat treatment. For example, a partial
nealing of defects, vacancies in particular, takes place in c
per even at close to room temperatures. Therefore to rem
the vacancies formed we annealed our samples at 100 °C
one hour.

It follows from Fig. 1 that the copper sample compris
a differential thermocouple, one of its metals being the rol
wire ~A! and the other the unrolled wire~B!. The transition
from the deformed to the undeformed part of the coppe
essentially equivalent to a junction between different me
in an ordinary thermocouple. The resistivity measureme
were done by the four-probe method~sensitivity;1027 V,
measurement current;0.1 A) simultaneously on the de
formed and undeformed parts of the wire. In addition,
temperatures in the range 4.2–60 K measurements w
made using a bridge circuit.

In the thermopower measurements the wire leads w
held at one temperature, e.g., room temperature, while
junctions between the deformed and undeformed parts w
held at temperaturesT1 andT2 , one of which was constan
and the other varied from room temperature to helium te
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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perature. The voltageDU5*T1

T2(SB2SA)dT is the ther-

mopower, and the differential difference thermopower is
termined asSAB5 limDT→0 DU/DT. It is easily shown that
SAB5SB2SA , whereSB andSA are the absolute or specifi
thermopowers of metals B and A. It is usually assumed9 that
the absolute thermopower consists of two terms,S5Sd

1Sg , whereSd is the diffusion thermopower andSg is due
to phonon drag. For certain metals, copper in particular
T>0.05QD the termSg@Sd , and a maximum is observed o
the temperature curve ofS at temperatures;0.2QD ~here
QD is the Debye temperature!. Such nonmonotonic behavio
as has been confirmed by numerous studies,7–10 is a result of
phonon drag and is very sensitive to various forms of im
rities and deformations.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Curve1 in Fig. 2a shows the temperature dependence
the ratio of the resistivities of the undeformed and deform
parts of the wire.

It is clearly seen in the figure that the deformation co
tribution is manifested as nonmonotonic temperature dep
dence of the ratio of the resistivities of the undeformed~r!
and deformed (rd) wires. Figures 2b and 2c show an e
larged view of the given fragments of ther/rd(T) curve
~curve1 in Fig. 2a! in temperature intervals where the disl
cation contribution is manifested.

In the determination of the temperature dependence
the thermopower, metal B~Fig. 1! was the same undeforme
wire of commercial-grade copper that was used in the re
tivity measurements, while metal A was the same deform
wire; temperatureT1 was held constant (0 °C) andT2 was
varied from room to helium temperature.

Curve1 in Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence
the thermopower of the given pair of metals. Curve2 de-
scribes the behavior of the differential difference th
mopowerSAB in this same temperature region. Naturally th
curve, as the derivative, reflects the behavior of the inte
thermopower~curve1!.

Thus in the measurements of the temperature dep
dences of the thermopower and resistivity our main objec
was to distinguish the dislocation contribution after the v
cancies were annealed out, and in addition to note the co
spondence between the features on these curves, since
quantities are related by the Wiedemann–Franz law.

For a comparative analysis ofr/rd(T) and SAB(T) see
Fig. 2. Curve1 describes the deformation contribution to t

FIG. 1. Diagram of the sample for measurement of the thermopower:
ment A is the deformed part of the wire, part B is undeformed.
-

at
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of
d

-
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of

s-
d

f
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al

n-
e
-
e-
ese

temperature dependence of the ratio of the resistivityrd of
the undeformed part of the sample to that of these un
formed part. Curve2 demonstrates the deformation contrib
tion to the temperature dependence of the differential diff
ence thermopowerSAB5SB2SA .

One notices the influence of the correlation of the ch
acteristic features on the curves. For clarity the features

g-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the resistivities of the
deformed~r! and deformed (rd) parts of the sample~1! and of the differ-
ential difference thermopowerSAB ~2!. The temperature dependence ofr/rd

is shown on an expanded scale in the interval 50–300 K~b! and 4.2–40 K
~c!.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the thermopowerDU of the sample~1!
and the differential difference thermopowerSAB ~2!.
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the dependencer/rd(T) are shown on an enlarged scale a
are indicated by arrows in Figs. 2b and 2c.

For example, at a temperature of;140 K the SAB(T)
curve has a feature in the form a passage through zero.
corresponds to a plateauing of ther/rd(T) curve as the tem-
perature is lowered~see Fig. 2b!. The next feature is at a
temperature of;40 K: a maximum is observed on th
SAB(T) curve and an inflection point on ther/rd(T) curve.

It should be noted that these two features correspond
step on the temperature dependence of the difference o
resistivities of the deformed and undeformed parts of
sample and are analogous to those observed in Refs. 1 2
4.

As the temperature is decreased further we again s
passage through zero on curve2 at a temperature of;20 K,
which corresponds to plateauing of curve1 ~see Fig. 2c!. The
next feature on curve2 takes the form of a minimum a
;12 K, which corresponds to a sharp drop on curve1 at
;8 K. It should be noted that in Ref. 3 this feature w
manifested either as nonmonotonic behavior ofr(T) in the
;10 K region for samples of pure copper deformed by be
ing or as a plateau in a certain temperature interval. T
slight disagreement of the temperatures at which the feat
appear on curves1 and 2 ~Fig. 2! can be explained by the
circumstance that the Wiedemann–Franz law is no lon
obeyed at low temperatures.

Thus it can be assumed that such nonmonotonic be
ior of the two curves characterizes a change of mechani
for the scattering of electrons on dislocations. One poss
explanation of this behavior is the presence of quasilo
vibrational modes of the dislocations.2 Indeed, such an hy
pothesis is justified if it is assumed that a mechanism an
gous to that considered in Ref. 12 is operating in our sys
~in that paper the influence of impurity-related quasilo
modes on the resistivity in the Cu–Be system was inve
gated theoretically and experimentally!. At least the low-
temperature intervals in which the anomalies were obser
in the impurity resistivity in Ref. 12 and in the present pap
are practically the same. We note, however, that this hyp
esis has not yet found rigorous experimental confirmati
and the influence of quasilocal modes on the resistivity
polycrystalline samples subjected to plastic deformation
mains a topic for further study.

Another explanation is based on the fact that dislocati
in a metal are known to influence various thermodynam
and kinetic characteristics of the electron gas. For exam
the thermopower is due not only to the onset of elect
diffusion in the bulk of the conductor as a result of a te
perature gradient between the two contacts but also to po
tial jumps resulting from a difference of the chemical pote
tials of electrons in the contact materials. In our case we
talking about a contact between deformed and undeform
parts of the wire~see Fig. 1!.

As was noted in Ref. 13, the influence of dislocatio
leads to a dislocation shift of the chemical potential. In p
ticular, localized electronic states arise on a rectilinear e
dislocation,14 and a shift of the chemical potential is caus
by electrons leaving the conduction band for dislocation l
els. In a bulk metal this leads to a lowering of the chemi
his
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potential of the electrons. In our case part A in Fig. 1 is su
a metal.

Unfortunately, the presence of characteristic resona
energies or temperatures corresponding to the features on
experimental temperature curves of the resistivity and th
mopower was not dicussed in the papers cited, althoug
was mentioned in Ref. 15 that it remains possible that in
esting features appear in connection with the possibility
resonance scattering of free electrons and thermal phon
on electrons localized near dislocations.

To estimate the dislocation densityrN we use the fact
that in polycrystalline copper the resistivity incrementDr
due to dislocations increases in proportion to the disloca
density. Therefore, using the coefficients of proportiona
given for various metals in Refs. 16 and 17, we obtain in o
caserN<1014 m2. Such a dislocation density is also chara
teristic for the samples in Ref. 3, indicating that in both ca
the densities are rather high.

It should be noted that the features on theSAB curve
below 40 K are more sensitive to the degree of deformat
in comparison to the higher-temperature parts. This eff
was mentioned back in Ref. 10, where the rolling of copp
had a substantial influence on the phonon drag effect. I
therefore of interest to compare the influence of vario
forms of deformation on the behavior of the differential d
ference thermopower in this temperature interval.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the behavior of the d
ferential thermopowerSAB in the region of large ‘‘elastic,’’
linear strains and during plastic deformation by rolling. T
experiment was done according to the same scheme~Fig. 1!,
only part A was subjected to linear extension rather th
plastic deformation. As a criterion of the region of elastic
we used the absence of thermopower when the load
removed. Curves1–3 in Fig. 4 show the variation of the
differential thermopowerSAB(T) for different degrees of ten
sile loading. For comparison, curve4 reflects theSAB(T)
dependence for the same sample under plastic deforma
~see curve2 in Fig. 3!.

The maxima on curves1–3, in the 30–35 K, region
differ slightly in position from the maximum on curve4, at
;40 K; this is evidence that mechanisms of electron scat
ing on dislocations are turned on at these temperatures,
that circumstance is reflected on ther(T) curves. Unlike
curves1–3, curve4 passes through zero atT;20 K and has
a minimum atT;12 K, thus indicating a different scatterin

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the differential difference thermopo
of a sample under tensile loads of 10~1!, 15 ~2!, 20 ~3! kg/mm2; the tem-
perature dependence ofSAB from Fig. 3 ~4!.
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mechanism resulting from the different kind of deformati
~plastic! and which is confirmed by the features of the res
tivity.

CONCLUSIONS

Summarizing what we have said, we have for the fi
time carried out a comparative analysis of the tempera
dependence of the resistivity and thermopower on the s
sample with the same plastic deformation over a wide ra
of temperatures, 4.2–300 K. Besides the known feature
the resistivity above 40 K, we have observed new anoma
in the region;8 – 12 K and;20 K, which also correlate
with features of the thermopower. These features are p
ably due to the existence of resonance scattering of free e
trons and thermal phonons on electrons localized near d
cations. Further studies will presumably make it possible
distinguish and investigate the mechanisms by which
electrons are scattered by different dislocations and als
study the deviations from the Wiedemann–Franz law.

In closing the authors thank K. A. Chishko, S. N
Smirnov, and A. I. Kopeliovich for helpful discussions an
also E. S. Syrkin for calling our attention to Ref. 12.
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Some novel aspects of the problem of linear electromagnetic–plasma waves on a plane
metal–vacuum interface are investigated. The analysis is based on Maxwell’s equations for the
electric and magnetic fields, supplemented by the hydrodynamic equation for the electron
plasma of the metal. This system of equations admits the existence of specific long-wavelength
inhomogeneous eigenmodes of the polariton type (E waves! having frequenciesv of the
order of the plasma frequencyvp of the conduction electrons and a polarization direction of the
magnetic field oscillations that lies in the plane of the interface and perpendicular to the
direction of propagation along the boundary. These waves, which have not been discussed before,
are the result of hybridization of longitudinal electron-density waves~plasmons! of the
metal with the transverse modes~photons! of the metal and vacuum. In particular, it is shown
that the excitation of plasmons in the bulk of the metal is accompanied by the appearance
of an electromagnetic wave localized near the surface, consisting of a mixture of metallic and
vacuum photons. This inhomogeneous wave has the dispersion relation of of bulk
plasmons and exists in the frequency band that is characteristic for such plasmons,vp,v
,&vp ; here the characteristic values of the localization parameter are of the order ofc/vp

(c is the speed of light in vacuum!. For standard metals this parameter has values of
10–50 nm, and these modes can therefore play an important role in the description of
electromagnetic resonances and radiation effects in metallic nanostructures. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820374#
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INTRODUCTION

The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with me
surfaces has been studied for many decades, and the ex
mental and theoretical results have been described in m
review articles and monographs~see, e.g., Refs. 1–5!. The
overwhelming majority of the theoretical papers address
this problem have been devoted to the study of the dive
linear and nonlinear effects due to the specific and extrem
significant frequency dispersion of the dielectric functi
«̂(v) of metals: the vanishing of«̂(v) in the vicinity of the
characteristic plasma frequencyvp of the conduction elec-
trons; the large negative values of«̂(v) for v!vp , and the
presence of an imaginary component of«̂(v) due to the
dissipative properties of the electrons.

The propagation of electromagnetic waves in the bulk
a metal is ordinarily analyzed with allowance for the spa
dispersion of the dielectric function, i.e., the dependence
«̂(v,k) on the wave vectork.6 In the long-wavelength limit
ukua!1 (a is the characteristic interatomic distance! this de-
771063-777X/2005/31(1)/8/$26.00
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pendence is due to the finite value of the compressibility o
degenerate electron plasma,3–7 and taking it into account
leads to the well-known dispersion relationv l(k) for longi-
tudinal charge-density waves~plasmons! in a homogeneous
and isotropic metal:

v l
2~k!5vp

21vp
2k2, ~1!

where the dispersion relation parametervp has a value of the
order of the electron velocityvF on the Fermi surface~the
quantityvp

2 is proportional to the derivative of the quantu
pressurep(n) in the electron plasma with respect to its de
sity n). The finite compressibility of the electron plasma
also taken into account in constructing the general theory
charge-density waves localized near the free surface o
metal~surface plasmons!,4,5 for which the dispersion relation
vs(k) is described by the expression

vs
2~k!5

1

2
@vp

21vp
2k21vpuku~2vp

21vp
2k2!1/2#, ~2!

wherek is the wave number of the surface mode.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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In the theoretical description of the many specific ph
nomena of linear and nonlinear interaction of electrom
netic waves with atomically smooth metal surfaces, parti
lar attention is paid to frequenciesv!vp , and the effects of
spatial dispersion are usually neglected against the b
ground of more significant effects due to frequency disp
sion and damping. The high-frequency regionvivp in this
problem has remained little studied, apparently becaus
the difficulties of conducting experiments at such frequ
cies. We have not found a systematic description and cla
fication of electromagnetic waves on the metal–vacuum
terface at frequenciesvivp in the literature that is available
to us, although the features of the dispersion of the dielec
function of an infinite metal at high frequencies have be
studied in some detail.2,6 At such frequencies the dissipatio
in real metals is small, and one therefore expects a cle
manifestation of not only spatial dispersion effects but a
of some other dynamical features of the modes of oscilla
of a spatially inhomogeneous system, which at low frequ
cies are masked by dissipation.

In the analysis of the changes introduced in t
electromagnetic–plasma modes by a plane metal sur
~Fig. 1! it is convenient to employ a diagram in the (v2,k2)
plane~Fig. 2!. Shown schematically on this diagram are t
dispersion relations of photons in vacuum,vph

2 (k)5c2k2,
and of photonsv t

2(k)5vp
21c2k2 and plasmonsv l

2(k)
5vp

21vp
2k2 in an unbounded metal (c is the speed of light

in vacuum!. In a homogeneous physical system~metal or
vacuum! all of these modes are uniform plane waves of
electric fieldE(r ,t) and magnetic fieldH(r ,t), which have a
constant amplitudeA and are classified according to the va
ues of the wave vectork:

$E~r ,t !;H~r ,t !%5A exp@ i ~kr 2v~k!t#. ~3!

Analogous formulas describe the oscillations of the elect
charge density and current in an unbounded metal. The
ues of k occupy continuously all the points of reciproc
space~in a metal with a boundaryukua,1), but for any
chosen direction of propagationk, free oscillations exist only
on the lines in the (v2,k2) plane shown in Fig. 2.

In a spatially inhomogeneous metal–vacuum system
hybridization of the waves listed above occurs, and the f
oscillations take the form of mixed waves, which in the ca
of a plane boundary remain uniform along the boundary

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem:1—metal,2—vacuum.
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acquire substantial inhomogeneity in the transverse direct
i.e., the complex amplitudes become dependent on the tr
verse coordinatez:

$E~r ,t !;H~r ,t !%5$E~z!;H~z!%exp@ i ~kx2vt !#. ~4!

The dispersion relations for the waves and their existe
regions on the (v2,k2) plane are thereby altered signifi
cantly: new existence lines appear, e.g., the plot of disper
relation ~2!, v25vs

2(k), shown by the dashed curve in Fig
2;1! in addition to the lines there are several existence sec
I–V with dispersion relations specific for each of them and
specific character of the spatial distribution of the fields.

A detailed description and classification of such oscil
tions will be the subject of a separate paper; in the pres
article we analyze two particular examples of inhomog
neous waves existing in sectors III and IV in Fig. 2. The
waves are hybrid modes that arise as a result of surface
ing of transverse electromagnetic~photon! modes having the
dispersion relationsvph

2 (k)5c2k2 and v t
2(k)5vp

21c2k2

with plasmons having the dispersion relationv l
2(k)5vp

2

1vp
2k2: they propagate along the interface, remaining de

calized on one side~in the vacuum or the metal! and expo-
nentially localized on the other~in the metal or the vacuum
respectively!. In the terminology of the electrodynamics o
continuous media they can be classified as waves of the
lariton type.2,3 A specific feature of these waves is the su
stantially different character of the spatial distribution of t
electric and magnetic fields. In particular, at frequenciesv
.vp there exist inhomogeneous waves with a magnetic fi
that is localized on both sides of the surface and w
electric-field, electron-charge, and current oscillations t
are delocalized inside the metal.

It is important to note that for the waves under discu
sion the characteristic spatial scale of the inhomogeneity~lo-
calization! in the distribution of the wave fields in the vicin
ity of the metal interface is determined by the parame

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the dispersion relations for electromagn
and plasma waves in systems of infinite extent~vacuum and metal! and also
the existence regions I–V of inhomogeneous electromagnetic–pla
modes in a metal–vacuum system with a plane interface.
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kp
215c/vp , which for typical metals has a value of the ord

of 10–50 nm. This means that the field inhomogeneities
resonances associated with these modes can be importa
the analysis of the high-frequency electromagnetic and ra
tion properties of metallic nanostructure systems, the st
of which has in recent years has again become a top
problem in solid-state physics.

1. BASE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

The analysis of the problem under discussion is based
well-developed concepts wherein the low-energy excitati
of the system of conduction electrons in a metal can be
vided into two branches.7,10 The first of these is the Ferm
branch of one-electron excitations with a certain dispers
relation«~p! and a corresponding Fermi energy«F , which is
determined by the average density of collectivized electro
n0 . The second branch, of the Bose type, comprises col
tive oscillations of the electron densityñ5n2n0 and current
which are coupled to the oscillations of the electric and m
netic fieldsE andH. It is also known3–5,8 that in metals the
dynamics of collective motions of the electron plasma w
characteristic spatial scales greater than the interatomic
tance is described rather well in the hydrodynamic appro
mation. In that approximation the ion core of the metal
treated as a continuously distribution positively charg
‘‘jelly’’ that compensates the equilibrium distribution of th
electron charge, and the electron plasma is identified a
liquid whose motion is characterized by fields of dens
n(r ,t), velocity v(r ,t), and interelectron stressPik(r ,t)
which are interrelated by the hydrodynamic equation

m* nF]v

]t
1~v•¹!vG52¹• P̂2enE2

e

c
n~v3H! ~5!

Heree andm* are the modulus of the charge and the effe
tive mass of a one-electron excitation,P̂ is the stress tenso
introduced above, andE(r ,t) andH(r ,t) are the local values
of the macroscopic~averaged over a volume with linear d
mensions of the order ofa) electric and magnetic fields
which satisfy Maxwell’s equations:

curl H2
1

c

]E

]t
52

4pe

c
nv, curl E1

1

c

]H

]t
50,

div E524pe~n2n0!, div H50. ~6!

Equations~5! and~6! turn into a closed system of equa
tions describing the self-consistent evolution of the elect
plasma and and electromagnetic field if they are sup
mented with an expression for the stress tensorPik that
specifies explicitly its relation to the variations of the dens
ñ and velocityv. Strictly speaking, such a relation has be
obtained in a consistent approach only by solving the qu
tum kinetic equation for the conduction electrons.6 However,
in the solution of the problem we are interested in, that
short-wavelength oscillations of the electron plasma, one
use a phenomenological linear expansion ofPik in powers of
ñ and v.3–5 If, moreover, one is considering an isotrop
model of the metal and neglects dissipation, then this exp
sion has the form
d
t in
a-
y
al

n
s
i-

n

s,
c-

-

is-
i-

d

a

-

n
-

n-

f
n

n-

Pik5p~r ,t !d ik5@p01vp
2m* ñ~r ,t !#d ik . ~7!

Here p(r ,t) and p0 are the total and equilibrium values o
the pressure in the electron plasma, andvp

2 is a coefficient
characterizing its compressibility. In a simple model of t
conduction electrons the parametervp

2 is given by the expres-
sion vp

253/5vF
2 , wherevF is the electron velocity on the

Fermi surface.3,4

A quantum statistical analysis shows that expansion~7!
describes the main features of the dynamic behavior of
electron plasma in a metal rather well at frequenciesv and
wave numbersk satisfying the inequalitiest21!v;vp and
uku,kc , wherekc5vp /vp;1/a, andt is a relaxation time
characterizing the dissipative properties of the electrons
frequencies considerably greater thanvp relation ~7! breaks
down on account of the complicating influences of interba
transitions and excitation of the electron shells of the ion

In a description of the joint free oscillations of the ele
tron plasma together with the electromagnetic field it is
sumed that the densityn(r ,t) is nonzero only in the meta
~including the boundaryS), that the condition of global elec
trical neutrality of the metal holds, and that on the surfa
the component of the electron plasma velocity along the s
face normals is zero:

E @n~r ,t !2n0#d3r50, ~8!

s"v~r ,t !50 for rPS. ~9!

In Eq. ~8! the integration is over the volume of the meta
The natural conditions that all physical fields related by
system of equations~5!–~7! be finite and the conditions o
continuity of all components of the vectorsE(r ,t) and
H(r ,t) on the surfaceS between the metal and vacuu
should also hold: we note that boundary conditions~9! en-
sure the continuity of the normal component of the vectoE
at the interface.11

We shall consider small free oscillations, with angu
frequencyv, of the electromagnetic field and plasma in
structurally homogeneous and isotropic metal (n05const).
Assuming that the time dependence of all the dynamic fie
is given by the factor exp(2ivt), linearizing equations~5!–
~7!, and eliminating the plasma dynamical variables fro
these equations, we obtain a closed system of equations
termining the spatial distribution of the electric fieldE(r ,t)
and magnetic fieldH(r ,t):

vp
2¹ div E1~v22vp

2!E2 ivc curl H50, ~10a!

c curl E2 ivH50. ~10b!

Here vp is the plasma frequency, which is related to t
mean densityn0 , effective massm* , and electron chargee
by the expression

vp
25

4pn0e2

m*
. ~11!

We note that the equation divH50 is satisfied identically by
virtue of Eq.~10b!.

Equations~10! are valid in a metal; these same equatio
describe the fields in the vacuum if one setsvp50 andvp

50 in them. The solutions of the system of equations~10!
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permit one to find the spatial distribution of the electr
chargen(r ) and the current densityj ~r ! in the metal, accord-
ing to the formulas

n5n02
1

4pe
div E, ~12!

j52en0v5
i

4pv
~vp

2E2vp
2¹ div E!. ~13!

The equations given above are valid for any shape of
metal–vacuum interface, but in this paper we restrict con
eration to the simplest geometry of the problem: we sh
assume that the surfaceS is a plane and use a rectangul
Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) with the z axis perpen-
dicular to the surface and thex andy axes in the plane~Fig.
1!. By virtue of the homogeneity and isotropicity of th
metal we can without loss of generality seek the modes in
form ~4!. The amplitudes ofE(z) andH(z) must satisfy the
conditions of finiteness and continuity at all values ofz,
including the pointz50. Formula ~13! and the boundary
condition ~9! imply an auxiliary condition on the compo
nents of the vectorE(z):

vp
2@E z9~z!1 ikEx8~z!#5vp

2Ez~z! at z520; ~14!

here and below we use the notationd f /dz[ f 8. According to
Ref. 11, condition~14! is equivalent to the condition of con
tinuity of Ez(z) at z50.

If the vector equations~10! are written for the compo-
nents in the coordinate system chosen above, a remark
thing happens. First, the six equations~10! decompose into
two independent subsystems giving two sets of unkno
functions, $Ex ,Ez ,Hy% and $Hx ,Hz ,Ey%; second, since the
auxiliary condition~14! pertains only to the solutions of th
first of these subsystems of equations, the independenc
the solutions is not destroyed by the boundary conditi
either. This means that the vibrational states of our phys
metal–vacuum system with a plane interface consists of
sets of mutually independent waves of the form~4!:

—in waves described by the set of functions$Ex ,Ez ,Hy%
the magnetic fieldH is polarized in the plane of the interfac
and perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the w
along the surface. These waves are usually called mode
the electric (E) type or, alternatively, transverse magne
~TM! modes;

—the second set of functions,$Hx ,Hz ,Ey%, describes
waves with an analogous type of polarization for the elec
field E. They are called modes of the magnetic (H) type or,
alternatively, transverse electric~TE! modes.

We note that the possibility of separating the electrom
netic waves into modes of the electric and magnetic ty
has been discussed previously in several problems of ma
scopic electrodynamics~see, e.g., §88 and §91 of Ref. 2!.2!

To the best of our knowledge, however, the possibility o
strict separation of electromagnetic–plasma modes into
independent sets of modes has not been discussed be
Meanwhile, this possibility permits one relatively simply
obtain in explicit form a complete set of eigenfunctions a
the dispersion relations for the free oscillations of the giv
physical system and to propose an exhaustive classifica
of them. The results of such an analysis will be given late
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a separate paper; here we shall only describe two partic
E modes. We shall therefore not write out and discuss
equations for the functions$Hx ,Hz ,Ey%; the system of equa
tions that determines theE modes has the form

vp
2~E z91 ikEx8!1~v22vp

2!Ez1vckHy50, ~15a!

ikvp
2Ez81~v22vp

22vp
2k2!Ex1 ivcHy850, ~15b!

icEx81ckEz1vHy50. ~15B!

We recall that on going from the metal (z,0) to the vacuum
(z.0) one should setvp50 andvp50 in equations~15!
and the unknown functions$Ex ,Ez ,Hy% must remain
bounded at all values ofz and must satisfy the conditions o
continuity and the auxiliary condition~14! at z520.

The propagation of an inhomogeneousE wave of the
form ~4! is accompanied by analogous oscillations of t
electron densityñ(r ,t) and current densityj (r ,t) in the
metal. The complex amplitudes of these oscillationsN(z)
andJ(z) are easily calculated if the solutions of the syste
of equations~15! have been found. According to formula
~12! and ~13! we have

N~z!52
1

4pe
@Ez8~z!1 ikEx#, ~16!

Jx~z!5
i

4pv
@vp

2Ex1 i4pekvp
2N~z!#, ~17a!

Jz~z!5
i

4pv
@vp

2Ez14pevp
2N8~z!#. ~17b!

2. INHOMOGENEOUS POLARITON MODES WITH
FREQUENCY vÄvp

In the description of electromagnetic modes on t
metal–vacuum interface in the framework of the electrod
namics of continuous media, when the plasma propertie
the metal are characterized by a dielectric function«̂, certain
anomalies appear at the frequencyv5vp if damping and
spatial dispersion effects are ignored. These features are
to the vanishing of«̂ at v5vp ; strictly speaking, they are o
a nonphysical nature and vanish when a more accurate
scription of the modes is used. Since at frequenciesv'vp in
simple metals dissipation effects are actually extrem
small, it can be important to take into account the dispers
due to the parametervp

2Þ0. In this Section we examine th
question of the existence and character ofE modes with
frequenciesv and wave numbersk lying in sector IV in Fig.
2; in particular, we shall considerE modes withv5vp and
uku<kp5vp /c. The existence region of these waves is
straight line segment represented by the dotted line in Fig
Forv5vp the expressions describing inhomogeneous wa
have a comparatively simple form and can be used to ill
trate the main features characteristic of polariton modes
sector IV.

We note yet another circumstance that determines
influence of the parametervp on the character of the mode
for v5vp . From a comparison of~10! or ~15! it is seen that
the relationsv5vp andvp50 define a singular point in the
space (v,vp ,vp) of admissible values of the parameters
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these equations, and it is therefore important to pay atten
to the procedure for obtaining physically correct solutio
corresponding to that point.

Let us first consider the spacez,0 occupied by the
metal. Forv5vp equations~15a! and ~15b! imply a closed
second-order equation~the Helmholtz equation! for the am-
plitude of the magnetic fieldHy(z):

Hy92k2Hy50. ~18!

If the solution of equation~18! has been found, the calcula
tion of the amplitudes of the electric field componentsEx(z)
and Ez(z) reduces to the solution of a system of two inh
mogeneous first-order differential equations:

Ex82 ikEz5 ikpHy , ~19a!

Ez81 ikEx52
c2kp

vp
2k

Hy8 . ~19b!

In the vacuum regionz.0 one must setvp50 andvp

50 and thenv5vp in Eqs.~15!. In this case the amplitude
of the magnetic component of theE mode with frequency
v5vp should satisfy the equation

Hy91~kp
22k2!Hy50, ~20!

and the amplitudes of the electric field components are
termined by the relations

kpEx52 iHy8 , ~21a!

kpEz52kHy . ~21b!

The bounded solutions of equations~18! and ~20! in
their domains of definition have the form

Hy~z!5A1eukuz, z,0; ~22a!

Hy~z!5A2 sinqz1A3 cosqz, z.0. ~22b!

Here and below the symbolAa (a51,2,...) denotes an arbi-
trary constant, and the parameterq can without loss of gen-
erality be assumed nonnegative:

q5~kp
22k2!1/2. ~23!

After substituting~22a! into ~19! one can without par-
ticular difficulty find those solutions of the system of th
inhomogeneous equations~19! which are bounded atz,0.
Let us seek those solutions in the form

Ex~z!5~A41A5z!eukuz, ~24a!

Ez~z!5~A61A7z!eukuz. ~24b!

The solutions giving the components of the electric fie
for z.0 are analogous to~22b! and can be obtained by sub
stituting ~22b! into ~21!.

Thus the solutions~22! and ~24! contain seven arbitrary
constantsAa (a51,2,...7). The conditions that the system
equations~19! be solvable and the continuity conditions f
the amplitudesHy , Ex , andEx leave only one arbitrary con
stant in this set, which we denote asA ~the auxiliary condi-
tion ~14! holds automatically if the amplitudes are contin
ous!. In addition, since for real metals the ratiovp

2/c2 has a
very small value~of the order of 1024), in writing the coef-
ficients in the final expressions for the amplitudes of
n
s

e-

e

E-mode states investigated here we shall limit considera
to the linear approximation in that parameter. As a result
obtain:

—in the vacuum forz.0

Hy~z!5AS sinqz2
2vp

2quku
c2kp

2 cosqzD , ~25a!

Ex~z!52 iA
q

kp
S 2vp

2quku
c2kp

2 sinqz1cosqzD , ~25b!

Ez~z!52A
k

kp
S sinqz2

2vp
2quku

c2kp
2 cosqzD ; ~25c!

—in the metal forz,0

Hy~z!52A
2vp

2quku
c2kp

2 exp~ ukuz!; ~26a!

Ex~z!5 iA
q

kp
~ ukuz21!exp~ ukuz!; ~26b!

Ez~z!5A
qk

kp
2 S kpz1

2vp
2uku

c2kp
Dexp~ ukuz!. ~26c!

We note several key features of these solutions~25!,
~26!. They describe waves traveling along the interface a
which are inhomogeneous in the transverse direction. Th
waves are conveniently classified according to the value
their wave numberk, which varies in the intervaluku<kp . In
the vacuum (z.0) these waves can be regarded as a su
position of photons with frequencyvp incident on the sur-
face @expi(kx2Akp

22k2z2vpt)# and reflected from it
@expi(kx1Akp

22k2z2vpt)#. In the metal (z,0) the propa-
gation of anE mode of the electromagnetic field is accom
panied by oscillations of the electron charge density and c
rent density@see formulas~16! and ~17!#; those modes are
localized near the interface at distances of the order ofuku21

and are qualitatively similar to the modes accompanying
propagation of surface polaritons with a frequencyvp /&
~Ref. 4!. However, unlike the surface polaritons, the localiz
tion near the surface of the inhomogeneousE-polariton
modes considered here is not purely exponential becaus
the presence of the power-law functions in the p
exponential factors in formulas~26!.

In formulas~25! and ~26! we have kept the correction
linear in the small parametervp

2/c2 to permit illustration of
the degree to which the structure of theE mode is influenced
by the finite compressibility of the electron plasma (vpÞ0)
and the finite propagation velocity of the electromagne
field (cÞ`). It is easy to see that the electric field distrib
tion in theE mode under discussion is practically insensiti
to the value of the parametervp

2/c2, but the magnetic field
penetrates into the metal only insofar as that paramete
nonzero. Formulas~25! and ~26! admit a physically correct
transition to the limitvp

2/c2→0. When one neglects the spa
tial dispersion (vp50) or retardation (c5`) the component
of this mode that penetrates into the metal goes over
purely longitudinal plasma waves (curlE50) localized near
the surface to depth of the order ofuku21.
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3. INHOMOGENEOUS E MODES WITH MAGNETIC FIELD
LOCALIZED NEAR THE SURFACE OF THE METAL

Let us now considerE modes with frequencies and wav
vectors lying in sector III on the (v2,k2) plane~Fig. 2!. In
this case the construction of the solutions of the system
equations~15! conveniently reduces to the solution of tw
independent equations for the amplitudes of the magn
field Hy(z) and the amplitudeN(z) of the electron-density
wave. Straightforward transformations of equations~15! with
~16! taken into account lead to two Helmholtz equations:

Hy92h2~v,k!Hy50, ~27!

N91q2~v,k!N50. ~28!

Equation~27!, which determinesHy(z), is valid both in the
metal (z,0) and in the vacuum (z.0), but the value of the
parameterh2 makes a jump on passage through the int
face:

h25H h t
25c22~vp

21c2k22v2! for z,0,

hph
2 5c22~c2k22v2! for z.0.

~29!

Equation~28! and the functionN(z) have physical meaning
only in the metal, forz<0, and there

q25vp
22~v22vp

22vp
2k2!. ~30!

If the solution of equations~27! and~28! has been found
then the amplitudes of the electric field components can
calculated using the formulas

Ex~z!5
i

v22vp
2 @4pevp

2kN~z!2cvHy8~z!#, ~31a!

Ez~z!5
1

v22vp
2 @4pevp

2N8~z!2cvkHy~z!#. ~31b!

It is seen that in the region under consideration, sector III
the (v2,k2) plane, the coefficients in front of the unknow
functions in both Eqs.~27! and ~28! have positive values
h t

2 , hph
2 , q2.0. In the case of Eq.~27! this circumstance

leads to exponential localization of the magnetic field
both sides of the interface. The solution of equation~27! that
is bounded at allz and continuous at the pointz50 is a
piecewise-continuous function with one arbitrary consts
A1 :

Hy~z!5A1eh tz, z<0; ~32a!

Hy~z!5A1e2hphz, z.0. ~32b!

The solution of equation~28! that is bounded inside th
metal for q2>0 is the sum of two trigonometric function
with arbitrary coefficientsA2 andA3 :

N~z!5A2 sinqz1A3 cosqz, z<0. ~33!

In this solution the parameterq can, without loss of gener
ality, be assumed nonnegative.

Substituting~32! and ~33! into ~31! and taking into ac-
count the continuity conditions for the electric field comp
nents atz50, we are left with only one arbitrary constant
expressions~32! and~33!, which we shall denote by the sym
bol A @we note that the continuity ofEx andEz also ensures
satisfaction of the auxiliary condition~14!#.
of

ic

r-

e

n

t

The inhomogeneousE modes of the type~4! with am-
plitudes~31!–~33! obtained here are the result of mixing o
plasmons with two transverse photon modes. Unlike
modes considered in the previous Section, in this case
electromagnetic field in the vacuum is exponentially loc
ized near the interface, and the modes in the metal are d
calized and can be regarded as a superposition of cha
density waves~plasmons! incident on the surface@expi(kx
1qz2vt)# and reflected from it@(expi(kx2qz2vt)#. These
waves are conveniently classified according to a tw
dimensional continuum of values of the wave numb
(k,q), with Eq. ~30! considered to be the dispersion relatio

v5v l~k,q!5@vp
21vp

2~k21q2!#1/2. ~34!

For such a classification, the parametershph andh t charac-
terizing the inhomogeneity of the fields near the interfa
will be determined by the expressions

h t5h t~k,q!5F S 12
vp

2

c2D k22
vp

2

c2 q2G1/2

, ~35a!

hph5hph~k,q!5F S 12
vp

2

c2D k22
vp

2

c2 q22kp
2G1/2

. ~35b!

One must of course remember that the domain of va
tion of the wave numbersk andq is determined by severa
conditions:

S 12
vp

2

c2D 21/2

kp<uku,kc , kc5
vp

vp
;a21; ~36a!

0<q<
c

vp
F S 12

vp
2

c2D k22kp
2G1/2

, q,kc . ~36b!

Inequality ~36! ensures both the applicability of the hydro
dynamic approximation and that the values ofk under con-
sideration lie in sector III in Fig. 2. In particular, inequalitie
~36b! restrict the region of admissible values ofq for which
h t

2 ,hph
2 >0 @see formula~31!#. In accordance with these in

equalities the frequency of the inhomogeneousE modes con-
sidered here is restricted to the interval

S 12
vp

2

c2D 21

vp
2<v2,vp

21vp
2kc

2'2vp
2, ~37!

which approximately coincides with the interval in whic
plasmons exist in an unbounded metal.

The final expressions for the functionsEx(z), Ez(z), and
Hy(z) take the following form:

—in the metal~for z<0)

Ex~z!5Ak$@v l
2h t1vp

2~k21q2!hph#q cosqz

1vp
2k2 sinqz2v l

2qh te
h tz%, ~38a!

Ez~z!5 iAq$@v l
2h t1vp

2~k21q2!hph#q sinqz

2vp
2k2 cosqz1v l

2k2eh tz%, ~38b!

Hy~z!52
iA

c
vp

2~k21q2!v lqkeh tz; ~38c!

—in the vacuum~for z>0)

Ex~z!5Avp
2~k21q2!qkhphe

2hphz, ~39a!
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Ez~z!5 iAvp
2~k21q2!qk2e2hphz, ~39b!

Hy~z!52
iA

c
vp

2~k21q2!v lqke2hphz. ~39c!

The most interesting feature of the metal–vacuum s
tem modes considered in this Section is the essentially
ferent character of the spatial distribution of the electric a
magnetic fields. In the propagation of inhomogeneousE
modes of this type the magnetic field remains exponenti
localized near the interface: to a depthh t

21 in the metal and
hph

21 in the vacuum. Here, according to formulas~35!, h t

5(kp
21hph

2 )1/2.nph, and thereforehph
21.h t

21 . The charac-
teristic values of the wave numbersuku and q for these
waves, of the order ofkp , correspond to values of the pen
etration depths of the order ofkp

215c/vp .
The electric field in theE mode of this type also has a

exponential inhomogeneity near the interface, but its dis
bution in the interior of the metal corresponds to a super
sition of the fields of two homogeneous electron-dens
waves~plasmons!. Thus the excitation of longitudinal wave
of the electron density and electric field~plasmons! in the
bulk of the metal is accompanied by the appearance o
wave localized near its surface, consisting of a ‘‘mixture’’
metallic and vacuum photons. We note that in the localiz
component of theE wave the magnetic and electric fields a
of the same order of magnitude whenuku is of the order of
kp :

uHyu;
vp

cuku
uEu;

kp

uku
uEu.

There are two other noteworthy features of theE modes
under discussion. First, at the lower boundary of sector
~Fig. 2!, which is specified by the equationv25vp

21vp
2k2

and on which the parameterq goes to zero ifvp
2Þ0 @see

formula ~30!#, these waves vanish:Ex ,Ez ,Hy[0 for all val-
ues ofz. Second, their existence forv.vp is possible only
because of the finite compressibility of the electron plas
(vp

2Þ0). It is seen from formulas~38! and ~39! that for vp
2

→0 the magnetic component vanishes (H50), and waves
of this type degenerate into modes with a single freque
v5vp : these are longitudinal modes of the electron den
and electric field (curlE[0) which are concentrated en
tirely in the metal. Thus solutions~38! and ~39!, like solu-
tions ~25! and ~26! obtained in the previous Section, adm
transition to the limitsv→vp andvp

2→0 and give a physi-
cally correct description of the modes corresponding to
‘‘singular point’’ of the base system of equations~10!.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated some novel aspects of the prob
of linear electromagnetic–plasma waves on a plane me
vacuum interface. Our analysis was based on Maxwe
equations for the electric fieldE(r ,t) and magnetic field
H(r ,t), supplemented by the hydrodynamic equation for
density fieldn(r ,t) and velocity fieldv(r ,t) of the constitu-
ents of the electron plasma of the metal.

We have shown that this system of equations admits
existence of specific long-wavelength spatially inhomo
neous modes of the polariton type (E modes! with frequen-
-
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ciesvivp , in which the magnetic field oscillations are po
larized in the plane of the interface and perpendicular to
direction of propagation of the waves along the surface of
metal. Such modes are the result of mixing of longitudin
electron-density waves~plasmons! of the metal with trans-
verse modes~photons! of the metal and vacuum on th
metal–vacuum interface. It was assumed that in the hi
frequency region considered, the effects of dissipation in
system of conduction electrons and the resulting freque
dispersion are negligible, and attention was focused ma
on an analysis how the structure of the modes is influen
by the spatial dispersion due to the finite compressibility
the electron plasma. The compressibility was characteri
by the parametervp

2 , the value of which is proportional to
the derivative of the quantum pressure in the electron pla
with respect to its density (vp>vF).

We have considered in detail the structure of the inh
mogeneous modes of the polariton type at the singular p
of the mode spectrumv5vp . We showed that an inhomo
geneousE mode with frequencyv5vp and propagation pa
rameter~wave number! k taking on arbitrary values in the
interval uku<kp5vp /c can propagate along the surface
the metal. The amplitude of such a wave is substantia
nonuniform in the direction perpendicular to the interfac
the vacuum wing of the wave is delocalized and consists
superposition of photons with wave vectorsq56Akp

22k2,
incident on the boundary and reflected from it; in the me
the propagation of this mode is accompanied by almost l
gitudinal electron-density and electric-field oscillations, l
calized to a depth of the order ofuku21, with a small~of the
order ofvp

2/c2) admixture of magnetic field.
We have also described inhomogeneousE modes with

frequenciesv.vp and wave numbersuku.kp . Such waves
are specified by values of the propagation parametersk along
the surface andq in the perpendicular direction, which ar
related to the mode frequency by the plasmon dispers
relationv25vp

21vp
2(k21q2). In the bulk of the metal these

waves are delocalized and consist of a superposition of p
mons with wave vectors (k,q), incident on the interface and
reflected from it. There are also electric and magnetic co
ponents in the wave which are exponentially localized
both sides of the interface: to a depthh t

215c(vp
21c2k2

2v2)21/2 in the metal andhph
215c(c2k22v2)21/2 in the

vacuum. In the limit where the compressibility parame
goes to zero (vp

2→0) the magnetic component in this wav
vanishes, and the wave degenerates into a purely longitud
wave of electron density and electric field which is conce
trated entirely in the metal.

The inhomogeneous polariton modes considered in
paper, with frequenciesv>vp , have a characteristic inho
mogeneity parameter of the order ofkp

215c/vp , which for
standard metals has a value of 10–50 nm. Therefore, th
modes or others like them can play a substantial role in
description of electromagnetic resonances and radiation
fects in metallic nanostructures.
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1!The dispersion relation~2! for surface plasmons is obtained in the lim

c→` ~in neglect of retardation!. Taking retardation into account8,9 leads to
an acoustic type of dispersion relationvs(k);cuku at rather small values
of the wave number, i.e., in Fig. 2 the linev25vs

2(k) goes to the origin of
coordinates, while remaining in sector V.

2!It should be noted that the use of the termsE mode andH mode is
contradicted by §88 and §91 of the monograph.2
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Manifestation of the band structure in the tunneling characteristics of materials with
low Fermi energies
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The ideal behavior of the tunneling characteristics is investigated for metal–insulator–metal
junctions in which the Fermi energies of the electrodes do not exceed 1.5–2.0 eV. It is shown that
in this case the band structure of the electrodes has a substantial influence on the tunneling
characteristics, contrary to the accepted ideas in tunneling spectroscopy. For example, the
dependence of the differential tunneling conductances(V), calculated for a symmetric
rectangular barrier, is asymmetric. In addition, at a bias voltageeV equal to the difference of the
Fermi energies of the electrodes one observes a jump of the conductance that is not
susceptible to temperature smearing. It is shown that curve of the second derivative of the
current with respect to voltage can display the feature corresponding to this jump even in the case
of conventional metal electrodes with Fermi energies of the order of several
electron-volts. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820377#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of determining the ideal behavior of t
intrinsic characteristics is of fundamental importance in el
tron tunneling spectroscopy, as for any other spectrosc
method. For the case when the ‘‘banks’’ of the tunnel jun
tion are Fermi metals found in the normal state, this probl
was solved back in the early 1970s.1–4 Detailed studies have
established that the dependence of the differential tunne
conductances(V)5dI/dV on the bias voltageV across the
junction in the intermediate voltage region, wheneV is no
longer small but is not yet greater than the height of
tunnel barrier, is in the form of a parabola shifted with r
spect to zero voltage by an amountVshift that is determined
exclusively by the asymmetry of the potential barrierDw
5w12w2 , wherew1 and w2 are the barrier heights on th
two sides of the tunnel junction. The electronic properties
the electrodes, in particular the values of their Fermi en
gies, do not have a material effect on the shape of thes(V)
curves. Their behavior is entirely determined by the bar
parameters. It is for this reason that they have come to
called the barrier characteristics in the literature. The valid
of the conclusions drawn in Refs. 1–4 has since been c
firmed in practice in tunneling research.5–7 Suffice it to say
that a parabolic rise of the differential tunneling conductan
s(V) in the intermediate voltage region serves as a criter
of proof that the main mechanism responsible for the cha
transfer between electrodes in the normal state is tunnel

However, the notions discussed above as to the beha
of the ideal characteristics were developed for conventio
metals with Fermi energies of the order of several electr
volts. It is therefore incorrect to apply them in the study
novel materials such as metal-oxide superconductors.
circumstance was first pointed out in Refs. 8 and 9, wher
was shown that if the Fermi energies of both electrodes
low, thens(V) is no longer a monotonically increasing fun
tion, and a conductance peak should be observed in the z
851063-777X/2005/31(1)/5/$26.00
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bias region. In the present paper it is shown that for a cer
combination of barrier parameters the electronic characte
tics can not only have a substantial influence on the beha
of the s(V) curve as a whole but can also lead to a sh
local feature on it.

2. ZERO TEMPERATURE

Let us begin by considering the zero-temperature c
T50. We shall assume that the tunneling is of a specu
character, i.e., in going from the initial electrode to the fin
electrode the electron conserves its total energyE and trans-
verse quasimomentum componentki . Figure 1a shows the
reciprocal space of the initial electrode, the Fermi ene
EF1

of which is less than the Fermi energyEF2
of the final

electrode. In such a case at a voltageV all of the electrons
moving toward the boundary (kz.0) which lie in a spherical
shellEF1

2eV,E,EF1
~the shaded region in the figure! can

take part in tunneling. Since their momentumkz varies from
0 to kF1

, the integration over energyEz in the expression for
the tunneling current is done from 0 toEF1

~Refs. 8 and 9!:

I ~V!5KH EEF1
2eV

EF1
~EF1

2Ez!P~Ez ,V!dEz

1eVE
0

EF1
2eV

P~Ez ,V!dEzJ , ~1!

where K54pme/h3, P(Ez ,V) is the transparency of the
tunnel barrier, andm is the effective mass of an electron
which for simplicity is assumed to be equal to the free el
tron mass in all three components of the tunnel junction.

If the Fermi energyEF1
of the initial electrode is greate

than the Fermi energyEF2
of the final electrode, then at bia

voltages eV,EF1
2EF2

only those electrons lying in a
spherical shellEF1

2eV,E,EF1
and having momentum

greater thankmin52mAEF1
2EF2

2eV/\ participate in the
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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tunneling~i.e., their momentum satisfies the inequalitykmin

,kz,kF1
; the shaded region in Fig. 1b!. In this case the in-

tegration is done fromEF1
2EF2

2eV to EF1
:

I ~V!5KH EEF1
2eV

EF1
~EF1

2Ez!P~Ez ,V!dEz

1eVE
EF1

2EF2
2eV

EF1
2eV

P~Ez ,V!dEzJ , eV,EF1
2EF2

.

~2!

For eV.EF1
2EF2

the expression for the tunneling curre
agrees with formula~1!.

Differentiating~1! and~2! with respect to voltageV, we
obtain an analytical expression for the differential cond
tance which in the caseEF1

<EF2
consists of two terms:

s~V!5K@s1~V!1s2~V!#, ~3!

where

s1~V!5eE
0

EF1
2eVS P~Ez ,V!1V

]P

]VDdEz ,

s2~V!5E
EF1

2eV

EF1
~EF1

2Ez!
]P

]V
dEz ,

and in the caseEF1
.EF2

has three terms:

s~V!5K@s1~V!1s2~V!1s3~V!#, ~4!

where

s3~V!5e2VP~EF1
2EF2

2eV,V!Q~EF1
2EF2

2eV!,

andQ(EF1
2EF2

2eV) is the Heaviside step function.

FIG. 1. Reciprocal space of the initial and final electrodes at a bias vol
V across the contact: a! The Fermi radiuskF1

of the initial electrode is less
than or equal to the Fermi radiuskF2

of the second, and therefore all of thos
electrons from a spherical shellEF1

2eV,E,EF1
that are moving toward

the boundary,kz.0 ~the shaded region!, can take part in tunneling; b! kF1

,kF2
, and only electrons withEz>EF1

2EF2
2eV take part in the tunnel-

ing.
-

Analyzing formula ~4!, we see that for bias voltage
Vjump5(EF1

2EF2
)/e a jump is expected to appear which

directly proportional to the product of the difference of th
Fermi energiesDEF5EF1

2EF2
of the electrodes multiplied

by P(0,Vjump), the barrier transparency for electrons lying
the bottom of the conduction band:

Ds15KeDEFP~0,Vjump!. ~5!

The barrier height for electrons at the bottom of the cond
tion band is made up of two terms:

f15w11EF1
, ~6!

where w1 is the barrier height measured from the Fer
level. Therefore the absolute value of the jump falls off ra
idly with increasing Fermi energyEF1

. To estimate the rela-
tive value of the effect, we use the approximate formula~7!
from Ref. 4, according to which the quadratic rise of t
conductance for a rectangular barrierw5w15w2 can be
written as

Ds2'
3

32

Ad

Aw
KeDEF

2 expS 2
3

2
AdAw D , ~7!

whereAd54dA2m/3\. The relative valueh of the effect is
inversely proportional to the differenceDEF :

h5
Ds1

Ds11Ds2

'
3

32

Aw

AdDEF

PS 0,
DEF

e D
expS 3

2
AdAw D1PS 0,

DEF

e D , ~8!

and therefore, in order for the effect to be noticeable aga
the overall background of the voltage dependence of the
ferential conductance, it is necessary thatDEF be small. As-
sumingDEF!4w, we have

PS 0,
DEF

e D'expS 2
3

2
AdAw1EF1D

and

h'
3

32

Aw

AdDEF

expS 2
3

2
AdAw1EF1D

expS 2
3

2
AdAw D1expS 2

3

2
AdAw1EF1D

.

~9!

For tunnel junctions made from ordinary metals, in whi
the Fermi energies of the electrodes exceed the height o
tunnel barrier by several electron-volts, the value ofh is
negligibly small. However, if the electrodes have Fermi e
ergies of the order of one or two electron-volts, being, s
metal-oxide superconductors, the jump in question can
quite noticeable. For example, in order for the relative va
of the jump to be greater thanh, it is necessary that the
Fermi energies of the electrodes not exceed the values

EF,FAw2
2

3Ad
lnS 3

32

h

12h

AdDEF

Aw
D G 2

2w. ~10!

e
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Inequality ~10! can be used to determine what values of
Fermi energies can be considered small. For example, f
tunnel junction of thicknessd510 Å and heightw15w2

54 eV the jump should exceed ten percent (h.0.1) under
the condition thatEF,1.75 eV.

Figure 2 shows the results of a calculation of the diff
ential conductances(V) in the framework of the WKB
model, according to which the expression for the transp
ency of the tunnel barrier is given by the formula

P~Ez ,V!5expH 2
2e

\ E
0

d

2mAf~z,V!2EzdzJ ,

whered is the thickness of the tunnel barrier,f(z,V)5f1

1(f12eV2f2)z/d, andf25w21EF1
~remember that all

energy values in formulas~1!–~4! are measured from th
bottom of the conduction band of the initial electrode!. The
following values of the barrier parameters were assum
EF1

51.8 eV, EF2
51.5 eV, d510 Å, w15w254 eV. No-

tice that the curve in Fig. 2 is asymmetric—its minimum
shifted with respect to zero voltage by an amountVshift

'55 mV. Since it was calculated using a symmetric rect
gular barrier, its asymmetry can only be due to difference
the electron density of states in the materials. As expec
the jump on thes(V) curve atVjump can be large enough t
influence the behavior of the differential tunneling condu
tances(V) as a whole.

3. FINITE TEMPERATURES

We now consider the case of finite temperaturesTÞ0. It
can be shown that if as a result of temperature excitation
electron occupies a state with kz.kmin

52mAEF1
2EF2

2eV/\, then it will be able to take part in
tunneling, while ifkz,kmin it cannot. That is, the planekz

52mAEF1
2EF2

2eV/\5const as before divides the recip
rocal space into two regions. To the right of that plane
states from which tunneling is possible, and to the left o
states from which tunneling cannot occur. Therefore, un
the corresponding expression given in Ref. 5, in the pres

FIG. 2. Differential conductance of a tunnel junction with electrodes hav
low Fermi energiesEF2

51.8 eV andEF2
51.5 eV, calculated for a symmet

ric rectangular barrierw15w254 eV of thicknessd510 Å. The curve is
asymmetric: the left arrow shows the position of the minimum,Vshift

'55 mV; the right arrow indicates the position of the local band feature
Vjump5(EF1

2EF2
)/e.
e
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case the lower limit of the integration overEi in the formula
for the tunneling current is equal to zero only ifeV.EF1

2EF2
:

I ~V,T!5
2e

h E
L~V!

`

dEzP~Ez ,V!E
0

`

dEi@ f ~Ei1Ez ,T!

2 f ~Ei1Ez1eV,T!#, ~11!

where L(V)5(EF1
2EF2

2eV)Q(EF1
2EF2

2eV), and
f (E,T) is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function. After inte
gration overEi we have

I ~V,T!5KkTE
L~V!

`

dEzP~Ez ,V!

3 lnH 11exp@2~Ez2EF1
!/kT#

11exp@2~Ez2EF1
1eV!/kT#J . ~12!

Without loss of accuracy the upper limit in this formula ca
be replaced by the finite valueEF1

1h(T), where h(T)
@kT. We differentiate~12! with respect toV and write the
resulting differential conductances(V,T) in a form analo-
gous to formula~4!:

s~V,T!5K@s1~V,T!1s2~V,T!1s3~V,T!#, ~13!

where

s1~V!5FeVE
EF1

2EF2
2eV

EF1
2h~T!2eV ]P

]V
dEz

1E
EF1

2h~T!2eV

EF1
2h~T!

~EF1
2Ez!

]P

]V
dEzG

1kTH E
EF1

2h~T!

EF1
1h~T! ]P

]V
lnF11expS EF1

2Ez

kT
D G

3dEz2E
EF1

2h~T!2eV

EF1
1h~T!2eV ]P

]V

3 lnF11expS EF1
2Ez2eV

kT
D GdEzJ ,

s2~V,T!5ekTH E
EF1

2eV2h~T!

EF1
2eV1h~T!

P~Ez ,V!

3
exp@2~Ez2EF1

1eV!/kT#

11exp@2~Ez2EF1
1eV!/kT#

dEz

1E
L~V!

EF1
2eV2h~T!

P~Ez ,V!dEzJ ,

s3~V,T!5ekTP~EF1
2EF2

2eV,V!

3 lnH 11exp@~EF2
1eV!/kT#

11exp@EF2
/kT#

3Q~EF1
2EF2

2eV!J .

g

t
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We note that if EF2
is not very small, say,EF2

.50 meV, then the condition exp(EF2
/kT)@1 holds even at

room temperatures, and, as a result, thes3(V,T) term in
formula ~13!, which is responsible for the jump on the di
ferential conductance curve, is practically the same as
analogous term in formula~4!. This means that thes(V)
feature under discussion is insensitive to temperature sm
ing. Indeed, curves1 and2 in Fig. 3, calculated for helium
temperature and room temperature,T54.2 K and 295 K,
differ only by a slight shift relative to each other along t
vertical axis. The presence of local features insensitive
temperature was noted back in Ref. 10. We emphasize
such behavior is extremely nontrivial, since the effects or
narily considered in tunneling spectroscopy are due to
interaction of the tunneling electron with different types
excitations that are observed both in the electrodes and in
the barrier. Since in those processes the electron starts
the Fermi level of one metal and finishes at the Fermi le
of another, the presence of low temperatures is a neces
condition for their observation. In our case, however,
sharpness of the feature in question is determined by
smearing of the planekmin52mAEF1

2EF2
2eV/\5const,

which does not depend directly on temperature.

4. ALLOWANCE FOR THE FINITE LIFETIME IN THE
ELECTRONIC STATES

The boundary between tunneling and nontunneling e
trons can be smeared on account of the finite lifetimes of
particles in the initial and final states. This smearing is tak
into account according to the formula

ssmear~V!5
1

p E G

@E21G2#
s~V,E!dE, ~14!

s~V,E!5K@s1~V!1s2~V!1eVP~EF1
2EF2

2eV

1E,V!Q~EF1
2EF2

2eV1E!#,

FIG. 3. Thes(V) curves calculated for temperatures of 4.2 K~curve1! and
295 K ~curve2!, demonstrating the stability of the local band feature aga
temperature smearing. The fixed parameters of the calculation were ass
to have the valuesEF1

52.0 eV, EF2
51.8 eV, w15w254 eV, d510 Å.

The inset shows the influence of the finite lifetime of an electron near
Fermi surface on the sharpness of the band feature:G50 ~ ! and G
55 meV ~• • • •!. The fixed parameters were assumed to have the va
EF1

51.6 eV, EF2
51.5 eV, w15w254 eV, d510 Å.
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whereG is an energy parameter related to the lifetimet of
the particle in the electronic state by the relationG5\/t and
is assumed to be constant in our calculations.

It is shown in the inset to Fig. 3 that the effect is e
tremely sensitive to the parameterG, i.e., pure materials are
required for observation of a clear jump in the tunneli
conductance. However, if the purity condition is met, then
is shown in Fig. 4, the feature in question remains noticea
against the overall background of theV dependence of
d2I /dV2 even when the ‘‘banks’’ of the tunnel junction ar
made of materials with Fermi energies of the order of seve
electron-volts.

5. CONCLUSION

It is generally known that the electron density of states
reflected in the tunneling characteristics of superconduct
It is owing to to this circumstance that tunneling has play
a key role in understanding the mechanism of supercond
tivity. However, for normal metal electrodes the question
the influence of their band structure on the tunneling char
teristics is not so obvious. In the classic paper by Harrison1 it
was shown in the framework of an independent-elect
model that the electron density of states in the WKB appro
mation should not be manifested in the tunneling curv
since the one-dimensional density of statesN(Ez)
}(]E/]kz)

21 is completely canceled out by the pre
exponential factor from the expression for the transpare
of the tunnel barrier. In the present paper we have shown
Harrison’s conclusion is valid only for electrons with larg
Fermi energies, for which inequality~10! is clearly cannot
hold. For tunnel junctions in which the electrodes are co
ductors with low Fermi energies~less than 2 eV! inequality
~10! may or may not hold, depending on the barrier para
eters: it can hold for high and thin barriers but not for wi
and low barriers. Satisfaction of condition~10! means that a
substantial role in the formation of the tunneling current
played by electrons with a nonzero transverse momen
componentki , as a result of which the tunneling characte
istics can reflect the associated two-dimensional density
statesN(Ei)}(]E/]ki)21. In that case the tunneling con
ductance of symmetric junctionsEF1

5EF2
can exhibit an

anomalous zero peak,8 while asymmetric junctionsEF1

ÞE
F

have a local feature at a bias voltage across the ju

t
ed

e

s

FIG. 4. Dependence of the second derivatived2I /dV2 on the bias voltageV
across the function, calculated for values of the barrier parametersw15w2

54 eV, d510 Å, andG52 meV. The local band feature is well resolve
against the background of the characteristic shown, even though the F
energies of the electrodes are not small:EF1

53.75 eV,EF2
53.5 eV.
2
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tion equal toVjump5(EF1
2EF2

)/e. In our view, this circum-
stance can partially account for the diversity of experimen
data observed in tunneling studies of metalorganic co
pounds.

The author thanks M. A. Belogolovski�, Yu. V.
Medvedev, and V. M. Svistunov for helpful remarks and d
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The propagation of spin waves in layered conductors in the presence of an external magnetic
field is studied theoretically. It is it is shown that for certain orientations of the magnetic
field with respect to the layers of the conductor there is no collisionless absorption, and weakly
damped collective modes can propagate even under conditions of strong spatial
dispersion. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1820379#
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In recent years there has been a significant increas
interest in layered structures with a metallic type of cond
tivity and a quasi-two-dimensional electron energy spectru
These include organic conductors of the family of tetrat
afulvalene salts, transition metal dichalcogenides, graph
etc. In the absence of external magnetic field the conduc
ity of these substances along the layers,s i , is several orders
of magnitude greater than the conductivity across the lay
s' . The marked anisotropy of the kinetic coefficients
layered conductors is a consequence of the quasi-t
dimensionality of their electron energy spectrum. The ma
mum velocity of electrons with the Fermi energy«F along
the normaln to the layers,vz5v•n, is much less than the
characteristic velocity of electrons in the plane of the laye
vF , and their energy can be written in the form of a rapid
converging series:

«~p!5«0~px ,py!1 (
n51

`

«n~px ,py ,h!cos
npz

p0
. ~1!

The functions«n(px ,py ,h) fall off substantially with in-
creasing index:

«n11~px ,py ,h!!«n~px ,py ,h!,«1~px ,py ,h!;h«F .

Hereh5(s' /s i)1/2 is the quasi-two-dimensionality param
eter,p05\/a, \ is Planck’s constant, anda is the distance
between layers. Formula~1! corresponds to the tight bindin
approximation, when the overlap of the electron shells
atoms belonging to different layers is small and the dista
between layers is much greater than the interatomic dista
within a layer. The Fermi surface«(p)5«F corresponding to
dispersion relation~1! is open, with a slight corrugation
along thepz axis; it can be multisheet and consist of top
logically different elements, e.g., cylinders and planes. It w
be assumed from here on that the Fermi surface of the
ered conductor is a slightly corrugated cylinder, all sectio
of which by the planepB5(p•B0)/B05pz cosq1px sinq
5const are closed for p/22q.h; here B0

5(B0 sinq,0,B0 cosq) is the external magnetic induction
Numerous experimental studies of magnetic oscillatio
901063-777X/2005/31(1)/4/$26.00
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have shown that such a Fermi surface is possessed by a
siderable number of organic conductors based on tetra
afulvalene salts.1

In normal metals at low temperatures in a magnetic fie
various weakly damped collective modes of the Bose ty
can exist: electromagnetic, sound, and spin waves. In laye
conductors the propagation of collective modes differs in
number of features due to the topology of the Fermi surfa
For certain orientations of the magnetic field relative to t
layers of the conductor the projection of the electron veloc
on the direction ofB0 , averaged over the period of motion o
an electron along the cyclotron orbit, is negligible. For tho
directions ofB0 collisionless absorption is absent, and t
propagation of weakly damped waves is possible even un
conditions of strong spatial dispersion. In this communic
tion we report an investigation of spin waves in layered co
ductors with a quasi-two-dimensional electron energy sp
trum. Collective modes involving oscillations of the sp
density of the conduction electrons in quasi-isotropic co
ductors lacking magnetic order were predicted by Silin2 and
observed experimentally in alkali metals by Schultz a
Dunifer.3

In the case when the condition\vB&T!h«F is met
~where T is the temperature andvB is the cyclotron fre-
quency of a conduction electron!, the density matrixp̂ is an
operator in the space of spin variables and a quasiclas
function of the coordinates and momenta, while the ad
tional energy of the quasiparticle due to electron–elect
interaction effects can be written in the framework of t
Landau–Silin theory of the Fermi liquid:

d«̂~p,r ,t !5Trs8 E d3p8

~2p\!3 L~p,ŝ,p8,ŝ8!dr8~p8,r ,ŝ8,t !,

~2!

whereL(p,ŝ,p8,ŝ8)5N(p,p8)1S(p,p8)ŝŝ8 is the Landau
correlation function,dr̂ is the nonequilibrium admixture to
the density matrix, andŝ are the Pauli matrices.

For anglesq between vectorsB0 andn not too close to
p/2, the closed electron orbits in momentum space are
most the same for different values of the momentum proj
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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tion on the magnetic field direction, and the areaS(«,pB) of
the section of the Fermi surface by the planepB5const and
the componentsvx andvy of the velocityv5]«(p)/]p of the
conduction electrons in the plane of the layers depe
weakly on pB , with an order of smallnessh tanq. This
means that the energy of the quasiparticles in the o
electron approximation and the Landau correlation funct
can be expanded in an asymptotic series, the leading ter
which is independent ofpB . In the zeroth approximation in
the small parameterh the functionsN(p,p8) and S(p,p8)
can be represented as Fourier series:

N~p,p8!5 (
n52`

`

Nn~«F!ein~w2w8!,

S~p,p8!5 (
n52`

`

Sn~«F!ein~w2w8! ~3!

with coefficients coupled by the relationsN2n5Nn , S2n

5Sn . As variables inp space we chose the integrals of m
tion « andpB of the charge carriers in the magnetic field a
also the phase of the electron velocity,w5vBt1 , wheret1 is
the time of motion along the trajectory«5«F , pB5const.
Taking the next terms of the expansion of the correlat
function in powers ofh into account leads only to negligibl
small corrections to the spectrum of the collective modes

The paramagnetic spin modes are space–time pertu
tions of the spin densityg(r ,p,t)5Trs(ŝr). For small
deviations from the equilibrium state the spin density c
be written as the sum of the equilibrium pa
g052mB0(] f 0 /]«) and a small nonequilibrium admixtur
2(] f 0 /]«)j(r ,p,t), where f 0(«) is the Fermi function,m
5m0 /(11S0

;), m0 is the magnetic moment of a conductio
electron,S0

;5n(«F)S0 , andn(«F) is the density of states a
the Fermi level. The integral ofm0g0(«) over the unit cell in
p space gives the magnetizationM05x0B0 in a uniform
static magnetic field with induction B0 , and x0

5m0mn(«F) is the static paramagnetic susceptibility.
According to Ref. 2, the linearized kinetic equation

the case when the perturbation of the spin densityj is per-
pendicular toB0 has the form

]j

]t
1S v

]

]r
1

e

c
~v3B0!

]

]pDF2
2m

\
@B03F#

2m0v
]B;

]r
1

2mm0

\
@B03B;#5I coll . ~4!
s

e-
n
of

n

a-

n

HereF5j1^Sj&, the angle bracket denotes averaging ov
the Fermi surface,

^Sj&5E 2d3p8

~2p\!3 S 2
] f 0~«8!

]«8 DS~p,p8!j~p8,r ,t !

] f 0

]«
52d~«2«F!,

B;(r ,t) is the rf field,e is the electron charge, andc is the
speed of light. The collision integralI coll determines two re-
laxation times:t1 and t2 , the momentum and spin-densit
relaxation times;t2@t1 . For processes corresponding to t
frequency regionkc@v@t215t1

211t2
21 @the wave vector

k5(kx,0,kz)], the asymptotic behavior of the spectrum
collective modes is completely independent of the spec
form of the collision integral.

Expanding the functionsF5j1^Sj& and j in Fourier
series in the variablew and substituting the results into Eq
~4!, we find that the circular components of the renormaliz
spin densityF (6)5Fx16 iFy;exp(2ivt1ik•r ) of the con-
duction electrons satisfy the integral equations4

F~6 !5E
2`

w

dw8 expS i

vB
E

w8

w

dw9~ṽ6V

2k"V~w9,pB!! D S i
m0

vB
~k"v~w8,pB!6V!B6

;

2 i
v

vB
(

p52`

`

lpF̄p
~6 !eipw8D , ~5!

Fx1
5Fx cosq2Fzsinq, thex1 axis is directed perpendicu

lar to the y axis and to the vectorB0 , where lp5Sp
;/(1

1Sp
;), ṽ5v1 i0, F̄p5^e2 ipwF&/^1&, B6

;5Bx1

; 6 iBy
; , V

5vs /(11S0
;), and vs522m0B0 /\ is the spin paramag

netic resonance frequency.
Multiplying Eq. ~5! by exp(2inw) and integrating with

respect to the variablesb5pB /p0 cosq andw, we obtain an
infinite system of linear equations for the coefficientsF̄n

(6)

of the Fourier series of the function

^F~6 !&b[
1

2p E
2p

p

dbF~6 !~«F ,b,w!
(
p52`

` S dnp2lp

v

vB
^ f np~b!&bD F̄p

~6 !

52m0B6
;K 1

2p i

*0
2p*0

2pdwdw1@kv~b,w2w1!7V#exp@ i ~p2n!w2 ipw11 iR~w,w1!#

12exp@2p iR~2p,2p!# L
b

, ~6!

f np~b!5
1

2p i

*0
2p*0

2pdwdw1 exp@ i ~p2n!w2 ipw11 iR~w,w1!#

12exp@2p iR~2p,2p!#
. ~7!
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Here R(w,w1)[ 1/vB *w2w1

w dw8@ṽ7V2k•v(b,w8)#, and

dnp is the Kronecker delta. The dependence of the cyclot
frequency onpB should be taken into account only in th
expressionkxvx /vB in the argument of the exponential fun
tion, under the condition thathkxvF;vB .

The coefficients of the Fourier series of the smooth fu
tion n(«F)S(p,p8) fall off rapidly with increasing summa
tion index, and it is therefore sufficient to keep a finite nu
ber of terms of the series in Eqs.~5! and ~6!. The system of
equations~6!, together with Maxwell’s equation, relates th
variable magnetic field and the magnetization and descr
the natural oscillations of the spin density in layered cond
tors with an arbitrary energy spectrum and correlation fu
tion. It is easy to see that for finding the spin-wave spectr
it is sufficient to use the homogeneous version of the sys
of equations~6!. We shall neglect in~6! the small inhomo-
geneous term proportional tom0B6

; , which takes into ac-
count the influence of the self-consistent fieldB6

; . The dis-
persion relation for the ‘‘free’’ oscillations of the spin densi
has the form

D~v~0!,k![detFdnp2lp

v~0!

vB
^ f np~b!&bG50. ~8!

Up to terms proportional tox0;m0
2n(«F) the frequencyv of

the natural oscillations of the magnetization is equal to
frequencyv (0) of the ‘‘free’’ oscillations of the spin density
At that frequency the magnetic susceptibility has a sh
maximum, and the determinantD(v,k) is equal in order of
magnitude tox0 .

The condition that there be no collisionless damping
spin waves reduces to satisfaction of the inequality

uv2nvB7Vu.maxu^k"v&wu. ~9!

Outside the region ofv, k values corresponding to conditio
~9! the functionsf np(b) have a pole, and after integratio
over pB the dispersion relation acquires a imaginary p
responsible for strong absorption of the wave. In laye
conductors the electron drift velocity along the magne
field, vB5^v&w , oscillates as a function of the angleq be-
tween the magnetic field and the normal to the layers.
certain directions ofB0 with respect to the layers of th
conductorvB is close to zero, and the damping of the wave
governed by collision processes. Here the existence of
lective modes is possible even under the conditionhkvF

*vB . In the region ofv and k values such thatk"vm

@vB , v7V!k"vm , wherevm is the maximum value of the
velocity in thek direction, there exist solutions of the dis
persion relation~8! in the neighborhood of the resonance

v5nvB6V1Dv,Dv!vB ,n50,1,2... . ~10!

Keeping only the first two terms in formula~1! and ne-
glecting anisotropy in the plane of the layers, we write t
energy of a quasiparticle in the one-electron approxima
as

«~p!5
px

21py
2

2m
2hvFp0 cos

pz

p0
, ~11!

where vF5A2«F /m. The asymptotic solutions accurate
terms of orderh for the system of equations of motion co
n

-

-

es
-
-

m

e

p

f

t
d
c

r

s
l-

e
n

responding to the dispersion relation~11! are easily found
using the standard methods of nonlinear mechanics5

vx~ t1!5vx
~0!~ t1!1vx

~1!~ t1!,vx
~0!~ t1!5v' cosvB~b!t1 ,

vx
~1!~ t1!5hvF tanqJ0~a!sinb

2hvF tanq (
n52

`
Jn~a!sin~b2np/2!

n221

3cosnvB~b!t1 , ~12!

vz~ t1!5hvF sin~b2a cosvB~b!t1!.

HerevB(b)5vB@11(h tanqJ1(a)cosb)/2# is the cyclotron
frequency of quasiparticles with energy~11! in a field

B05~B0 sinq,0,B0 cosq!, vB5~ ueuB0 /mc!cosq,

a5~mvF /p0!tanq,

Jn(a) is the Bessel function,

v'5vFS 12
vx

~1!~0!

vF
1

hp0

mvF
cos~b2a! D

is the amplitude of the first harmonic ofvx(t), and the initial
phase is chosen such thatvy(0)50.

It follows from relations~12! that

^kv&w5kvB5hvFJ0~a!~kx tanq1kz!sinb. ~13!

For those directions ofB0 for which a is equal to one of the
zerosa i5(mvF /p0)tanqi of the Bessel functionJ0(a) the
averagê k"v&w;h2, and the asymptotic expression for th
coefficientsf np(b) takes the form

f np~b!5
1

kxr 0S cot
p~v7V!

vB
cos

p

2
~n2p!

1

sinS R1~q1!1
p

2
~n1p! D

sin
p~v7V!

vB

D , ~14!

where

R1~q i !5E
2p/2

p/2 k"v~w!

vB~b i !
dw52

kxv'

vB~b i !

2ph
kzvF

vB
H0~a i !cosb i

1h
kxvF

2vB
tanq i cosb i (

n51

`
J2n11~a i !

n~n11!~2n11!
,

is the Struve function,r 05vF /vB , andb i5pB /p0 cosqi . In
the case when the correlation function is determined by
zeroth and first Fourier harmonics

S~p,p8!5S012S1 cos~w2w8!,

the solution of dispersion relation~8! is determined by for-
mula ~10! with
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Dv5
nvB6V

pkxr 0
g1,2.

It is easy to obtain from~8! a quadratic equation forg1,2, the
roots of which are

g1,25
1

2
@l012l11~21!n~l022l1!g6~~l012l1

1~21!n~l022l1!g!218l0l1~211g21h2!!1/2#,

whereg5^sinR1(qi)&b , andh5^cosR1(qi)&b .
In the short-wavelength limit for the selected directio

of the external magnetic field there exist spin waves w
frequencies~10! close to the resonance frequenciesv r

5nvB6V. The correction~15! to the resonance frequenc
is a rapidly oscillating function of wave number. An anal
h

gous type of excitations exists in quasi-isotropic metals o
when the direction of wave propagation is strictly perpe
dicular toB0 .

*E-mail: stepanenko@ilt.kharkov.ua
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On the nature of the reentrant effect in susceptibility of mesoscopic cylindrical samples
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A theory of the reentrant effect in the susceptibility of mesoscopic cylindrical NS samples is
proposed which is essentially based on the properties of the Andreev levels. The specific feature of
the quantum levels of the structure is that in a varying magnetic field~or temperature! each
level periodically comes into coincidence with the chemical potential of the metal. As a result, the
state of the system becomes strongly degenerate and the amplitude of the paramagnetic
contribution to the susceptibility increases sharply. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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In 1990 Mota and co-workers1 detected a surprising be
havior of the magnetic susceptibility of a cylindrical N
structure~N and S are for the normal metal and superco
ductor, respectively! at very low temperature (T,100 mK)
when the external magnetic field was applied parallel to
NS boundary. Most intriguingly, a decrease in the sam
temperature below a certain pointTr ~at a fixed field! pro-
duced a reentrant effect: the decreasing magnetic suscep
ity of the structure unexpectedly started growing. A simi
behavior was observed with the isothermal reentrant effec
a field decreasing to a certain valueHr below which the
susceptibility started to grow sharply. The samples were
perconducting Nb wires with a radiusR of tens ofmm coated
with a thin layerd of very pure Ag. It is emphasized in Re
2 that the detected magnetic response of the NS structu
similar to the properties of the persistent currents in mes
copic normal rings. It is assumed1–5 that the reentrant effec
reflects the behavior of the total susceptibilityx of the NS
structure: the paramagnetic contribution is superimposed
the Meissner effect-related diamagnetic contribution a
nearly compensates it. Anomalous behavior of the susce
bility has also been observed in AgTa, CuNb, and Au
structures.2,4

The origin of paramagnetic currents in NS structures
been discussed in a number of theoretical studies. Bruder
Imry6 analyzed the paramagnetic contribution to suscepti
ity taking into account the paths of the quasiparticles that
not collide with the superconducting boundary. The auth
note an appreciable paramagnetic effect in the physical s
ation under discussion. However, the ratio derived by th
for the paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions is ra
small, and cannot account for the experimental results.1–5

Fauchere, Belzig, and Blatter7 explain the high paramag
netic effect assuming the pure repulsive electron–elec
interaction in noble metals. The proximity effect in the no
mal metal induces an order parameter whose phas
p-shifted against theDs phase of the superconductor. Th
leads to paramagnetic instability of the Andreev states,
941063-777X/2005/31(1)/3/$26.00
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the density of states of the NS structure exhibits a peak n
zero energy. The theory7 is largely based on the assumptio
of the repulsive electron interaction in the normal metal. T
question of whether the reentrant effect is due to spec
properties of the noble metals or is shared by any nor
metal experiencing the proximity effect can only be a
swered experimentally. We can just note that the theorie
Refs. 6 and 7 do not describe the temperature and field
pendences of the paramagnetic susceptibility of the NS st
ture and do not explain the origin of the anomalously lar
amplitude of the reentrant effect.

It is worth mentioning the assumption made by Ma
and Haas8 that below the transition temperature (;10 mK)
some noble metals~Cu, Ag, Au! can exhibitp-wave super-
conducting ordering, which may be responsible for the re
trant effect. This theory does not explain the high param
netic reentrant effect either.

In this Letter a theory of the reentrant effect is propos
which is essentially based on the properties of the quant
levels of the NS structure. Levels with energies no more th
D0 (2D0 is the gap of the superconductor! appear inside the
normal metal bounded by the dielectric~vacuum! on one side
and contacting the superconductor on the other side.
number of levelsn0 in the well is finite. Because of the
Aharonov-Bohm effect,9 the spectrum of the NS structure
a function of the magnetic flux in a weak field. The speci
feature of the quantum levels of the structure is that in
varying fieldH ~or temperature! each level in the well peri-
odically comes into coincidence with the chemical poten
of the metal. As a result, the state of the system suffers str
degeneracy and the density of states of the NS sample e
riences resonance spikes. We attribute the reentrant effe
this resonance.

Resonance spikes of the density of states as a functio
the magnetic field were predicted earlier in our study o
structure consisting of a normal metal cylinder coated wit
thin superconducting layer.10

Let us consider a superconducting cylinder of radiusR
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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coated with a thin layerd of a pure normal metal. The struc
ture is placed in a weak magnetic fieldH(0,0,H) applied
along its symmetry axis. We proceed from a simplified N
model assuming that the order parameter modulus of
superconductor changes in a jump at the NS boundary.
introduce the angle of incidence of a quasiparticlea on the
dielectric boundary, measured from the cylinder radius. I
evident that there are two classes of quasiparticle paths
side the normal metal. One class includes those in whica
varies within 0&a&acr (acr is the angle at which the pat
touches the NS boundary!. In this case the quasiparticle co
lides successively with the dielectric and the NS bounda
The other class witha.acr consists of the paths whos
spectra are formed only by the quasiparticle–dielectric co
sions. The spectra of the two classes of paths differ con
erably.

First we consider the paths witha&acr . The spectrum
of quasiparticles of the NS structure is readily obtainable
the method of multidimensional quasiclassics10,11 general-
ized for the presence of the Andreev scattering in
system.12 We have

«n~q,a!5
p\VL~q!cosa

2d S n1
1

p
arccos

«

D0
2

F~a!

F0
D .

~1!

HereVL(q)5ApF
22q2/m* , pF is the Fermi momentum,q is

the momentum component along the cylinder axis,m* is the
effective mass of the quasiparticle, andF0 is the supercon-
ducting flux quantum. The magnetic flux through the a
bounded by a part of the NS boundary and by the quasi
ticle path at an anglea is given by

F~a!52tanaE
0

d

A~x!dx.

The integral ofA(x) can be calculated if we know the dis
tribution of the vector potential field inside the normal met
The problem of the Meissner effect in superconduct
normal metal ~proximity! sandwiches was solved b
Zaikin.13 The screening current in the NS structure was c
culated in terms of the microscopic theory, and the expr
sion A(x)5Hx1(4p/c) j (a)x(d2x/2) can be obtained
from the Maxwell equation curlH5(4p/c) j with the bound-
ary conditionsA(x50)50 and]xA(x5d)5H. The screen-
ing current is a function of

a5E
0

d

A~x!dx, j ~a!52 j sw~a/F0!,

where j s is the superfluid current andw(x) is an oscillating
function of flux ~at a/F0!1 we have j (a)52 j sa/F0).
Thus, we can write down the self-consistent equation
a:13–15

a5H
d2

2
1

4p

3c
j ~a!d3, ~2!

j (a) becomes zero recurrently when a/F0

51/2, 1, 3/2, 2,... . The spectrum of Eq.~1! is similar to Ku-
lik’s spectrum16 for the current state of an SNS contac
However, Eq.~1! includes an angle-dependent magnetic fl
instead of the phase difference of the contacting superc
ductors.
e
e

s
n-

y.

i-
d-
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e
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We proceed from the expression for the thermodynam
potential

V52T(
S

ln@11exp~2«S /T!#,

where the summation is over all quantum states of the sp
trum, Eq. ~1!, and the spin~Boltzmann’s constantkB51).
We use the approximation of equidistant levels in which
second term in Eq.~1! can be replaced with 1/2. The contr
bution to susceptibility~per unit volumeV of the normal
metal! can be found asx52(1/V)(]2V/]H2). Taking into
account two orientations of the spin and two possible si
of a and q, as well as the finite number of levelsn0 , we
have the starting expression for the susceptibility (L is the
cylinder height,z is the chemical potential of the metal!:

x; (
n52n0

1n0 E
2z

1` d«

ch2
«

2T

E
0

acr
da sin2 aE

0

pF
dqVL

2~q!

3d~«2«n~q,a!!. ~3!

We take an integral overq using thed function and introduce
the dimensionless energy

e5«/d« ~d«5p\VF/2d!.

Sincez/d«@1, the lower limit of the energy integral can b
replaced with2`. By introducing the variablex[tana and
the notation an5n11/2, b5b(H,T)5a/F0 , x05tanacr

.A2R/d and taking into account the parity of the integra
we obtain, instead of Eq.~3!:

x5A (
n50,1,...

n0 E
0

1` deueu3

cosh2@he/2#

3E
0

x0 dxx2u~ uan2bxu2ueuA11x2!

uan2bxu3Auan2bxu22e2~11x2!
. ~4!

HereA52zd2h/(pRF0
2), h5d«/T, andu is the Heaviside

step function. It is seen in Eq.~4! that for a given ‘‘subzone’’
n the amplitude of the paramagnetic susceptibility increa
sharply whenever the Andreev level coincides with t
chemical potential of the metal. The resonant spike of s
ceptibility occurs whenan2bx tends to zero on a change i
the magnetic field~or temperature!. Because of the finite
number of Andreev levels, the existence region of the i
thermal reentrant effect is within 0,H&Hn0

.
The indefinite integral overx can be calculated exactly

The roots of the square trinomial under the radical to with
the first-order terms ine are x1,2.a06ueuA11a0

2/b (a0

5an /b;0,x1,a0,x2,x0). Theu function bars the region
x1,x,x2 from consideration. On substituting the limits o
integration, the expressions obtained have different pow
of the parameterueu21. We retain only the most importan
terms of orderueu23. The integral over energy is taken easi
when these terms are substituted in it. Finally, the susce
bility of the NS structure becomes
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x>
zd2

pRF0
2 (

n50,1,...

n0 S n1
1

2D 2

thFp\VF

4dT S n1
1

2D G
F S n1

1

2D 2

1b2~H,T!G3/2 . ~5!

The flux b5a/F0 ~Eq. ~2!! depends on both the magnet
field and temperature. The screening current of the NS st
ture is j 52 j sw(a/F0), wherej s;T21exp(24pTd/\VF) for
T@\VF /d.13,15It is seen from Eq.~5! thatb(H,T) increases
with rising temperature~at fixed H). At the same time the
argument of the hyperbolic tangent becomes smaller t
unity starting with a certain temperature. As a result,
amplitude of paramagnetic susceptibility decreases rapidl
the temperature rises. The isothermal reentrant effect oc
when a decreasing magnetic field causes an increase in
amplitude of paramagnetic susceptibility. Choosing the ch
acteristic parameters of the problemd53.331024 cm, R
58.231024 cm, z;10212 erg, F05231027 G/cm2, we
can estimate the coefficient in front of the sum in Eq.~5! to
be .1022. The sum itself has the logarithmic scale. ln n0.
The effect is caused by the paths of the quasiparticles w
a&acr .

The paths of the quasiparticles witha.acr do not col-
lide with the NS boundary and their quantum states are
sentially similar to the states of the ‘‘whispering gallery
type that appear in the cross section of a normal solid cy
der in a weak magnetic field.17,18 The caustic of these path
is approximately equal to the cylinder radius, and the sp
trum of the states carries no information about the para
eters of the superconductor. The energy levels canno
made coincident with the chemical potential of the metal
varying the magnetic field or temperature. As a result,
c-

n
e
as
rs

the
r-

th

s-

-

c-
-

be
y
e

paramagnetic contribution to the thermodynamics of
paths witha.acr has a much smaller amplitude.

The author is indebted to A. N. Omelyanchouk and A.
Slutskin for helpful discussions.
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